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ABSTRACT
“ÆTHELTHRYTH”: SHAPING A RELIGIOUS WOMAN IN
TENTH-CENTURY WINCHESTER
MAY 2019
VICTORIA KENT WORTH, B.A., KENYON COLLEGE
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Joseph Black
It is well established that Anglo-Saxon writers were concerned with a specific set
of principles (chastity, wisdom and piety) articulated in monastic life. However, the
representation of women’s religious lives and the exemplification of their values
influencing male saint’s Lives and their authors have to date been largely overlooked. To
rectify this omission, I focus on Wulfstan’s tenth-century Vita St. Æthelwoldi, in which
Æthelthryth’s character plays a far more significant role than we have heretofore noticed.
Apart from the traditional figurae the author uses to depict her virtuous devotion,
Wulfstan’s account of Æthelthryth is a testimony of a particular approach to monastic
identity propagated by the circle of Bishop Æthelwold. I argue that Æthelthryth was
elided in Wulfstan’s text in order to support the Benedictine Reformers’ objectives. As a
result, Æthelthryth casts light on choices writers like Wulfstan made during this period
when representing important Winchester women.
Written for Winchester’s royal and ecclesiastical audience, the Vita of St.
Æthelwoldi was concerned with employing inherited female religious models that would
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complement the story of Bishop Æthelwold. Texts by Bede and Aldhelm, as well as
Classical and Latin patristics, incorporated idealized representations of female monastic
life, and Wulfstan drew from these images in order to portray Æthelthryth as being in
keeping with the vita’s objectives. While various sources help frame an understanding of
this woman—the period, place and circumstances of her life—a depiction points to her
figural qualities. Æthelthryth’s representation reflects Wulfstan’s preoccupations with
images of the female monastic leader: namely, a virgin dedicated to God who is
responsible for the nuns, and spiritual counselor and prudent advisor, one who provides
guidance to female members of the larger Winchester Community.
I maintain Wulfstan depicted Æthelthryth’s capabilities as a divinely infused form
of knowledge. She is represented as possessing nursing, visionary and motherly skills that
enabled her access to both physical and spiritual realms. Æthelthryth’s character was
therefore accorded a mediated role in the lives of religious and secular communities in
tenth-century Winchester. A motherly virgin dedicated to God, she is a textual symbol of
nurse and spiritual counselor. By fulfilling these responsibilities, Æthelthryth also
prefigures the role of prudent advisor. Æthelthryth’s character provides the context for
Æthelwold’s acquisition of visionary knowledge and Wulfstan’s potential to inscribe his
life. The image of a monastic woman modeling divine prescience and miraculous
portents, central for the life of a saint, is a rare and venerable asset; her ability to do so for
an eminent male authority and his biographer is remarkable.
It is important to investigate how depictions of monastic women promoted
spiritually and pragmatic refining effects for the benefit of both their own houses as well
as for the larger ecclesiastical populace, demonstrating the significance of female
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religious devotion. Thus, Æthelthryth becomes the proper focus of development and an
example of female sanctity worthy of imitation by monastics, secular, religious, and lay
audiences alike. I show that Æthelthryth is a critical source for understanding the
important contributions of monastic women to Anglo-Saxon culture, elucidating a new
and valuable understanding of their role in religious texts.
The lives of medieval religious women have been only partially perceived by
literary texts. Although ecclesiastics related to the monastic life of the period and place
they lived, Wulfstan omits details about Æthelthryth’s background and ignores
Nunnaminster’s history, including its founding as well as other important women
associated with the house. How and what Wulfstan obscures through his depiction of
Æthelthryth relates to the Reformers’ goals for control over the monasteries they were
attempting to renew.
Æthelthryth’s story is larger than the Vita St. Æthelwoldi. Not solely dependent on
Wulfstan’s account, I investigate Æthelthryth’s description vis-a-vis her community
through multiple sources. These sources provide evidence of women’s considerable
control of Nunnaminster, as well as their spiritual life and literary achievements. I offer a
different perspective of this nunnery, leading up to and including the tenth century, than
the male-authored prescriptive to date. Anglo-Saxon women maintained their authority in
religious life far beyond their suggested depiction. Through the study of her character,
Æthelthryth offers a compelling understanding of how Anglo-Saxon female religious life
was portrayed in literature. Moreover, her representation exists within the context of the
surrounding royal and ecclesiastical priorities, which invariably includes the priorities of
such stake-holders as the bishop, the Queen, and of Wulfstan himself.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
When things are to be praised, the virtues are chosen.
—Ernst Robert Curtius 1
A. Preface
Occasionally even the most interesting characters in texts remain largely
overlooked, and so end up in altogether undeserved obscurity. Such is the case with
Æthelthryth, a religious woman depicted in Wulfstan’s tenth-century Vita St. Æthelwoldi,
written to promote Bishop Æthelwold’s candidacy for canonization.2 Æthelthryth first
appears early in Wulfstan’s text, attending the mother of Æthelwold, the future Bishop of
Winchester, as she awaits her son’s birth. Æthelthryth is present on the occasion because
Æthelwold’s mother had been unable to interpret a dream and so she travelled to
Nunnaminster Abbey to consult Æthelthryth, portrayed as a nurse (Latin nutrix) said to
be sagacious and wise (Latin sagaci prudentissima). Later in the story, Æthelthryth is
mentioned again, this time as ruling (Latin matrem) over a flock of nuns (Latin mandras
sanctimonialium) at Nunnaminster. Paucity of detail notwithstanding, Æthelthryth
evidently was an important and well-known figure. Despite the apparently small role
1

Ernst Robert Curtius, European Literature and the Latin Middle Ages (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1983), 158.
2

Vita Sancti Æthelwoldi, ed. and trans. M. Lapidge and M. Winterbottom, Wulfstan of Winchester, The Life
of St. Æthelwold (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991), ch. 2, 34. Preserved in five manuscripts of the twelfth
century: Alençon, 14, ff. 23r-34v; British Library, MS Cotton Tiberius D.iv, vol. 2, ff. 272v-281v; MS
Cotton Caligula A. viii, ff. 125r-128v (fragment); British Library, MS Cotton Nero E.i, vol 2, ff. 209v216v; MS Arundel 169, ff. 88r-95r. References hereafter to this edition are to Wulfstan’s St. Æthelwoldi
and parenthetically with page numbers within the text. First published in Three Lives of English Saints, ed.
Michael Winterbottom (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, 1972). An earlier version was
previously printed in the Patrologia Latina (cxxxvii), which is a reworking of Wulfstan’s text by the
historian Ordericus Vitalis. Wulfstan wrote the Life of St. Æthelwold after the translation of St. Æthelwold
(10 September 996). See also Ælfric’s Vita S. Æthelwoldi. Lapidge and Winterbottom, Wulfstan, Vita St.
Æthelwoldi, xvi, 70-80.
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Æthelthryth plays within Wulfstan’s portrayal of male saint’s life, she is characteristic of
a model of devotion that positioned her influence strongly within Winchester’s tenthcentury preoccupations. Wulfstan’s vita was part of the narrative program that promoted
the objectives of the Benedictine Reform Movement, and those objectives, I argue,
contribute to the specific attention Wulfstan accords her in his narrative. Once the time,
place and preoccupations of this movement are herein explored, however, Æthelthryth
will be removed from the darkness she has up until now inhabited.
Wulfstan’s Æthelthryth not only possesses revered figural qualities that prefigure
Æthelwold’s holiness but she also represents a spiritual leader close to God, as worthy of
attention as the sainted Æthelwold himself. Wulfstan portrayed Æthelthryth as an
idealized figure, and her character is dedicated toward an aspect of Æthelwold, a largerthan-life human being. She also benefits from the adoption of foundational texts to
inform her depiction. Æthelthryth’s inclusion in Bishop Æthelwold’s vita must therefore
be seen as contributing to his saintly virtue and spiritual patronage, and this association
provided Wulfstan with authorial credibility. I hope it will become clear through this
discussion of her character how immensely valuable Æthelthryth was to architects of the
Reform Movement and to the portrayal of Nunnaminster as an institution presumably
adopting prescriptive monastic corrections. Æthelthryth and Nunnaminster are
represented as keeping with the idealization of female religious life contributing to the
larger female Winchester community, even beyond their role in Æthelwold’s evolution as
bishop, and despite Wulfstan’s attempt to elide their origins. It is to the task of evaluating
Æthelthryth that this dissertation, Æthelthryth: Shaping a Religious Woman in TenthCentury Winchester, is devoted.

2

Despite her representation in Wulfstan’s text and her apparent importance to
Anglo-Saxon religious life at an auspicious moment in monastic history, Æthelthryth has
remained undiscovered as a principle character in Wulfstan’s vita. Winchester, the most
preeminent royal and ecclesiastical English city, was critical to the Benedictine Reform
Movement. Due to its location and ancestry, Nunnaminster sat squarely at the center of
Winchester’s royal and ecclesiastical life. Since Æthelthryth was at Nunnaminster during
the early tenth century, she would have been its first female religious leader. Æthelthryth
has been mentioned in discussions surrounding Wulfstan’s Vita St. Æthelwoldi and in
relation to larger concerns of religious women’s representation during the period,3 but her
purpose in Wulfstan’s text has remained largely unrecognized. This lack of attention is
surprising considering her depiction as a valuable member of the Nunnaminster
community.
Perhaps this neglect is due to the difficulty in squaring Æthelthryth’s life as
represented in Wulfstan’s text with what historians can construct about her. The nature
and organization of Nunnaminster’s community has long puzzled scholars. Medievalists
well before our time have attempted to reconstruct religious life at Nunnaminster. During
the twelfth century, Osbert of Clair examined the nunnery’s early history, but his results
remain unsatisfactory to this day. Osbert’s task was to describe the tenth-century St.
Edburga (c.951x953), the only Nunnaminster saint and the granddaughter of Ealhswið

3

Sarah Foot, Veiled Women II (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2000), 36-37; David N. Dumville, Wessex and
England from Alfred to Edgar: Six Essays on Political, Cultural, and Ecclesiastical Revival, Studies in
Anglo-Saxon History (Woodbridge, Suffolk: Boydell Press, 1992), no. 120, 81-82; Susan J. Ridyard, The
Royal Saints of Anglo-Saxon England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 34-35. Quotations
from this text will appear hereafter Vita St. Edburga.

3

(d.901), Nunnaminster’s founder.4 Osbert remarked that the manuscripts at his disposal at
Nunnaminster were perplexing because “the conversation seemed confused.”5 One reason
for his bewilderment may have been that Osbert, writing two hundred years after the
events he was trying to reconstruct, was already missing earlier documents that would
have contained important sources for understanding the nunnery’s foundation.6 Another
concern for Osbert was his inability to convey a satisfactory depiction of Æthelthryth,
who would have been the abbess at the time of Edburga’s oblation. In order to write St.
Edburga’s Life, Osbert relied on at least one manuscript that we know with certainty,
Wulfstan’s Vita St. Æthelwoldi. This text did not present Æthelthryth with assurance
because details surrounding her life were inconsistent and incomplete, and Osbert did not
attempt to rectify the incompatibility of her tenure at Nunnaminster with her lifespan nor
provide her with any background information that would have clarified Wulfstan’s
depiction. The effect of St. Edburga’s Life was to render the impression of Æthelthryth’s
tenure muddled and her life history indefinite, perpetuating Wulfstan’s indeterminate
portrayal of her and undoubtedly contributing to the subsequent neglect of
Nunnaminster’s tenth-century leader. Similarly, in 1925, E.W. Williamson said that the

4

Osbert gives contradictory dates for St. Edburga’s death: Ridyard, Royal Saints, 16-37, 103-21. In Osbert
of Claire, Vita Sanctae Eadburge, Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Laud Misc. 114 (x), fols. 85-120. The Life
of St Edburga of Winchester by Osbert of Claire, Prior of Westminster in Ridyard, The Royal Saints, 255308. Edburga’s life has also been discussed in L. Braswell, “St Edburga of Winchester: A Study of her
Cult, A.D. 950-1500.” Malmesbury appears to have followed Wulfstan’s account: William of Malmesbury,
De Gestis Pontificum Anglorum, The History of the English Bishops, Vol. I. Text and Translation, ed.
Michael Winterbottom (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007, 174).
5

“confuso uidebantur sermone context”: E.W. Williamson, ed., The Letters of Osbert of Claire (Oxford
and London: Oxford University Press, 1929), 25.
6

According to Ridyard, Osbert wrote his Vita Eadburge based on a version which is no longer extant at
Nunnaminster since two known contemporary manuscripts include variations of his text: British Library
MS Landsdowne 436, inscribed on the flyleaf as the property of Romsey Abbey, and British Library MS
Harleian 64, ff. 184-185v. Description of the fourteenth century vita is found in “Middle English and Latin
Lives,” Medieval Studies 33 (1971): 292-333.
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Life of St. Edburga, “cannot be commended. The story of the saintly maiden is far too
slight to bear the rhetoric and the homilies with which Osbert loaded it.”7 Williamson’s
reaction to Edburga’s life at Nunnaminster matches the argument about Osbert’s text.
Apparently, expectations about the purpose of Edburga’s Life after the fact did not
correspond with the writer’s original intention.
Neither Osbert’s twelfth-century investigation of the tenth-century Edburga nor
Williamson’s twentieth-century investigation of Osbert’s Edburga were able to resolve
confusion: a character’s presumed existence did not conform to Anglo-Saxon notions of
representation because tenth-century writers were adopting figural qualities from earlier
texts to fit current Benedictine Reform goals, without sufficient real-world information
that would increase the clarity of their characters’ impressions to a fact-based future. It
was the long-standing interest of these writers to persist in the portrayal of idealized
conceptions, rather than actual people, because their characters would become what
readers would come to know, a challenge to those who seek a further understanding of
the women who existed outside their pages.

B. Thesis
Through the study of her figural attributes, Æthelthryth offers a compelling
understanding of how Anglo-Saxon female religious life was depicted in literature;
moreover, her representation exists within the context of the royal and ecclesiastical
priorities surrounding her. Wulfstan’s representation of Æthelthryth is informed by tropes
7

Williamson, The Letters of Osbert of Claire, 25. Edburga would have been at Nunnaminster during the
time of Æthelthryth’s life. Æthelthryth is mentioned in Edburga’s vita. The Life of St. Edburga is also
connected with Nunnaminster in a more direct way, since its subject is another resident of that house: the
tenth-century royal oblate and granddaughter of King Alfred and Ealhswith, Edburga (d.951x953). Edburga
is not mentioned in Wulfstan, Vita St. Æthelwoldi.

5

that served the priorities of Benedictine Reform. An examination of the figural qualities
so admired by Wulfstan and his circle sheds light on Æthelthryth: rather than diminishing
her impression (because these qualities are figural rather than “real”), my investigation
enlarges our sense of Æthelthryth and other portrayals of female religious of the period.
Like many such narratives written during the Anglo-Saxon period, Wulfstan’s vita
reflects the importance of female portrayal within the context of monastic renewal. The
objectives of the moment privileged Wulfstan’s goals for his biography of the Bishop of
Winchester. An ideal was upheld for the vita’s benefit, a tradition that met the current
needs, but which also elided the depiction of a real woman’s life in pursuit of those ideals.
Although the Vita St. Æthelwoldi does not necessarily attempt an accurate portrayal of
religious life, but an idealized one, this text should be seen as offering a rare and
revealing example of the period’s interest in the representation of female monastic life.
Focusing on Æthelthryth’s character in Wulfstan’s text offers significant advantages for
the reader of the vita because of the way women were characterized during the tenth
century. She appears to support, even complement, the achievements of the text’s
protagonist, offering an interesting juxtaposition with the period and place that molded
her creation.
With this framework in mind, I look at how extensively Æthelthryth’s depiction
fits into the objectives of tenth-century Winchester. In this lies an attempt to understand
Wulfstan’s goals. Æthelthryth’s portrayal during the time of Reform reveals how
women’s roles in general were employed at this time in monastic literature. In fact, her
depiction allows us to witness a member of the Nunnaminster community through the
lens of a particularly biased writer. Her role in the text is to facilitate the mandates of

6

tenth-century reform. By centering the discussion on these mandates, I delve into the
reason why Wulfstan chose to depict Æthelthryth as a particular devotional figure in
Winchester and how she was portrayed as functioning within her religious community.
Examining Æthelthryth’s role in Wulfstan’s Vita provides an understanding of her
character as a symbol, and her depiction requires interpretation. This interpretation
includes an exploration of other manuscripts associated with Anglo-Saxon female
monasticism, tenth-century Winchester, and Nunnaminster.
I posit that Wulfstan’s description of Æthelthryth was designed to have a specific
effect on his readers. By representing heightened Anglo-Saxon female monastic devotion,
Æthelthryth’s character illustrated that of an embodied ideal female ruler, for her
depiction recognized an inherited textual knowledge that included the most storied
symbols of female authority. In order to approach this inquiry, I explore the narrative
choices that informed Wulfstan’s depiction of Æthelthryth and speculate as to the reason
Wulfstan may have chosen to represent Æthelthryth, refigured from the past, to speak to
his contemporary vision of Anglo-Saxon England. Since Æthelthryth was represented as
possessing nursing, visionary, and leadership skills enabling her access to physical and
spiritual realms, her character was accorded a mediating role in the lives of religious and
secular communities in tenth-century Winchester.
In this light, Æthelthryth’s role becomes a critical lens into an understanding of
how late Anglo-Saxon female monastic life was portrayed. Looking at her character
through the lens of the Benedictine Reform Movement is especially relevant to our
understanding of how she was depicted alongside the history of tenth-century
Winchester. The dichotomy between the text in question and evidence external to

7

Wulfstan’s creation poses several opportunities in this study. Gathering evidence across
the archive is important because of the inherent differences between a vita, which records
an ideal, and a prayerbook, which reflects behavior.
It is important to investigate how depictions of monastic women promoted
spiritually and pragmatically refining effects for the benefit of both their own houses as
well as for the larger ecclesiastical and royal populace, because they demonstrate the
significance of female religious devotion. Thus Æthelthryth becomes the proper focus of
development of and exemplary of female sanctity worthy of imitation by monastics,
secular religious and lay audiences alike. Representations of Æthelthryth are
consequently a critical source for recovering the important contributions of monastic
women to Anglo-Saxon culture.
Certainly, I am not alone in finding the study of religious women’s representation
through a hagiographical lens intriguing. How medieval readers read religious texts is a
perplexing question, especially as we can never be sure how, if at all, they had a sense of
self that differed from our own, or how they perceived what they read or experienced.
Evaluating virtues from our perspective as well as from the perspectives of people from
so long ago, readers who had to consider conventions inherited from even more ancient
models, is undeniably challenging. The question of how the historical role of real women
relates to the symbolic use of feminine representation in texts does not necessarily need
to be perfectly resolved because the study of hagiography does not necessarily offer a
neat image of reality. Given the concern over the lack of records for Nunnaminster during
the tenth century, much can be gleaned by searching for the monastic and political

8

objectives of the period, which themselves reveal noteworthy portrayals of their key
female subjects.
Understanding one religious woman’s textual representation during the AngloSaxon period requires taking on the question of Wulfstan’s purpose and motivation.
Context is critical: how and why were examples and principles of female sanctity utilized
during the tenth century, and in what way did they relate to then-current ecclesiastical
and royal goals? Wulfstan’s decisions surrounding Æthelthryth’s depiction raise several
questions and allow for a few assumptions. What does he accomplish by introducing
Æthelthryth’s representation in the text? How is her religious house, Nunnaminster,
aligned within the context of her depicted life and within the current expectations of the
ideal monastic role promoted during the tenth-century Benedictine Reform Movement?
How does the house’s history of royal religious women’s endowment square with the
Reformers’ objectives?
As a principal writer during the Reform Movement, Wulfstan needed to carefully
establish the credibility of his narrative against the goals of the renewal-minded period.
The paradox posed by Æthelthryth’s representation arose out of the relationship between
ideals about religious women leaders, Nunnaminster’s political efficacy, and
Winchester’s reforming churchmen’s objectives. Wulfstan’s approach suggests
Æthelthryth’s character was intended to represent a religious woman. Her fictional
existence, however, speaks to the factual Nunnaminster, the community he depicts her
ruling over, as well as to the religious house’s tangible connection with the royal Wessex
family. Wulfstan prolonged her textual life, eliding any semblance to real life, in favor of

9

a religious woman’s figural importance and in service of the adoption of monastic
regulations already underway.
Æthelthryth’s portrait provides an example of a nun formed from textual history,
integral to the reform of monastic life. Her depiction illustrates how Anglo-Saxon writers
attempted to adopt meaningful traditions and form them into exemplary and didactic
literature relevant for the period. Idealized representations, drawn from earlier models,
contributed to the traditional nun ideal that Wulfstan portrayed. His allusions to female
hagiographic imagery, Biblical, classical, and early Anglo-Saxon tropes of religious
women signaled both Æthelthryth’s sanctity and religious renewal in Winchester.
Æthelthryth’s figural qualities were not taken from one saint’s life, but several; not one
poem, but many. Scripture as well as Antique images flood through her legacy, mingled
and circulated in various ways to correspond with the period and place of its reception.
By tracing these qualities we will come closer to understanding the Reformers’ priorities.
Wulfstan wanted to keep the female virgin trope before the eyes of the
Winchester community because readers projected their expectations for the
representation of religious women on Æthelthryth’s portrayal. Like other pious women,
Æthelthryth participates symbolically in the figuration of the Virgin Mary, the most
powerful human being in Christian history—for both men and women. Wulfstan’s use of
Æthelthryth allowed him symbolic references to another woman of the same name, St.
Æthelthryth, the seventh-century abbess of Ely. The depiction of Queen Ælfthryth,
Æthelwold’s patron, was consequently influenced by these earlier portrayals. Female
names in Anglo-Saxon England had specific connotations, and they shared compounded
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elements with one another. It is not surprising that Æþel (Old English, might and noble)8
was common, since most of the recorded names are those of honorable women.
Wulfstan’s decision to promote Æthelthryth through this name is a nostalgic nod to its
connotation and because it was adaptable to his political objectives to appropriate
women’s lives at Nunnaminster.
Additional sources, contemporary with Wulfstan’s text, illustrate the specific lives
of religious women at Nunnaminster. Women like Ealhswið (842-902),9 whom we know
with certainty were associated with Nunnaminster and its community’s preoccupations,
are found in manuscripts such as The Book of Nunnaminster associated with female
religious life in tenth-century Winchester.10 These manuscripts tell us a great deal about
these women’s practices and what was important to them in their spiritual and practical
lives. The women behind the pages of these books take on added significance because
they complement the impression we have of Nunnaminster, Æthelthryth’s religious house,
in Wulfstan’s text. This study cannot completely smooth out the differences between my
8
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understanding of Wulfstan’s text and others circulating in Winchester with the evidence
of female religious behavior during this period. By pointing to what we know about the
women of Winchester, there are undoubtedly moments of inevitable disconnect between
a modern interpretation and the unknowable past, naturally colored by what is perceived
as evident during the time. Matching the pragmatic and idealistic is useful, but there are
also challenges in any attempt to align all the relevant sources together.
There are obvious occasions when material pertaining to Wulfstan’s text
highlights the merger of historical context and literary conventions. Looking at the past,
or at least the kind of information that conveys a productive record of a life, contributes
to our understanding of the expectations and conventions that shape narratives by writers
of the period. Scholars turn to hagiographic literature not only because they have to.
Saints’ Lives are literary productions, and, as such, they present ideal representations that
illuminate the contextual life around them. From one perspective, as Thomas D. Hill
observed: “Medieval hagiography has been relatively little studied from a literary
viewpoint because its aesthetic qualities have failed to be recognized as such.”11 While
hagiography reveals interesting aspects of literary culture, it also serves, among other
things, as historical sources, according to Stephen Wilson.12 The hagiographic traditions
are not completely detached from other traditions, which illustrates their potential cultural
inheritance.
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It is especially relevant to search additional sources while investigating
hagiographic literature. Anglo-Saxon saints’ Lives deserve examination because they
record venerable practices and religious belief over time. The writer’s place and period
also inform the depiction of characters in saints’ Lives. Rosalind Love asserts that,
In most cases it is beyond recovery to determine hagiographical reality of their
lives, but then anybody who deals with hagiography should know full well that it
tends to tell us far more about the hagiographer’s times and attitudes than about
the saint in question.13
While complete retrieval is impossible, we can nevertheless salvage a great deal beyond
information about the saint. The narrative choices made by authors who wrote about
religious men and women, whether models of an earlier time or who were approximating
traits within the privileged lay arena, are profoundly instructive as to the expectations of
the intended tenth-century audience that this study hopes to understand. As is often the
case for the study of the early Middle Ages, a relative scarcity of sources outside
hagiography is an obstacle, but not an insurmountable one. Investigations of literature
such as this one must retrieve the period’s ideals of sanctity by examining the explicit and
implicit references to female religious life that can be detected within and outside of
Wulfstan’s narrative. Anglo-Saxon literature in its greater corpus is a major source for
understanding early medieval women. The literary treatment of female devotion in
Anglo-Saxon religious life has attracted more focused scholarly attention. Recently,
published translations of the Old English lives of the female saints and the status and role
of women portrayed in hagiography have been the subject of extensive collections of
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monographs.14 Susan Wemple and Jo Ann McNamara have rediscovered the relevance of
investigating prayerbooks, attempting to consider their significance with respect to
illuminating religious women.15 The individual lives of female religious at distinct
monastic houses in these texts reveal their conduct, often displaying a distinctively
female sanctity, practical and spiritual behavior.
Nunnaminster manuscripts, in particular, are rewarding informants in relation to
Æthelthryth’s depiction, especially when viewed in proximity to Wulfstan’s text.
Although Wulfstan omits the Æthelthryth’s character’s backstory as well as the founding
of Nunnaminster, his choice to include Æthelthryth as a member of the monastic house
points to the legacy secured by a former queen, a woman of noble background by her
own right, and her descendants. Considering that this was a period in which many
monasteries were founded and ruled by individual royal families, Æthelthryth stands out
for not being identified as a noblewoman. Thus, she appears to represent a compelling
symbol, illustrating the Reformers’ attempts to detach the monastic family from the
loyalties and demands of blood clan and to separate religious and lay communities from
one another. Lay control over monasteries was antithetical to the regulations of Reform,
but equally Church control could not have been imposed as easily as these rules indicate.
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This may well be an example of prescriptive literature’s inability to constrain and define
women’s behavior and identity, never fully representing a faithful depiction of governing
practice.
Textual exemplarity, whether hagiographic or pragmatic, encouraged women to
mimic pious individuals and provided a valuable tool for understanding devotional
practice and its depiction. Tradition was fostered in the examples found in books, and
women employed these instances to demonstrate their sanctity. Paul E. Szarmach
emphasized that the study of women in Anglo-Saxon England should “take into account
the real and imagined women who were their holy exemplars.”16 Conrad Leyser,
however, rejected the assumption that women who appear in texts during the Reform
period signify real historical figures. Instead he argued that women served a rhetorical
function.17 As of 1996 there was little interest in hagiographic texts as literature,18 but
very likely scholars such as Szarmach and Leyser had read Eileen Power’s very early
observation that writing on medieval religious women saw its literature as a blend of life
and fiction.19 Jesse Keshiaho explains the complexity of this genre. Saints’ Lives are
complex constructions because they have a circular logic: “Hagiography presents itself as
a depiction of historical reality, making an argument about the state of that reality.”20
Jocelyn Wogan-Browne warns us to be aware of the gaps between authors and their texts,
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authors and their audience and the texts themselves.21 Vitae and other hagiographic texts
and images, unlike law codes, for example, often alienate the physical from the spiritual.
Claire A. Lees asserts that, “Anglo-Saxon writing captures the paradox whereby the
passage of the body into writing, into culture, is a passage into signification that renders
the material body absent.”22 The figure on the page is often distanced from the historical
woman it represents, and requires complementary sources, like charters, to broaden our
understanding of both tradition and conduct.
The traditions of the Anglo-Saxon nuns and royal female interest in religious
patronage are so intertwined that it is difficult to disentangle them. Royal women founded
the early English nunneries and were a model for female religious life throughout the
Anglo-Saxon period. The life described in texts meant to model female religious behavior
appealed strongly to elite Anglo-Saxon women because pious qualities were privileged.
So too was the case for prayerbooks read by religious women, who were most often
royal, demonstrating conduct most beneficial for her community. In the nineteenthcentury edition of The Book of Nunnaminster, Walter Gray De Birch asserted that,
starting in the tenth century, Nunnaminster “became the retreat of many West Saxon
ladies of the highest rank, who regulated their discipline and carried out their religious
observances.”23 These women are directly associated with the successful transmission of
religious culture throughout Mercia and Wessex, their lives and houses celebrated due to
the monastic devotion found in Nunnaminster and read by its community. Inhabitants of
21
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Nunnaminster influenced further dedication to religious life based on this text. The
Nunnaminster prayerbook was passed down from over the centuries, through the female
line, ensuring continuous pious commitment to the communities of religious women who
studied its pages. This manuscript is not only a treasured female spiritual guidebook but
also a valuable record of female literacy and book ownership over time. Moreover,
possession of Nunnaminster secured the community’s rights to remain on the land on
which the nunnery was built. Some words are especially worn down in these pages, with
female entreaties conveying commitment to religious life over the centuries.
We know from scribal evidence that women read The Book of Nunnaminster
during the period when Wulfstan wrote his Vita St. Æthelwoldi because the residents of
the nunnery touched the words as they read.24 Both these texts, and others, must serve as
complementary sources for understanding female religious life in tenth-century
Winchester. When investigated, they are rich treasures that reveal pronounced religious
practice. Behavior inspires writers to depict conduct, as in the case of writers of
ecclesiastical prescription, but scribes also recorded instances of genuine devotion to a
monastic community. This devotion of Anglo-Saxon pious women becomes a prism
through which people living with that thought see themselves. Writers often glorify their
portraits to include larger than life traits. These traits are passed down through characters
portraying still nobler identities, and this idealized behavior becomes embedded into a
tradition. It is impossible to separate what has been learned over centuries with what
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occurs in everyday life. Tradition comes from a place of learned and lived experience,
providing a path to recognition, which erases the obscurities of a character’s past.

C. Scope and Purpose
At the outset, my intent in this project was to examine the religious women’s
community of Nunnaminster in its entirety. Nunnaminster has been described as an
important monastic house,25 and I had planned to form a comprehensive study that
covered its history: the foundation story, the women who ruled over the house, their
activities and spiritual lives. It was my intent also to pay particular attention to the
community’s role in royal patronage and the wider political and literary events during its
history. Illustrating the interrelation between Nunnaminster and the two male powers of
Winchester, Old and New Minsters, along with royal connections, would provide insight
into their engagement with the wider religious and lay community. My goal was to use a
range of sources to advance the proposition that Nunnaminster indeed constituted a
strong presence in Winchester starting in the tenth century.
But I soon encountered some very large roadblocks that made researching
Nunnaminster a challenge. An unfortunate lacuna emerges in the attempt to understand
Nunnaminster: the house has no surviving archives, and the nunnery’s manuscript
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holdings are incomplete.26 Unfortunately, additional manuscripts connected to the house
were likely lost, stolen or damaged; these texts would have shed light on Nunnaminster’s
history and management as well as on the roles of their abbesses, not to mention the
nunnery’s intended institutional course and its first inhabitants. Tenth-century Winchester
is often viewed in light of the poverty of its documentation regarding its religious
women, which gives them the appearance of an often-fragmented history. The frequent
refrain, “We are told nothing of the day-to-day lives of the nuns [of Winchester] or of the
relations between the secular and religious communities,” is reminder of the paucity of
extant records concerning Nunnaminster and the lack of information about its interaction
beyond the cloister.27 When Virginia Blanton asserted that, “unfortunately, the
Winchester house for women is seriously understudied, considering its association with
Old Minster and New Minster,”28 I wondered what I could contribute to an understanding
of Nunnaminster’s history.
As I searched for examples of other Anglo-Saxon women’s communities, I
realized that the problem with Nunnaminster’s documents was not unique: a systemic
obstacle prevented an understanding of the larger corpus of the majority of female
houses. Records detailing female religious life at this time in general are largely lost or
were never written to begin with. In her book on medieval nuns, Pauline Stafford raises
26
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the point that may well be taken as a reason not to embark upon an investigation like the
one I originally undertook: late Anglo-Saxon religious women and their nunneries lacked
written records and thus do not have much chance of being understood.29 For example,
there is an overall decline in the number of charters issued for female houses beginning in
the second half of the eighth century and a dearth of sources on religious women and
their houses in the tenth. The marked difference in documentation is found starting in the
ninth century when women’s property holdings for religious houses had fallen off
considerably.30 As I searched for answers, however, I discovered that the perceived
shortage of information about Nunnaminster is not a reflection of religious women’s lack
of interest in monastic establishments in Wessex. At Nunnaminster, we have evidence of
an untapped source of female devotion and organization beginning in the late ninth
century. The Book of Nunnaminster’s Mercian origins is indicative of the important
relationship between its Anglo-Saxon royal women, their spiritual practice, and the
transmission of their books, especially by female family members.
As I focused on Nunnaminster, another impediment appeared. Scholars have
found that female religious houses were omitted in writings during the tenth century. This
comparative absence of women at the time has frequently been referred to as the
“invisibility of nuns,” and a few scholars have offered theories to explain it.31 The
consequences of the loss of shared pasts seem more severe for women and perhaps for
29
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women religious in particular because of the change in the nature of evidence for the
communal female religious life in England across the Viking Age,32 which had long-term
textual consequences. Closer to our period, religious women apparently disappeared from
the cultural record during the Benedictine Reform period.33 Anglo-Saxon writers
seemingly held a bias against documenting women’s houses at this time: female religious
are especially poorly represented in comparison with their male counterparts in a wide
range of written sources. Because foundation charters or records concerning female
properties are not mentioned in narratives of reform in the way that male houses are, a
silence of sources surrounds the study of monastic women. Might it be possible to look at
religious women at this time in their own right since they were nevertheless present in
their own literature?
Even as I approached this issue of a scarcity of data, I also realized that my
original goal was beyond the scope of a single dissertation. An investigation of
Nunnaminster’s concerns, along with its initiative and authority, needed to be
interdisciplinary, drawing on evidence and insights from fields of historical inquiry. It
became obvious that investigating Nunnaminster’s history in such a capacity would keep
me from focusing specifically on its religious women. Furthermore, my approach needed
to be one of textual understanding not historical evaluation: a literary exercise, not a
study of ancient lives.
At first, I debated which woman to choose. I decided not to attempt a complete
survey of Nunnaminster’s first community. A thorough study of the corpus of religious
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women associated with the house at this time would again take me far beyond the scope
of a single dissertation. The question of Nunnaminster’s first religious ruler appealed to
me, since she had the potential to offer a compelling area of investigation in Winchester
during the tenth century. Although little evidence exists of Nunnaminster’s origins,
examining that original leader might allow me as full an understanding of how women
monastics were understood as any time in the house’s history. The project therefore
offered a compromise solution. It recognized the problems I have just explained and
provided groundwork for further examination on the topic.
As I searched for Anglo-Saxon sources for Nunnaminster’s foundation, my
reading became focused on one text, Wulfstan’s Vita St. Æthelwoldi. This text drew my
interest because it presents the only narrative of Nunnaminster during the tenth century.
And, of all the texts I surveyed that mention the community, this one definitely contains
the most (but far from) comprehensive depiction of a religious woman at the religious
house in the character of Æthelthryth. Furthermore, Æthelthryth’s portrayal assumes that
she served in a leadership position, one vital to the well-being of the future Bishop of
Winchester as well as to laywomen and those in her own religious community. For these
reasons, Wulfstan’s vita and specifically the character Æthelthryth unified my project.
They lent themselves particularly well to a textual understanding of the depiction of
female religious at Nunnaminster as well as of the role of the author in crafting their
representation.
The character Æthelthryth initially provided the most compelling opportunity to
explore religious life at Nunnaminster. However, understanding Æthelthryth in this role
proved more elusive than I anticipated. Gaps and inconsistencies in Wulfstan’s text
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suggest that Æthelthryth was not written as, nor was even meant to appear as, an actual
woman. Since she was depicted as a figural composite, a study of this “Æthelthryth”
would not necessarily contribute to a further understanding of the religious house or of
religious women at Nunnaminster. What has developed is my quest for the character’s
presence beyond the obvious pages of Wulfstan’s text. This pursuit includes the study of
depictions of earlier religious women and their monastic houses in a variety of texts,
depictions that would have resonated with Wulfstan’s audience as an inherited and
practiced tradition. Drawing on these sources, my study then delves into how that
tradition was employed for cultural motives that shaped English royal and ecclesiastical
late Anglo-Saxon history.

D. Anglo-Saxon Textual History
Anglo-Saxon textual history begins with early writers intent on their role in the
emerging Christianization of England. Anglo-Saxon texts indicate that the reception and
adaptation of classical antiquity as well as Christian literature was critical to the
formation of the Catholic Church in Anglo-Saxon England. Anglo-Saxon writers
inherited a legacy that absorbed pagan, biblical, and patristic elements as well as
Christian traditions as they had developed in England. This syncretic tradition was
particularly important in the genre of saints’ Lives, with their reliance on figural
conventions and codes of moral behavior. For Anglo-Saxon writers, the role of Lives in
the transmission of female figural qualities, those relating to Æthelthryth in particular,
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were important.34 From manuscript evidence, we can surmise that readers in the tenth
century were engaged in connecting with other communities both within and beyond their
own borders. Authors were incorporating sources from Continental texts, as well as
native British cultures, and textual connections persisted between the Frankish and
English monastic houses.
The extant literature of Anglo-Saxon England is the work of clerics whose
writings recorded monastic tales. The main study of these authors followed the auctores,
Latin writers who enjoyed continuous authority beginning in the early Christian period,
and, although not their primary source, this influence could not be independent from the
tradition on which it drew. The new Christian cult of England (c.650-x680) began after
the conversion of the Anglo-Saxons (c.567), and the Latin language’s effect upon the
burgeoning Christian culture is palpable. Ernst Robert Curtius argues that Latin’s primacy
had the greatest impact on medieval culture: “What the later Roman period had preserved
from non-classical Antiquity, the Middle Ages took over and transformed.”35 Old English
translations of texts during the tenth century also indicate interest in the Classical past.
Roman literature was known in written form during the Anglo-Saxon period, and late
antique texts reflect the importance of Greco-Roman inheritance upon the English culture
that saw itself as inheritors of the people from the Old Testament. Patrick Wormald
observed medieval values aptly when he said, “An Old Testament model is likely
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inspirational for an image cultivated.”36 These inherited virtues influenced literary
priorities, their imprints forming the foundation of the Anglo-Saxon textual tradition.
The conversion of the Anglo-Saxons followed in the wake of the Gregorian
mission to England in c.597 when monks sent to England from the Gregorian monastery
of St. Andrew on the Caelian Hill in Rome brought a number of manuscripts, according
to Bede.37 These manuscripts provide a direct link between libraries of late Antiquity and
those of Anglo-Saxon England. Gneuss’s Handlist of Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts, an
update of his “Preliminary List of Manuscripts Written or Owned in England up to
1100,” indicates that many classical and ecclesiastical writings are incorporated into
Anglo-Saxon manuscripts,38 including grammarians, poets, dramatists, prose and patristic
writers, as well as Biblical and pragmatic history. J.D.A. Ogilvy, Books Known to the
English 597-1066, contributes to this understanding by revealing the range of sources
available to the Anglo-Saxons. It becomes apparent from this list that the classics formed
one part of their libraries, with a number of Anglo-Saxon manuscripts becoming the
archetypes of later Carolingian transmission. According to Bernard Bischoff, the AngloSaxons were capable of conveying accumulated medieval knowledge because their
collections were bursting with ancient, classical, and patristic texts: “It was the Anglo-
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Saxons who transmitted the idea of a library well stocked for instruction and study, and
balanced equally between Classical and patristic literature to Carolingian Europe.”39
Complex relations and cultural connections existed between the Anglo-Saxons
and Christian supremacy, so much so that the term “insular” encompasses a broad reach
of early England traditions. E. A. Lowe, M. B. Parks, and Jennifer Morrish, among
others, have portrayed the eighth and ninth centuries as a particularly productive period
for Anglo-Saxon manuscript production, reflecting the native traditions that merged with
those from overseas.40 The Anglo-Saxons were part of an international Christian culture
that extended from the eastern bounds of the Roman Empire, through Syria and Palestine,
to Rome, Francia, and Brittany, and west to their immediate neighbors in Cornwall,
Wales and Ireland. Irish and Roman along with Graeco sources mingled with British and
Anglo-Saxon insular spirituality.
Specific international connections produced Latin Christian culture. Sarah Foot
has pointed to the diversity of cultures in early Anglo-Saxon monastic culture.41 England,
Ireland and the Insular World: Textual and Material Connections in the Early Middle
Ages, edited by Mary Clayton, Alice Jorgensen, and Juliet Mullins (2017) describes the
Anglo-Saxon nascent literary cultural tradition from the perspective of both native and
inherited resources. English copyists attempted to impose features, drawn from
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Carolingian traditions, onto a native base that is reflected in a fully formed Anglo-Saxon
hand: square minuscule. Christian England’s textual inheritance can be briefly
summarized as follows: it comprised Augustine, Prudentius and Orosius, Macrobius,
Servius, Martianus Capella, and Sidonius from the fifth century, and from the sixth
century, Boethius (d.524), St. Benedict, and Cassiodorus (490-583). Seventh-century
influences are found in Fortunatus, Pope Gregory the Great, and Isidore of Seville. From
Ireland, Columban (d.615) and from Rome, Augustine: both land in Kent c.597 and begin
the conversion of England.
The Synod of Whitby (664) established the hegemony of Roman Christianity over
Celtic Christianity. Aldhelm (d.709) and then Bede (d.735), and apostles Boniface
(d.754) and Alcuin (d.804), contributed to Anglo-Saxon textual traditions. Patristic
writers such as Tertullian and Jerome directly influenced Aldhelm and Bede. Bede and
Aldhelm wrote important texts that were foundational for later writers, and their stories
about religious women were highly valued by early medieval readers.42 Alciun of York
(740-804) showed how inseparably religious, monastic, and ecclesiastical institutions
were intertwined to constitute the culture of the period. Other Anglo-Saxon Latinists
influenced by the monastic school were Saint Boniface (d.755) and Lul (d.786).
Lul’s letters to Anglo-Saxon nuns, like those of Saint Boniface, are typical of
monastic writings about religious women, who were depicted with those figural qualities
characteristic of the period, ones we see later portrayed in Wulfstan’s text. The nun figure
repeats and popularizes tropes established by these writers of Latin literature, carrying
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over ideals from patristic texts. Although other genres contributed to the figure of the
religious woman, she was, for the most part, modeled from these sources. These features
of female monastics reflected Continental as well as earlier Anglo-Saxon practices that
were adopted by tenth-century ecclesiastical Winchester writers.
The first literary effort regarding nuns during the Anglo-Saxon period was the
work of Aldhelm, who produced the first treatise for nuns, De Laudibus Virginitatis. This
text was addressed to Hildelith, the Abbess of Barking and mentions works of
Athanasius, Evagrius, Hilarion, Jerome, Eusebius, Gregory, Cassian, Rufinus, Ambrose,
Basil, Cyprian, and Augustine.43 Aldhelm did not cite all of his sources, and it is clear
that Holy Scripture, influenced by Roman and Greek images, especially Vergil and
classical expressions, along with Tertillian and Manitus, are presences in his writing. As
an example, Aldhelm mentions that “the etymologies of the Latin tradition, called
Vergilae” prefigured “the divine gifts of the universal church [i.e. the sacraments]”; the
sources for these images are found in Isidore’s Etymology and De Natura Rerum.44
Aldhelm’s most modeled text, De Laudibus Virginitatis, is renowned for
illuminating Barking’s literate community, and the nuns’ remarkable monastic virtues are
discussed at length, reinforced by the accounts of miracles performed by them or on their
account. Bede, the monk of Wearmoth and Jarrow, produced various and voluminous
works, notably the Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis Anglorum, in which nuns are
prominently depicted. Bede described in fond terms Aldhelm’s representation of religious
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women: “He also wrote a most excellent book on virginity.”45 In Bede’s work, the leaders
of monastic houses were celebrated women. Bede portrayed many religious women using
figural qualities, qualities he advanced in order to promote monastic traits most admired
by reforming churchmen in the early Anglo-Saxon period. These include sexual
abstinence, devotion to departed souls, foretelling the future, and serving as an example
of religious life by leading other religious women.46 The characteristics of these nuns,
along with stories of their virtuous achievements, made their mark upon subsequent
English literature.

E. Rhetorical Approach
Anglo-Saxon writers were mythmakers: narrative tradition trumped historical
accuracy. This approach was common because literary invention was viewed positively.
Writers used figural qualities in stock characters. In fact, copying was encouraged and
adjustable accommodation accepted. Not only were writers less inclined to view literary
invention as a problem, they considered it an asset. Monica Otter describes this rhetorical
approach as “flirting with fictionality,” as some Anglo-Saxon authors deliberately
inserted erroneous references.47 Writers were skilled in the study of legendary figures,
which they shaped for their audience. These new representations became relevant, both in
their ability to incorporate past myths and because those fables mattered in the moment.
Their function was not to depict historical reality, and certainly not, as Keshiaho asserted,
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to make “an argument about the state of that reality.”48 Saints’ lives and their images
were thus not static, and medieval readers of hagiography expected that portrayals of
saints would shift and be converted into different contexts.49 The tools used in the
portrayal of medieval characters are supple, according to Eric Auerbach, so
the figures are not only tentative; they are also the tentative form of something
eternal and timeless; they point not only to the concrete future, but also to
something that always has been and always will be; they point to something
which is in need of interpretation, which will indeed be fulfilled in the concrete
future.50
As an historic genre, saints’ Lives function as moral exempla replete with unrealistic
features, divorced from the sequence of history.51 It was the overall intention of any
hagiographer to demonstrate that his saintly subject belonged indisputably to the
universal community of saints, and thus modeled each Life closely on those of earlier
authors. A character’s qualities and pious behavior could be adjusted in order to appeal to
a particular audience. Readers knew that as saints’ Lives were holy they transcended
realistic characterization. They were concerned with ideal types, which served as models
of values that were steadfast.
To Anglo-Saxons the impression of the world was made up of figural qualities
(Latin figurae). Figural types offered Anglo-Saxon readers archetypes by which to
interpret the meaning behind texts, and authors relied upon classical and earlier AngloSaxon figurae—derived from fingere: “to make,” “to fashion,” but also “to devise, feign
or represent”—to establish a connection between events or persons, because figurae offer
48
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transitional textual opportunities. This association was accomplished through similitude.
Auerbach asserts that, “in figural interpretation one thing stands for another, and since
one thing represents and signifies the other, figural interpretation is ‘allegorical’ in the
widest sense.”52 Through this rhetorical approach specific individuals or events are
affiliated with God. The reader is encouraged to understand the importance of the
subject’s figural associations because these meanings indicate devotional practices. In
c.780, Abbot Baugulf of Fulda wrote that the knowledge of figures is necessary for the
study of the Bible: “Since the Holy Scripture is strewn with figures of speech, no one can
doubt that every reader will the more quickly understand it spiritually the earlier and the
most fully he has been instructed in the art of letters.”53 This type of fictional creation,
whereby aspects from one life could be reinterpreted and mapped onto another, were
familiar ways to associate worthy women (and men) with each other.
One early Anglo-Saxon source, Bede’s De Arte Metrica et De Schematibus et
Tropis, provides the kind of scaffolding needed to interpret the thinking of the period.
This text greatly influenced writing and reading, especially the early medieval approach
to figurative language. It used Christian examples, which were disseminated throughout
European monasteries over many centuries and provided a means of recognizing and
interpreting figurative speech and the theological significances with which Scripture can
invest certain kinds of figures.54 Bede explains his reason for using these images, with
their mix of semantic implications:
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And again one often finds a figurative expression, which comes about when a
word is transferred from its own meaning to the likeness of something else, for
the sake of necessity or ornament.55
Invention or discovery is a condition to understanding spiritual reality beyond itself,
emphasizing that this use had the meaning of veiled language or speaking through
figures.
Anglo-Saxon writers’ accounts used familiar figures about saintly women,
providing examples of female goodness that contributed to their later depiction. Women
religious in literature were modeled on foundation legends. Origin stories (Latin origo
gentis) incorporated qualities of motherhood that were characteristically closely
connected to the depiction of Mary. This adaptation offered an opportunity for authors to
influence their characters’ portrayal. Writers depended on various stylistic devices to
represent their female characters, techniques Virginia Blanton calls “multivalent
representation.”56 Rhetorical methods offering flexible interpretation were of particular
interest to writers during this period because language could be tailored from one text to
another and utilized for numerous purposes when describing religious women. These
designs provided writers with pliant markers that offered a distinct textual advantage. The
process of describing religious women required utilizing labels, but these labels were
fluid enough to be manipulated.
Monastic promotions were common. Miscellaneous and contradictory material
was reworked and decentered in the monastic tradition. In a similar fashion, early
55
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medieval literature’s mode of discourse includes, as N. Zeeman notes, “the grammatical
notion of deviation…that admits the slipperiness of language, its ambiguity and
multiplicity.”57 This approach is also evident in the preference for using adaptable names
and descriptions for female religious leaders. Writers were drawn to a nostalgic
representation of female monasticism, and in pursuit of this representation they combined
or fused variant readings of texts into composite characters. They frequently used
exemplarity to define a stable female devotional community against the instability of
other social formations,58 such as large-scale transitions between property ownership and
religious restructuring. Authors adopted similar forms and conventions in descriptions of
nuns to carefully orchestrate and justify their sanctity. It was the common Anglo-Saxon
practice to alter individual religious women’s lives to a general biographical and oftenabstract didactic nun-figure, with the nun’s edifying life prefacing her abbatial career.
The tradition of female tropes associated with Christian spirituality has a long
literary history, one that had the benefit of being highly adaptable to suit the needs of the
moment. Evidence suggests that female identities were fabricated during the AngloSaxon period to enhance the status of monastic houses. For example, the historical record
implies that there were two queen Æthelburhs at Lyminge, but evidently they are
condensed into one, according to the Charter of King Wihtred and his wife Queen
Æthelburh, made in 697.59 Goscelin’s eleventh-century liturgy and vitae contributed to
57
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the recognition of Seaxhburh as a figure of sanctity. Her presentation suggests that a
narrative about maternity was integral to the development of the hagiographical tradition
at Ely. Tenth-century and later texts, including the Liber Vitae and Liber Eliensis,
describe one Withburg as St. Æthelthryth’s sister, but Bede did not mention her, raising
the possibility that she was a complete fabrication.60 Liber Eliensis, a twelfth-century
compilation of deeds, charters and privileges of Ely’s ancient history, includes a lengthy
vita that embellishes Bede’s description of St. Æthelthryth’s overall monastic career.61
Both vitae appear to have been carefully orchestrated to justify their subjects’ sainthood
and to place the development of their cults firmly within the context of tenth-century
monastic reform, with their authors adopting similar forms and conventions.

F. Conclusion
Æthelthryth’s depiction offers an opportunity to explore the representation of later
Anglo-Saxon female monastic life, most apparently because of the connection between
her character’s function and the period and place in which she was written. Æthelthryth is
not proved real, endorsed or upheld, because of her character’s feasibility but because of
the formal strategies used for her textual representation. Attention to background
evidence provides a means of incorporating an understanding of the qualities Wulfstan
associated with sanctity. Anglo-Saxon writers were aware of textual variation and their
audiences expected them to employ such methods; however, this alone does not support
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the theory that characters depicted during this time were purely fictitious. It certainly
does not endorse truth either by providing their existence. Other records, which are
mirrored back upon recordings of anecdotal observations, are often a reflection of the real
world. Thus, the Vita St. Æthelwoldi is also not pure fiction. Æthelthryth’s textual
identity is tied up with, or at least partially comprised of, facets of an ideal life. The
mechanics of Æthelthryth’s literary representation offer a mélange of data, both fluid and
fixed: like Russian nesting dolls separated by distinct layers, yet when united, ultimately
form a composite impression. The discrepancy surrounding Æthelthryth’s identity outside
Wulfstan’s text might be difficult to resolve, indeterminable by its very textual nature.
The hagiographical account was not constructed as if it were a piece of modern historical
writing, shaped by concerns and conceptions of reality identical to our own.
Helen Scheck’s recent work on female monastic representation during the AngloSaxon period seeks to understand how these women were perceived by looking at the
presumed real conditions of their existence.62 The representations of religious women are
reflections of the traditions from which they spring. Anglo-Saxon writers intended their
compilations of saintly figures to mirror past ideals. Scheck concedes that there is
difficulty in using hagiography as biography since vitae are typically written well after
the lives of the women and the communities themselves that they describe. Also, because
vitae privilege the portrayed ideals of female sanctity,63 these texts do not necessarily
convey the kind of accurate depictions we associate with real people. That does not mean
that women were less valuable to the texts they inhabited.
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Æthelthryth’s character has the ability to shape the Vita St. Æthelwoldi because
she is integral to the development of the bishop’s life. She also increases the perception
of Nunnaminster as a vital community of dedicated monastic women who provided a
great service to the larger Winchester female public. Æthelthryth’s textual agency
provides readers with perceptions of religious women as important protagonists in their
own right who engaged with conventions associated with women as well as serving as
champions of monastic causes. Nunnaminster’s so-called archival disappearance is not so
much a shortfall of religious texts as it is a discrepancy among documents reporting on
religious women’s longevity over the course of the tenth century. Conflicting reporting
may frustrate an interest in a character, but the evaluation of any historical measurement
must be regarded as political testimony, adapting to the objectives of the moment and
viewed through that lens.
Æthelthryth requires investigation if only to remove Nunnaminster’s longstanding status as a vaguely understood institution. With the exception of Wulfstan’s Vita
St. Æthelwoldi, Æthelthryth has been missing from the principal documents associated
with Winchester and Nunnaminster. She is an important woman, for both those aspects of
her life that were omitted in the text as well as her representation of a religious woman
living in a tangible monastic house. From this standpoint, Æthelthryth is especially
relevant to understanding how Nunnaminster was viewed during the tenth century, and
her character helps us focus on manuscript evidence that brings the house closer into
view. The period in which Wulfstan was writing is a significant time in Nunnaminster’s
history, and the Vita St. Æthelwoldi is bookended by evidence of its women’s religious
lives. Æthelthryth is both symbolic of the Benedictine Reform’s values and a mirror by
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which we can view its objectives. She is also a means to illustrate Nunnaminster’s
achievements. Reliable figural qualities offered Wulfstan a method of shaping and
reframing Æthelthryth in order to precisely portray a particular appearance and convey a
specific literary impression. So effective are her figurae that they influence the future
course of the vita. That is not to stay that her qualities stand in the way of understanding
her. What they do, instead, is to provide a scaffold from which to launch inquiry into a
proposed factual existence. To study Æthelthryth, along with the house she exemplifies,
for what she stands for and for what is missing in Wulfstan’s Vita St. Æthelwoldi, is also
a project long overdue.

G. Chapter Breakdown
Chapter II is an overview of the tenth-century Benedictine Reform Movement and
the Reformers who authorized and codified the Movement’s prescriptions. Included in
this discussion is a review of Wulfstan’s life and his relationship with Æthelwold, along
with the other architects of the Reform Movement, their goals and influences. The texts
used to promote the Movement’s objectives are examined, along with the book collection
and scriptorium that disseminated these works. Winchester’s tenth-century libraries and
their literary foundations are important to understanding the development of the period
and place that gave rise to and made possible this revival of Benedictine principles.
Chapter III considers Æthelthryth as if she were a real person in history, one
whose depiction was modified in Wulfstan’s text in order to adopt measures valuable to
the Benedictine Reformers and to present the most appealing for their movement to
succeed. My approach juxtaposes these priorities, most importantly in the Reformers’
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objectives for limiting royal female monastic property ownership in Winchester and
beyond its boundaries. Nunnaminster’s literary history, along with its royal origins, is key
to understanding this community’s permanence, its place at the center of reform. Women
at the house were scribes and actively contributed to identifying themselves as skilled and
devoted members of this female religious kinship.
The following three chapters (IV, V, and VI) look at each of the figurae Wulfstan
uses to describe Æthelthryth. Chapter IV traces how the figural quality of nurse (Latin
nutrix) would have been understood to Wulfstan’s readers. I investigate how the
character of a nurse functions in the text and illustrate how this depiction matches up
against the curative measures that were employed by religious women at this time,
especially at Nunnaminster. This community was dedicated to healing its greater
Winchester female society in a way that included both folk and Christian remedy.
Chapter V takes an approach similar to that employed in Chapter IV. Here, the visionary
woman is considered as an important figure of monastic life. Since Æthelthryth’s
character exists within the context of the narrative of a male saint’s life whose sanctity is
prefigured in his mother’s dreams, the specific function of a wise woman (Latin sagaci
prudentissima) factors large in Wulfstan’s text, and also for Wulfstan who promotes his
own authority as communicator of the vita. Chapter VI considers Æthelthryth’s depiction
as a religious leader, a “mother superior” (Latin matrem). I evaluate the role of the
Anglo-Saxon female religious leader by looking at terms that describe this position and
consider how Æthelthryth’s depiction functions before and after the Benedictine Reform
Movement. Although there is little information regarding the abbess’s precise
responsibilities, it is possible to form an understanding of how her position would have
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been perceived during the period Wulfstan was writing. His Æthelthryth was undoubtedly
portrayed as a leader, but she was not designated as an abbess. This chapter’s Conclusion
includes a closing argument about Æthelthryth’s overall function in the Vita St.
Æthelwoldi, and how her character was appropriated in ways that serve the greater
interests of Æthelwold and the Queen, as well as Wulfstan himself.
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CHAPTER II
THE BENEDICTINE REFORM MOVEMENT IN WINCHESTER
A. Introduction
In tenth-century Winchester a group of influential bishops aligned with the King
attempted to reform the behavior and ownership structure of monastic communities in
England. Winchester was the prominent center for the dissemination of this program of
monastic renewal, known as the Benedictine Reform Movement.1 Our knowledge of the
movement’s goals derives chiefly from the writings of Benedictine monks such as
Wulfstan (c.960-22 January, early eleventh century).2 The close connection between
politics and religion in Winchester in the period is significant. At this time, Winchester
1
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was the seat of English kings and the site of the greatest complex of ecclesiastical
buildings in the country. These buildings included a principal group of monastic houses
with well-stocked libraries and a chief scribal center that disseminated texts throughout
England; these texts were key to producing Reform documents, informing the precise
guidelines for Benedictine religious conduct. Texts produced at this time acknowledged
the objectives of Reform: they officially mandated implementation of Reform at both
women and men’s religious houses; they ensured strict separation of male and female
houses; they directed reorganized monastic foundations to retain wealth and
independence from lay control; and they ordered religious communities to be exempt
from external influence. They emphasized morals found in earlier English writing and the
enlarged the role of the writer to convey these ideals. Qualities associated with sanctity
were privileged in these texts because they had appeared in earlier influential works and
were believed to spur monastic men and women to renewed religious devotion.
Wulfstan, a prominent Benedictine monk in Winchester, promoted the Reform
Movement, and his Vita St. Æthelwoldi (c.996) was guided by its priorities,3 including
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the period’s preoccupation with hagiography.4 The Vita St. Æthelwoldi is primarily a
hagiographic text in that it was a principal witness to the life and deeds of a bishop
worthy, Wulfstan argued, of sainthood.5 Wulfstan knew earlier saints’ lives, but he
intended to do more than depict his subject as a saint during the time of the tenth-century
revival.6 He was, like those around him, intent on improving current religious morals by
reinvigorating older values and customs associated with saints’ Lives.
As with other writers of the period, Wulfstan formed his ideas and beliefs about
religious communities from Biblical, Classical, patristic and earlier Anglo-Saxon sources.
The ideal and the expression of the tenth-century monastic tradition are directly
descended from this textual tradition, and resemblance to earlier Christian heroes is
implicit in the portrayal of saints: authenticity lay in patterns of resemblance. In addition,
ecclesiastical and royal partnerships were concerned with promoting cults and thus
presented the cults as models of Christian life. This genre contributed to English piety
and devotional practice and exerted great influence upon monastic attitudes in
Winchester during the tenth century.
Texts relevant to the clergy and others vowed to religious life contributed to
Wulfstan’s work. Additional earlier Lives, drawn primarily from patristic sources,
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factored heavily in Wulfstan’s understanding of bishop saints. Furthermore, textual
treasures written by Bede and Aldhelm were also at Wulfstan’s disposal and exposed him
to the ideals of female monastic life. In terms of structure and substance, the Vita St.
Æthelwoldi models the case for Æthelwold’s sainthood on sources familiar to readers in
tenth-century Winchester, since it draws demonstrably on patristic works and earlier
Anglo-Saxon saints’ Lives found in the city’s monastic libraries. The arrangement of
Wulfstan’s vita, as well as his own role in ecclesiastical scribal tradition, is modeled after
antique Christian authors.
Wulfstan was a suitable choice as hagiographer for the Bishop of Winchester.
Michael Lapidge includes Wulfstan among “the principle authors of Anglo-Saxon
England.”7 Monasteries were the greatest single agent for transmitting the legacies of the
past, and his work in chronicling Æthelwold’s rise to sainthood would result in
Wulfstan’s renown. As a child oblate at the Old Minster in 971, Wulfstan spent his entire
life within Winchester’s center, appearing in lists of some importance to the city.8 As a
valuable member of the episcopal family, he was an eyewitness to tenth-century events
relating to Æthelwold. In his elaborate “Preface” to the text, Wulfstan claims that he
describes events “I saw with my own eyes or learned from older men whose account I
could trust.”9 Wulfstan reported that he had spoken with Æthelwold on several occasions
and that he was present when Dunstan visited Æthelwold at Winchester shortly before the
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bishop’s death.10 First monk and then priest, Wulfstan was ultimately promoted to
cantor,11 and as a devoted pupil of Æthelwold,12 he was instrumental in the translation of
Æthelwold’s remains on 10 September 996 in Winchester (ch. 43),13 composing liturgical
pieces necessary for his commemoration.14 Wulfstan followed Bede’s approach and
presented himself as the accurate recorder of events. Bede asserts: “for, in accordance
with the principles of true history, I have simply sought to commit to writing what I have
collected from common report, for the instruction of posterity.”15 This example provided
Wulfstan with authorial legitimacy in recounting his testimony, securing his own skillful
role as writer within the narrative.
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The Vita St. Æthelwoldi immediately followed the composition of the Regularis
Concordia (RC) (c.973),16 which Wulfstan may have co-authored with Æthelwold;17
Wulfstan’s prose is similar to that of both the English version of the Regula St. Benedicti
(Regula) and the RC, and according to Michael Lapidge, both were written in
Winchester. 18 This text describes events in the city and the people who governed it, and
so testifies to the tenth-century Reformers’ close ties to the West Saxon royal house,
which was linked at this time to ecclesiastical concerns. Wulfstan asserted that he was in
Winchester “during the reign of King Edward the Elder, King of Wessex (r. 900-925),”19
placing himself at the center of the court and ecclesiastical community of the city,
especially the royal and monastic enclave.

B. Tenth-Century Winchester Libraries
The ecclesiastical and royal complex in Winchester provided access to what
would have been (and still remains) an extensive library as well as a bustling center of
manuscript production.20 Winchester is listed as one of the major centers in England from
which manuscripts were produced: its male Old and New minsters and Nunnaminster are
16

The RC appears in its earliest form in British Library, MS Faustina B III, f. 159r-198r and MS Tiberius A
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all important sources of scribal activity.21 The tenth-century library at Old Minster may
well have contained more than one hundred volumes, excluding biblical and liturgical
books,22 with evidence of over two hundred surviving books and fragments through the
Norman Conquest,23 from the ninth through the eleventh centuries. The thriving and
influential center of manuscript production reveals a variety of religious and secular
objects bearing close stylistic relationships to local manuscript illumination.24
Winchester’s texts comprised a hybrid of earlier insular traditions blended with
borrowed materials. Evidence indicates that many classical and ecclesiastical writings are
incorporated into Anglo-Saxon manuscripts.25 This Winchester scriptorium pioneered
and propagated new standards of manuscripts, with the school of illumination famed for
the “Foundation Charter” produced and illuminated for the New Minster in 966, and by
the Benedictional of St. Æthelwold.26 By c.1000 the Winchester style was becoming well
known in Wessex in particular and England as a whole, with a notable Winchester
manuscript of the later period, the Liber Vitae, produced at the New Minster between
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1016 and 1020.27 In addition, there is the theoretical possibility of a central royal tenthcentury chancery at Winchester, added under King Alfred (849-99; ruler of Wessex 871899),28 where the largest group of monastic charters was produced at its episcopal
scriptorium.29 At this time, translations appear prominently in Winchester’s court, at the
request of Alfred, with Old English texts revealing a desire to investigate antiquity.
Alfred’s efforts to revive literacy in England contributed to Winchester’s intellectual
tradition. His vision of a revived English literacy was influenced by his visit as a small
boy to the monastery of St. Bertin, at St.-Omer in northern France, which was a notable
cultural center with an important scriptorium.30 When he returned to England, Alfred,
along with his circle, created a wide range of texts: The Liber Dialogorum and the Regula
Pastoralis of Gregory the Great, the De Consolatione Philosophiae of Boethius, the
Historiae Adversum Paganos of Orosius, Gregory’s Dialogi, Bede’s Historia
Ecclesiastica and his Martyrology, along with the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle.31 Alfred
invited Grimbald of Saint-Bertin, John the Old Saxon, and Asser from St. David’s, Wales
(who became the king’s biographer), to contribute a number of books to libraries across
England, but most particularly to Winchester’s Cathedral holdings. Twenty-seven
27
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manuscripts have been identified as belonging to the Cathedral written before c.1100.32
This list excludes biblical and liturgical books.33
The architects of the Reform Movement, including Wulfstan, would have had
access to these books since they either resided at Old Minster or were within close
proximity to the Winchester libraries. Wulfstan’s sources comprise a broad range of
classical, patristic and historical texts. From his Narratio Metrica de St. Swithuno, we
know that Wulfstan had the works of Aldhelm, Arator, Bede, Dracontius, Horace,
Juvenal, Jevencus, Lucan, Ovid, Prudentius, Sedulius, Statius, Venantius Fortunatus and
Vergil available to him.34 Overall, Reform writings drew on a wide and deep textual
tradition, although Biblical subjects, major ecclesiastical writers and religious writings
such as saints’ Lives, were the primary influences.

C. The Monk Bishops and King Edgar
Three monk Bishops collectively undertook the Benedictine Reform Movement,
which was supported by King Edgar: Dunstan, Oswald, and Æthelwold.35 They are
known to have participated in the movement in various capacities, all having close
relationships with the king on whom they depended for support. Dunstan (909–19 May
988) was a Bishop of Worcester, Winchester and London, Archbishop of Canterbury and
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later canonized a saint.36 He not only composed texts supporting reform but was also its
chief protagonist.37 Oswald (d. 29 February 992) was Archbishop of York from 972 until
his death. Æthelwold was the Bishop of Winchester from 963-984. All were nobly born
and derived decisive influence from the advice of monks from Continental monasteries:
Dunstan spent periods of study at Ghent and Oswald at Fleury, centers known for
learning. Dunstan, Oswald and Æthelwold received their early intellectual training in
King Æthelstan’s (d.939) court at Glastonbury during the 940s and 950s.
When Dunstan was Abbot of Glastonbury, he recreated Benedictine monastic life
by introducing reforms. Dunstan and Oswald were considered by their contemporaries to
be venerable and outstanding scholars, statesmen and Reformers, as well as contributors
to the revival of learning and the arts. They are a few of the most acclaimed of all AngloSaxon saints.38 Æthelwold had been a monk at Glastonbury with Dunstan, and it was
through Dunstan’s influence that he was eventually made Bishop of Winchester.39 While
Dunstan and Oswald followed Continental practice in maintaining both monks and
secular priests in their religious households, Æthelwold is thought to have been more
extreme in his opposition to secular clergy and was determined to evict them.40
Æthelwold is best known of all the Bishops involved with tenth-century monastic reforms
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because of his role as royal counselor to Edgar. Æthelwold’s Benedictional, as with other
texts instrumental to reform, was the result of religious and royal collaboration.41 He was
the first English bishop to institute a monastic cathedral at Winchester’s Old Minster, and
in 964, had the clerics at Old and New Minster expelled and replaced by monks from
Abingdon.
The decision to expel the clerics required King Edgar’s (1 October 959–8 July
975) approval, granted as a display of gratitude for the Reformers’ backing his ascent to
the throne. Edgar was the younger son of King Edmund (921–26 May 946) and
Ælethgifu of Shaftesbury (d.944). Those in charge of Edgar’s upbringing were adherents
to the Reform Movement, and his education took place at Æthelwold’s royal villa in
Abingdon, a reformed Benedictine house. Edgar was influenced by nostalgia for past
literary Church glories, celebrated in previous or existing religious communities that
looked to the earlier period of English ecclesiastical reform. The ideal of reform from the
king’s perspective was to return to the time of Bede when monks dominated the church
and the cult of saints was greatly favored. Edgar’s reign (963-975) is illustrated by his
support of the Reform Movement, which portrayed him as the principal protector of the
monasteries. The program of Reform could not succeed without the king’s authority
because the king sanctioned the monastic houses. As “King of the Mercians,”42 Edgar
was Dunstan’s supporter, recalling him from exile following King Edmund’s (r. 939-46)
death and awarding him the position of Bishop of Worcester, subsequently Bishop of
41
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London and later, Bishop of Canterbury. Siding with Dunstan helped Edgar consolidate
his power, which contributed to distinguishing himself from his predecessor.
The affiliation between the Winchester elite and Benedictine Reform is clear.
Æthelwold and Edgar were close allies:43 Æthelwold had been King Edgar’s tutor at
Abingdon when Edgar became king at 16 in 959. They both exhorted in RC for all
religious men and women to agree to promote the precepts of the Regula together,44 with
Æthelwold credited as both texts’ primary author.45 The RC or “Monastic Agreement”
was compiled in the wake of a Synod held in Winchester some time between 970 and 973
by Æthelwold but sanctioned by the king.46 The codex containing the revised Regula
included a preface, “King Edgar’s Establishment of Monasteries (966x970),”47 recently
identified as having been written by Edgar and thus a further expression of royal
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ideology.48 Although the Regula and its application are nearly impossible to measure,49
the text was considered vitally important for the spirituality of the early English church
and was endorsed as a royal mandate. During the tenth century both the RC and the
Regula attempted to provide religious houses with the appearance of accommodation of a
strict form of religious observance and the prospect of a revitalized monasticism in
England.

D. Precepts of the Reform Movement for Religious Houses
According to the architects of the Reform Movement, religious standards had
ceased to be followed, and these men attempted to implement a number of measures
intended to regulate monasteries. The Reformers focused on an appeal to correct religious
houses’ governance, which they claimed were caused by a universal state of moral
decline. This weakening of principles, they asserted, was due to the presence of secular
priests and lay influence. As a result, a prominent part of the revival of monastic
discipline involved purifying the Church. Reform was also intended to restore strict
monastic seclusion, which was known, but may have not been adhered to, as a principle
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of religious life throughout the Middle Ages.50 Reformers attempted to prevent contact
between religious and secular communities and reduce lay control over monastic
property. By employing the regulations found within monastic rules, religious houses
would promote the appearance of a disciplined lifestyle.
Reformist measures aimed to limit family ownership of monasteries in England,
with monastic leaders seeking to permanently cancel any claims to land that future royal
generations might raise against them. Since the goal of the movement was to establish
Benedictine foundations upon former lay property, Reformers saw lay control of
monastic houses as a principal obstacle and a systemic problem. They found their
interests best served by confiscating property from local elites and, as a result, helped to
inspire a massive transfer of landed resources from the secular aristocracy to the religious
governing elite.51 With the prospect of renewed control, bishops sought to acquire
monastic property as proof of their influence over the ecclesiastic domain.
Æthelwold specifically mandated changes governing the inhabitants at the male
monastic houses. Later, in the Vita St. Æthelwoldi, Wulfstan took pains to justify these
renewals: according to Æthelwold (in Wulfstan’s opinion), secular clerks at Old Minster
had been living sinfully, and therefore they had deserved to be expelled and replaced by
monks from Abingdon, who lived in accordance with the Regula (ch. 18).52 Wulfstan
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claimed in the vita that Æthelwold expelled the clergy from Old Minster because it was a
requirement for Benedictine houses:
Now at the time there were in the Old Minster, where the bishop’s throne is
situated, cathedral canons involved in wicked and scandalous behavior, victims of
pride, insolence, and riotous living to such a degree that some of them did not
think fit to celebrate mass in due order. They married wives illicitly, divorced
them, and took others; they were constantly given to gourmandizing and
drunkenness.53
The same procedure was followed at New Minster,54 providing a pattern for other
principal Cathedrals,55 apparently, “everywhere in England.”56 Secular clerics were
evidently evicted and replaced by priests in the male religious houses, but the practice
may not have endured. The record of clerics continuing to defend themselves against the
Reformers’ efforts indicates that the Benedictine Movement was waning by the end of
the tenth century. Evidence suggests that abbots, after the tenth century, were expelled
with their monks, clerics were installed with their wives, and the prevalence of error was
worse than before, indicative of the ineffectual nature of the mandates.57
Also, many opportunities for contact between monastics and nobles continued to
exist post Reform mandates, and often these interactions took place at religious houses.
Monasticism during the Anglo-Saxon period is described as chiefly directed toward
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pastoral work.58 English Benedictines were actively engaged in this occupation and
teaching the secular clergy,59 as religious institutions could not function without priests
carrying out parochial duties. Religious communities provided the majority of pastoral
care for the village,60 suggesting that the religious and lay were less distinct in practice.
The RC put strict emphasis on a process of enforcement of the monastic precept of
cloistura, often associated with religious life,61 but this principle was also only partially
enforced in Winchester to the degree stipulated.62 Swithun was the former Bishop of
Winchester (852-862), and his cult was established c.975 at Old Minster. Old Minster
monks were essentially also priests or deacons responsible for delivering pastoral care to
those visiting the cathedral.63 Lantfred’s Translatio et Miracula S. Swithun (composed
972/975) illustrates the practice of lay and monastic interaction specifically in
Winchester. The text shows contact with lay pilgrims visiting the saint’s tomb.64 Laity
entered some areas of the monastery, especially the church of St. Swithun. They came
into close contact with the monks using healing miracles associated with the saint’s
cult.65 This collaboration was essential to the saint’s promotion, which further privileged
the male house’s reputation in Winchester.
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E. The Effects of the Reform Movement on Nunnaminster
Besides Winchester’s Old and New Minsters, Reformers wanted Nunnaminster to
adhere to Benedictine rules, but the female house’s compliance with these laws is
difficult to measure. The Benedictine Reform originated in Winchester, but
Nunnaminster was not specifically mentioned when King Edgar renewed the monasteries
in 966.66 Neither does documentation on the period state that reforms were made
alongside the reformation of Old and New Minsters.67 The process by which the precepts
of the Regula were introduced, namely the RC, does not mention Nunnaminster, nor does
any text explain specifically how the nunnery interpreted or adapted to reformist policies.
Aspects of land tenure and property-ownership indicate at least a physical shift when
Edgar imposed an agreement upon the three monastic communities in Winchester
involving the adjustment of their respective boundaries.68 Apparently, Nunnaminster was
the designated community for the vernacular translation of the Rule of St. Benedict.69
This translation testifies to the concern that female monastic houses adopt a strictly
Benedictine constitution, but it is difficult to ascertain whether late Anglo-Saxon nuns
were following the known ecclesiastic rules and how congregations of female religious
conformed to the standards of Benedictine monasticism. The appeal for reform was more
codified than female monastic submission to its rules indicates.
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One might assume that a major aspect of the period’s Reform legislation was the
edict to strictly follow the Regula or the form of life as detailed in this single, governing
regulatory instrument. But, overall, it is doubtful whether any of the female religious
communities affected by the Benedictine Reform were so clearly demarcated.70 The
Reformers stressed religious uniformity and thus wanted to enforce a policy of narrow
claustration (claustrum) that appeared to apply to all female religious. By employing the
regulations found within the Regula, religious houses would be able to promote a
disciplined lifestyle, including the division of monastic and lay communities, as well that
of the sexes. However, there is no evidence of the name of a single house of nuns
founded by Dunstan, Æthelwold or Oswald and no proof of any attempt to impose the
Regula edict on English monasteries,71 including its convents. There are also no
contemporaneous accounts of the ejection of religious women from their nunneries and
no contemporaneous account mentioning disciplining any religious women or their
houses for infractions against any rules. Despite a regulation prohibiting contact with
other communities, little is known about any adherence to this regulation. Even before
the RC, the eighth-century Rule for Virgins (512) had mandated that religious women’s
communities were to observe strict segregation from outsiders,72 but there is no evidence
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pointing to congregations of women religious conforming to the stipulations of enforced
segregation between the sexes and strict enclosure. Evidence is found in an earlier AngloSaxon effort, raising the issue of textual adherence. The dichotomy of intent and
execution had been apparent to King Alfred’s biographer, who alerted readers to the
paradox between rule and practice. Asser asserted, “Many monasteries there are, but in
none of them is the monastic rule kept properly, ordinabiliter.”73 Evidently, Alfred did
not reform the Old Minster when he attempted to institute stricter monastic regulations
during the ninth century. Instead, he established two new foundations: one at a male
house, Athelny, and another at Shaftsbury for women, under his second daughter,
Æthelgeofu.74 Making adjustments at existing institutions was difficult due to deeply
entrenched systems of governance.
As a result, monastic rules provide only a partial image of female monastic life
under the Reform Movement. Information regarding religious women’s own experiences
of reform is incomplete, leaving histories of the period one-sided. It is just as impossible
to determine how regulations were applied. Felice Lifshitz insists that the study of
regulations represents only a starting point for the study of how authority was in fact
constituted and exercised over women in religious communities,75 with Henry MayrHarting casting doubt on the degree to which ecclesiastical regulation was adopted:
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Whether Anglo-Saxon women, who were accorded a high status in society and
were often formidable personalities in their own right, always submitted to the
male-drafted rules and codes, which constitute our evidence, we cannot say.76
Without documentation about the execution of Reform policies, we are left with an
insufficient impression of how female houses in general fared under late tenth-century
restructuring. Since monastic rules included an ancient obligation for women in these
communities to provide hospitality,77 the requirements for segregation were to be allowed
only under certain defined circumstances. A fundamental contradiction exists between
the Reformers’ mandates of ideal behavior and the spiritual life of the women’s monastic
house.
What we do know is that religious women continued to provide pastoral work
through the tenth century, and their reputation would have been of equal concern to those
preoccupied with reformed monasticism. Monastic habits of female religious included
their participation in liturgical practices. The link between the religious and lay female
communities is a contentious issue because the connection is so difficult to prove.78
However, much like male houses that mandated clerical duties, women’s houses
encouraged women to provide penitential care. A close view of women’s liturgical lives
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is found in Nunnaminster’s prayer books. These texts document how prayers of
confession functioned within their community. Recording the practice of daily life, they
reveal how women ministered to their own and to those who sought out their spiritual
care.79 In early Anglo-Saxon communities there is no known evidence that women were
not expected to perform these services as well. Nuns were known to act as spiritual
counselors to the laity,80 making contact with other faithful men and women.81
Wulfstan was writing about St. Æthelwold only steps away from Nunnaminster
and during the process of enforcement of the monastic precepts as outlined in the RC.82
Yet, these Reforms were only partially enforced in Winchester to the degree stipulated.83
Monastic lands continued to pass between royal families, and many opportunities for
contact between monastics and nobles continued to exist post Reform mandates; often,
these interactions took place at religious houses despite efforts to extinguish such
behavior. The rules imposed on religious women in late Anglo-Saxon England is
especially significant in relation to those houses immediately surrounding the center of
monastic reform. The question of which specific spiritual practice shaped female
religious life is particularly problematic with regards to Nunnaminster. Nunnaminster’s
origins and its place in Winchester slightly pre-date the movement’s measures, indicating
that a religious tradition had already been established by the time the Reforms were
79
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instituted. This posed an additional challenge to Wulfstan’s objective to promote the
religious house’s adherence to monastic renewal.

F. Reform’s Embrace of the Cult of Saints in Tenth-Century Winchester
While monasticism was the essence of medieval spirituality,84 hagiography, a part
of the Anglo-Saxon tradition of sacred depiction, represented the most popular source for
the narrative presentation of the Christian ideal. Saints’ Lives were one of the most
popular forms of Latin literature, as their purpose was to establish a saint’s miraculous
power. Moreover, the vita allowed a supplicant to ensure that a saint was a member in
good standing of the community of saints and thus in a favorable position to intercede on
the community’s behalf. Anglo-Saxon writers were sure of the value of saints’ vitae, as
they were in the durability of their textual depiction. The ability to discourse on the
spiritually refining effects of a character was one measure of a writer’s credibility, one
that audiences recognized. It was important for the hagiographer to demonstrate that his
or her subject belonged to the tradition of modeling saintly lives upon earlier ones.
Late tenth-century Winchester writers were reviving a well-established AngloSaxon biographical monastic tradition, seeing themselves as successors to seventhcentury religious biographers. The Late Anglo-Saxon period saw a surge in the writing of
saints’ Lives.85 For much of the medieval period, chroniclers of religious houses accorded
a major role to the development and promotion of the cult of saints. Saints’ achievements
were depicted against the backdrop of the tenth-century revival and Continental
84
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influences,86 yet the continued native tradition was important to the period. The
promotion of saints provided Benedictine Reform with spiritual and political stability
because monastic recovery relied on inherited models of sanctity.87 Biographies of saints
functioned as “normative texts,” according to Albrecht Diem.88 English ecclesiastical
Reformers were particularly interested in reclaiming the past and intentionally founded
cults, especially those connected to the saints who were active in England. The practice
of writing saints’ Lives shortly after their deaths began in the Northumbrian reforms,
which was well known in Winchester as a royal and ecclesiastical priority.
Wulfstan’s use and understanding of saints’ vitae derived from the tradition of
hagiography, which was influenced by Latin patristic authors, and which shared an
interest in the period’s preoccupation with this genre of writing.89 Wulfstan employed the
common hagiographical aim of enhancing the prestige of his subject. As with other
saints’ Lives, his goal was to depict a single cult within a particular community and a
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specific person who exhibited religious devotion.90 A significant measure of Æthelwold’s
candidacy for sainthood was his promotion of Benedictine Reforms. In order to illustrate
his sanctity, Wulfstan defended the Reformers’ claims of the tenth-century Church and
their priorities, for which Æthelwold maintained a principle role. A particular emphasis
of Wulfstan’s was to promote Æthelwold’s religious foundations, claiming that the saint
shed reflected glory on them. In life, Æthelwold exploited the cult of saints in his
monasteries, and as bishop, he promoted the cult of St. Swithun in Winchester’s Old
Minster. On behalf of Swithun, Æthelwold had the saint’s body translated to a suitable
shrine and dedicated the new cathedral, which celebrated his miracles, as recorded by an
eyewitness.91 Swithun was also reported to have acquired relics for New Minster.92
Wulfstan describes the posthumous miracles taking place at St. Æthelwold’s shrine in the
cathedral,93 those that demonstrated how Æthelwold was “received from our sins,”94
thereby establishing the criteria for his sainthood.
Receptions of patristic texts during this period utilized the tradition of the
visionary account that connects the saint’s holy life with working miracles. Wulfstan’s
Vita St. Æthelwoldi illustrates how Æthelwold’s miracle-generating good works were
predetermined by several visions, and these visions serve to promote the claim that
90
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Æthelwold’s holy purpose was fulfilled through dream imagery. Two texts in particular
shape Wulfstan’s approach to the important role of visual images in dreams in religious
life during this period: “The Life and Miracles of St. Benedict” in the second book of the
Dialogues by Gregory the Great, and Sulpicius Severus’s (316x336-397) Life of St.
Martin (c.396).95 As “The Life and Miracles of St. Benedict” and the Life of St. Martin
both covered the birth of a saint, they were also useful for Wulfstan as sources for
Æthelwold’s sanctity. Wulfstan turned to these texts because they had long been
important to Anglo-Saxon writers. St. Benedict (480-543/547) is considered the father of
Western monasticism, regarded as the most influential of the founding fathers or
“doctors” of the English Church. Gregory (c.540–12 March 604) served as Pope (590604) and formed his views on dreams from Augustine and Bede.96 Gregory, like
Augustine and Bede, was particularly concerned with the conversion of England. The
Dialogues, a collection of books on miracles, signs and wonders, is focused on healings
performed by holy monastic men. St. Martin also elicits interest in tenth-century
Winchester.97 Gregory’s idealized portrait of St. Benedict, along with Severus’ depiction
of St. Martin, became part of the inherited tradition of promoting good deeds by example
in didactic texts.
Gregory’s Dialogues is concerned with the authority of dreams and represents the
Augustinian model of teacher in dialogue with his pupil: “almighty God everywhere
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places before our eyes those whom we ought to imitate.”98 In the early Anglo-Saxon
version of Gregory’s life, the Whitby Life of Gregory, “the word of wisdom is a gift from
Christ.”99 Gregory’s authority is imbued with wisdom: “God…reveals in the blessed
Gregory still greater wonders through the words of the wisdom and knowledge of Jesus
Christ.”100 These expressions provide a story of spiritual truth: “Among other things, we
must not fail to tell this sign of the wisdom and grace of God.”101 Dialogues became the
standard text for dreams popular throughout the Christianizing German world and into
Anglo-Saxon literature in Winchester during the time Wulfstan was writing his vita.
Gregory’s Dialogues were translated into Old English during the ninth century,102
and proved an influential text in Wessex leading up to the period during which Wulfstan
was writing. In a revised version of King Alfred’s translation,103 two Winchester
manuscripts include Gregory’s name in their litanies.104 The dissemination of these texts
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was one aspect of the king’s objectives to broaden literacy; also included were
translations of Gregory’s Pastoral Care (Regularis Pastoralis). Alfred translated
Gregory’s Pastoral Care for the benefit of priests.105 The tenth-century Benedictional of
St. Æthelwold depicts Gregory, along with Cuthbert and Benedict, together as a group
and in a prominent position in the Choir of Confessors.106 Later, Æflric based his
Catholic Homilies on Gregory’s Dialogi during the 990s. Ælfric adopts the saint’s view
of miracles:107 “He [Gregory] is rightly called the apostle of the English people, because
through his counsel and mission he recued us from the worship of the devil, and
converted us to the belief of God.”108
The emphasis on the visionary and the religious expertise necessary to convey
spiritual truth is also found in Severus’s Life of St. Martin. Severus’s depiction of St.
Martin and Wulfstan’s depiction of St. Æthelwold both focus on their subject’s qualities
as visionaries, and they both represent standards for monastic life. The popularity of their
texts indicates the royal circles they inhabit; and the central issue of spiritual authority,
embedded within the Life of St. Martin, was relevant to Wulfstan. There are several
further noteworthy similarities. Both were ardent admirers of their subject: Martin’s
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Gallo-Roman biographer, Sulpicius, is impressed by his monk-bishop’s life,109 just as
Wulfstan is devoted to Æthelwold’s life. Sulpicius is concerned about seeing his work in
relation to the literary tradition of antiquity, as with Wulfstan, who associates himself
with other classically trained thinkers who respond to the Church in its duty to lead men
to salvation, and he orients his vita by directing it toward a Christian goal.110 Sulpicius’s
ideal bishop possesses wisdom and leadership as well as spiritual authority; his story
about Martin is similar to other stories of holy men,111 comparing stories told of the
Egyptian monks with those told of Martin.112 Wulfstan provides the same parallel for
Æthelwold’s background and vita by depicting his good works and inherited use of
hagiography.
Sulpicius is an important character in his own Life of St. Martin because he
witnessed Martin’s visions firsthand. His text is a valuable source for the Vita St.
Æthelwoldi because of the specific episodes that link incidents together. Wulfstan
identifies St. Æthelwold, who also did not die for his faith.113 Following a dream in which
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Martin hands Sulpicius The Life of St. Martin, Martin is transported to heaven,114 with
Sulpicius then becoming the narrator or teller of the dream. As with Wulfstan, Sulpicius
can be relied upon to record the visions’ truths that lead to their saint’s miraculous events.
The miracles associated with Æthelwold can be compared with Martin’s, the Bishop of
Tours, who also sought a link with Christ’s marvels. Martin sought to imitate Jesus and
would have been open to the influence from the examples of the prophets, apostles,
martyrs and monks. The account in the Life of Martin parallels the actions and teaching
of Christ in the course of his public life.115 There are similarities between Martin’s life
and that of Jesus (especially in the guise of the beggar with whom Martin shared his
cloak). Sulpicius links the miracles of St. Martin, particularly his raising of the dead, with
the miracles of Christ, finding a direct correlation between holiness and the ability to
work miracles, as Wulfstan provides in writing about Æthelwold’s miracles. Insight and
knowledge of these miracles are central to these events, as Sulpicius declares that Martin,
and Wulfstan affirms that Æthelwold, is gifted with spiritual sight. Martin needed the
power of discernment because his vision followed the accepted depiction of Christ,116 as
did Æthelwold’s.
The power of discernment is used to detect a dream’s spiritual origin. Sulpicius
uses references from the Bible and early Church Fathers that paralleled Martin’s
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miraculous achievements 117 and likens Martin’s to Solomon’s acumen.118 He also
illustrates Martin’s ability to identify dreams by pointing to the “prudentes,” which
Wulfstan uses to describe Æthelthryth (chapter V) as the figura of living like “a
Ciceronian and a Christian.”119 Martin is described as “an agent of cultural
transformation.” Sulpicius’ Life also provided a “paradigm for the multitude of saints’
lives that were to follow in the history of the Church”:120 he poses a direct challenge to
pagan culture by contrasting pagan and Christian valor, indicating a period of religious
renewal. In the process, Sulpicius intends his Life to reach a wide audience since his text
is directed toward contemporary churchmen in Gaul and those loyal to Christianity.121
Spiritual authority of the holy could be enhanced by wisdom through writing about
Martin’s life, just as the depiction of St. Æthelwold indicates that Wulfstan possesses
heightened knowledge.
For both Wulfstan and Sulpicius their theological and ecclesiastical ideas appear
to derive from their lived experiences. Like Wulfstan’s Æthelwoldi, Sulpicius’s Martin is
concerned with stories illustrating his subject’s remarkable powers; he also had a close
relationship with the subject of his vita. Sulpicius’s objective was also to write about a
Christian hero who wins eternal life, and Martin’s virtues are at the heart of Sulpicius’s
presentation. Sulpicius shared a personal veneration for his subject, who brought him in
contact with a powerful court, as Wulfstan’s association with Æthelwold brought him
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into the Anglo-Saxon court.122 St. Martin’s popularity may in fact have been due in part
to Martin’s identification with the Merovingian influence in the early court, which
parallels Winchester’s Continental influence during Alfred’s time. During the tenth
century, Ælfric also included St. Martin in his Lives of Saints123 because of Martin’s
portrayal as a model for brave opposition and due to St. Æthelwold’s interests,124 thereby
inheriting the earlier tradition of Winchester writers’ depictions of St. Martin’s life as a
source for the examples of their bishop’s sanctity.

G. Wulfstan’s Adoption of Models of Female Religious Life
Wulfstan also wrote about female sanctity as an achievement attained from the
past and carried into the present. Since women in religious life were an important part of
Anglo-Saxon society, devout women were role models and appeared in saints’ Lives.
Wulfstan inherited models from Bede and Aldhelm, and Barking and Ely, which
provided a moral frame for perceiving and defining female religious devotion. Æthelwold
and Edgar supported the re-foundation of Ely and Barking during this time (964x970),
and they incorporated images of virtuous female figures from these houses. The ideals of
sanctity emphasized by these writers—a life of piety and humility, the ability to
spiritually nourish others, and especially purity—also became identified with specific
houses, thus promoting a monastic identity which Wulfstan could utilize for depicting
one religious woman who could dedicate her life to spiritual pursuits, namely
Æthelthryth.
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Wulfstan also adopted Bede’s depictions of female monastics taken from his
ecclesiastical history of the English. Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica was well distributed in
England during the medieval period, with two extant manuscripts dating to the mid-tenth
century in Winchester.125 According to David Knowles, “It would be hard to exaggerate
the strength of its influence.”126 The text was a valuable vernacular source for reading,
preaching and knowledge of local saints and key historical figures. Aldhelm’s De
Virginitate, which was known to Bede, was also available in tenth-century Winchester.127
Together, these texts provided a source of inspiration for Wulfstan, since the records of
the seventh century illustrated a tradition of modeling female monastic life taken from
earlier female houses.
Beginning in the seventh century, textual images of female religious models left a
lasting influence on hagiographical literature. Nuns were written about in ways that
emphasized virginity, humility, piety and self-denial. This coincides with the reporting
about women (and men) religious for those who wished to elevate them to the status of
saint. The quality of shared virtus, or miraculous power, is connected with the ability to
promote steadfastness and nourish spirituality. Virtues were crucially emphasized in the
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narrative tradition of the “nurse,” “wise woman” and “virgin mother,” those qualities
Wulfstan used to describe Æthelthryth. Saints’ Lives shared these stylistic conventions,
and religious women were depicted as possessing these similar qualities. One example
was the commitment to a monastic ideal. Sanctity was based on the preservation of
“virginity” (Latin uiriginitas) and diligence, especially in the exercise of responsibility to
inherited principles. Qualities such as safeguarding the needy were especially valued.
These principles were incorporated into depictions of particularly devout women and
were powerful tools for self-improvement because they corresponded with virtuous
conduct, which in turn, became models for religious women to incorporate into their
spiritual practice. Female devotion required actively adopting the monastic role, but
sanctity brought esteem to women of all ranks. Sanctity was not merely associated with
monastic women. Women outside the cloister also demonstrated a concern for exemplary
behavior. Inherited images of sanctity were, therefore, necessary to Anglo-Saxon female
religious and laity alike. Literate women, necessarily the most privileged of women, read
vitae and aligned themselves with saintly female behavior. Eighth-century documents
attest to the vast scale of lay devotional practices,128 illustrating textual affinity between
privileged women and religious houses during the tenth century.129 Received literature
pointed to secular, noble and religious women rewarded for expressing their generosity to
the Church.
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H. Conclusion
Wulfstan appealed to the historical record as well as to the monastic ideals of the
moment. The abstraction Wulfstan makes of Æthelthryth’s real life is confirmed by the
essentials of type, which were determined by the objectives of the Benedictine Reform
Movement rather than the needs of biographical accuracy. Hagiographic imitatio links
Æthelthryth’s sanctity to the devotion of earlier Anglo-Saxon women, thereby
constructing a community of female monastic life, which was most instructive to
Wulfstan’s audience. It was the stability of Æthelthryth’s devotional practice—her
figure—that spoke to the larger tenth-century community. Since figural devices were
effective for promoting change, Wulfstan used these devices to promote Æthelwold’s
abilities, thereby emphasizing the importance of modeling Christian virtues during the
Benedictine Reform Movement. Representations of sanctity in the text mirrored the
relationships between ecclesiastical powers, its authors, and the storied monastic
communities that lived under them. A female religious character of irrefutable holiness at
the Winchester nunnery necessarily channeled these associations.
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CHAPTER III
THE REAL AND REIMAGINED ÆTHELTHRYTH
It is the office of the poet to transpose events that really happened, and
turn them with a certain elegance into their appearances, using oblique
figures.
—Lactantius1
A. Introduction
Wulfstan uses his literary portrait of Æthelthryth to express the concerns central
to the Vita St. Æthelwoldi, whose principal subject is Æthelwold, the celebrated Bishop
of Winchester. In Wulfstan’s text, Æthelthryth is depicted as a religious woman at
Nunnaminster, situated in Winchester (“Caestre”), in Wessex, England.2 Nunnaminster
was a religious house founded by Ealhswið (842-902),3 a woman of noble birth, on land
she owned. The relationship between Wessex royal women and Nunnaminster testifies to
the link between women and their property, and also the movement by religious women
into the public sphere in Winchester during the tenth century. Wulfstan lived in the
1
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Bishop’s palace in the city center among ecclesiastical and royal institutions and would
have known the women connected with the nunnery, but in his vita he describes
Æthelthryth with an indistinct existence. Wulfstan obscures Æthelthryth’s identity in
order to fulfill the theological and political needs of the Benedictine Reform Movement,
which minimized Wessex royal women’s ownership of monastic property and their
ability to pass property down to their female relatives. There is nothing in the text about
Æthelthryth’s ancestry, nor any mention that would associate her with her family. Even
as a character in Wulfstan’s text, the incompleteness of her depiction throughout the vita
marginalizes Æthelthryth, omitting those relationships that connected her to
Nunnaminster’s royal origins and its community’s self rule. Her partial depiction
notwithstanding, the Æthelthryth in Wulfstan’s text can be linked to the Æthelthryth who
existed outside the Vita St. Æthelwold.
In the following discussion, I demonstrate that Wulfstan did more than obscure
the real woman, Æthelthryth. Wulfstan is determined that the Æthelthryth he describes in
chapter 22 appear to be the same Æthelthryth mentioned in a previous passage (ch. 2): in
chapter 22, Wulfstan says that he previously described (“tetigimus”) Æthelthryth.4 Since
the events depicted in chapter 2 (904/5x909), and the later events of chapter 22 (c.964 or
later), are separated by a number of years, late in Æthelwold’s life, the implication is that
Wulfstan’s Æthelthryth remained at the house for a considerable time. These two
Æthelthryths are not, however, the same woman: while the figure in the earlier chapter is
drawn from a real person with noble connections, the Æthelthryth of chapter 22 is a
fabrication. There is evidence of a real Æthelthryth associated with the Wessex royal
4
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family who bears many similarities to the one depicted in Wulfstan’s text. During the
tenth century, a religious woman of some importance possessed the same name as
Wulfstan’s character; they were both connected to religious activities in Winchester.
Æthelthryth of Polhampton appears in royal land endowments surrounding Winchester,
and she was directly associated with royal activities affecting monastic territory.
Wulfstan’s Æthelthryth (ch. 22), in her second appearance in the vita, I argue, is a
fictional character who fits into his schema. There is no evidence that the historical
woman from chapter 2, who aided Æthelwold’s mother, lived long enough to be the
leader of nuns he refers to in chapter 22. Æthelthryth in chapter 2 is conflated with
Æthelthryth in chapter 22 to distance the real woman from his imagined one.
In addition, Wulfstan completely omitted from his text several other important
women who were key players in both Nunnaminster’s history and the city of Winchester.
During the tenth century, Nunnaminster’s community and its women leaders were
important to Winchester’s ecclesiastical and royal life. Such assessments, however,
cannot be made on the basis of Wulfstan’s description. Wulfstan does not explain
Nunnaminster’s importance or its foundation’s origins. The other women excluded from
the text were connected to the House of Wessex, the family who ruled the kingdom of
Wessex in the southwest of England, from the sixth century until the unification of
England. Nunnaminster’s founder was Ealhswið (842-902), consort (m. 868) to King
Alfred (849–26 October 899); she was also the mother of Edward the Elder (c.874/77-
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924),5 King of the Anglo-Saxons (899-924).6 Her granddaughter, Edburga (c.921x924–
951x953),7 became abbess at Nunnaminster during the tenth century; she is the only royal
saint produced by the churches of Winchester. Eadgyth [Edith], St. (961-15 September
984), Ealhswið’s great-granddaughter and King Edgar’s (943-975, r. 959-975) daughter,
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was Abbess “during the time of her father”8; Eadgyth succeeded Edburga. Ealhswið is
associated with Nunnaminster’s origins, Edburga with its patronage, and Eadgyth with
the restoration of property formerly belonging to the nunnery. But the historical roles of
these three women are omitted from Wulfstan’s text, removed from the record in the
name of Reform.
Nunnaminster’s female heritage challenged the mission of Benedictine Reform.
Reformers needed to restrict royal women and the accomplishments associated with their
religious houses because of the mandated requirements of the cloister to live separately
from secular society and to limit royal ownership of monastic land. Wulfstan’s insistence
on Reform largely concealed this history of control by a female political elite over
Nunnaminster’s community. Stephanie Hollis instructs us on how to approach AngloSaxon texts when we read about female monasticism:
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Set against the sources of information, the hagiographic records appear to have
significantly underrepresented the contribution made by women to the growth of
the church because their authors are, to a great or less extent, concerned to bring
their accounts into line with orthodox conceptions of the role of women, which
included the enclosure of female religious and segregated monasteries.9
The political interests within Winchester’s male elite did not intersect with the family ties
and female interests at Nunnaminster. Without any association with Nunnaminster’s
foundation and its Wessex dynasty, Æthelthryth’s portrait avoids the issue of royal
women exercising institutional authority over their religious community. Since references
to the community’s royal population would undermine the Reformers’ mission to
separate religious from secular lives, Æthelthryth’s singularly religious function and
Nunnaminster’s advantageous positions are restricted to a monastic existence.
The Reformers’ monastic narrative of which Æthelthryth was a part held
particular interest both within and beyond the cloistered enclave during the period.
Reformers aggressively pursued a policy of consolidating church lands through their
account of their movement. Their fundamental objective was to avoid the interests in
property ownership associated with the Wessex female line. Aristocratic women
associated with royal houses were part of the dominant social class, and their connection
with nunneries illustrates their ownership of religious foundations. By eliminating the
history of Nunnaminster’s origins, its centrality, and Æthelthryth’s background, Wulfstan
concealed details of royal and lay influence in order to plan for religious transformation
in a direction that benefited the consolidation of monastic authority.
Historical records, especially those connected with the transmission of property
around Winchester, suggest that Wulfstan may have clouded the identity of a real person
9
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in order to obscure his audience’s understanding of Æthelthryth and the community she
inhabited. Several documents relating to Nunnaminster and its female inhabitants indicate
that its community played a fundamental role in tenth-century Winchester. The
community greatly benefited from Nunnaminster’s location in the city center, where male
and female monasteries co-existed alongside the royal palace, thus providing
opportunities for participation in Winchester’s rich cultural life. Wulfstan chose not to
mention Nunnaminster’s proximity to the influential male religious houses and the
Bishop’s and King’s palaces. He was concerned with eliding women’s royal spheres of
influence in order to obscure the appearance of their accumulation of monastic territory,
and especially their possession of land already in their control.
Both literary and pragmatic texts are useful sources to help us rediscover
Nunnaminster’s heritage. Some scholars shy away from using literary sources as a basis
for illustrating the status of early medieval noble women, preferring instead to focus on
archival documents such as charters and law codes. These regulations, however, illustrate
customs already known.10 But manuscripts held by the house and presumably used by its
community are also informants of the lives of religious women through their portrayals of
monastic life. The Book of Nunnaminster, as an example, is the first textual evidence of
its namesake and holds particular value for the specific knowledge of its female
inhabitants because it includes the boundary clause indicating that the land upon which
the nunnery was built is owned by a royal woman.
Writing was a material way of conveying possession of property. The written
record also implies knowledge of Nunnaminster’s location, its heredity, and its history of
10
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book ownership. A royal woman ruling Nunnaminster would have had administrative
influence over the house’s properties since she was responsible for its management. Her
ability to procure land on the house’s behalf was derived to a great extent from the
location of the religious house itself and by its association with Winchester’s literate
community. By textually removing Nunnaminster’s association with royal society,
including its educated and powerful elite, Wulfstan attempted to eliminate the house’s
right to secure its own property. Female ownership became null and void in his text.
Wulfstan controlled Æthelthryth’s narrative in the Vita St. Æthelwoldi, stressing her piety
over her pragmatic achievements. Her character had to fit into the definition of holiness

promoted during the Reform, which referred to a standard of monastic life and not to
the historical woman’s more complex life. Wulfstan created a narrative that avoided the
cultural importance of women’s kinship ties and the benefits that such relationships
provided. By limiting Æthelthryth’s history throughout the text Wulfstan removed her
from the larger political arena.
The Reformers targeted Wessex religious women. Rosamond McKitterick posits
that inadequate references to women and their houses is not random but a deliberate
attempt to promote male over female monastic influence during the later Anglo-Saxon
period.11 Hollis claims that male writers actively suppressed the history of
accomplishments of the royal abbesses that Bede had described in his Historia
Ecclesiastica and his Life of Cuthbert.12 According to Schulenburg, Reformers’ strategies
were used to limit the representation of royal female religious and their monastic
11
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communities.13 Reformers were generally less interested in promoting women’s religious
life, according to Catherine Cubbitt, than in controlling it.14 Pauline Stafford likewise
claims that the surge in monastic foundation labeled “reform” involved more concern
about lay control of nunneries than anything else.15 Specifically, H. Foxhall Forbes
asserts that nearby male monastics deliberately obliterated most evidence related to
Nunnaminster. This leaves Nunnaminster with a “shadowy presence.”16 Since “the life of
their inmates, where recorded at all, has usually been distorted through a reforming lens,”
Stafford asks for a greater understanding of these houses and their religious history of the
period because “those shadows must be searched.”17
By contrasting Wulfstan’s portrait of Æthelthryth with descriptions of
Nunnaminster’s women from assorted texts, I illustrate how Wulfstan controls his
treatment of Æthelthryth in order fit her into the Benedictine Reform’s mandates. A
thorough exploration of this evidence shows that Wulfstan de-emphasizes Æthelthryth’s
royal, secular, financial, property-owning power, and prerogative to keep her royal
connections mute. Moving beyond Wulfstan’s text is a way of comparing the women in
Winchester at the time Wulfstan was writing with his description of Æthelthryth. The
objective here is to reveal how Wulfstan attempts to eliminate the triumphs of
Nunnaminster, eliding its overall political agency.
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Beyond her presence in Wulfstan’s text, Æthelthryth is invisible in other tenthcentury primary sources connected with Nunnaminster. Æthelthryth is not mentioned by
name in the Regularis Concordia, despite the assertion that abbesses were present at the
great Benedictine Council of Winchester in 973.18 Neither does Æthelthryth appear in the
list of nomina feminarum illustrium in the Liber Vitae, and nomina reginarum et
abbatissarum.19 She is also absent in a catalog that documents Nunnaminster’s ruling
members, The Heads of Religious Houses (940-1216).20 Wulfstan’s vita ensures that
Æthelthryth will be side-lined in historical documents due to her incomplete
representation. It would not be unusual for Wulfstan to have preferred to depict a
standard female monastic character in the service of his own purposes. Winchester’s
ecclesiastical writers wanted its religious women to serve as models of holiness, formed
from ideal qualities. In vitae, characters and plots are often borrowed from other vitae. As
depicted, Æthelthryth is a deliberate blend of characteristics. Mixtures of traits
corresponding to religious women were known to have been a cause of and type for
literary representation throughout the Anglo-Saxon period.
From Winchester’s extensive libraries, Wulfstan would have been familiar with
these legendries and would therefore have had access to numerous saints’ lives on which
to model his description of Æthelthryth. Her importance in the text is precisely rooted in
portraying the virtues linked with female monastic life taken from valued sources.
Wulfstan identifies Æthelthryth as an important member of her female monastic
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household. She was placed supervising a “flock of nuns” (ch. 22)21 after many years of
service (starting in ch. 2) and having served as “the nurse of the virgins dedicated to God
at Winchester” (ch. 2).22 In addition, Æthelthryth informs the progress of St. Æthelwold’s
life through the application of her virtues. Early in the text, we learn that Æthelthryth
provided counsel to the Bishop’s mother who had visited the nunnery when St.
Æthelwold was in utero.23 Wulfstan describes Æthelthryth as “being a sensible and sharp
woman, and one to whom God at times revealed knowledge of the future” (ch. 2).24 She
“had many predictions to make of the child who was to be born; and the outcome showed
their truth.”25 Æthelthryth’s care of Æthelwold’s pregnant mother is important because it
contributes to both St. Æthelwold’s eminence as a preview of his life and Wulfstan’s
prominence as the compiler of the Bishop’s Life at the time of the Benedictine Reform.
These specific markers of, possibly a living woman, are generalized into a type by the
end of the vita.

B. The Benedictine Reform and Women’s Rule
The English Benedictine leaders, including Æthelwold and Wulfstan, were
closely attached to the royal court at Winchester and concerned with issues of religious
reform. The Reformers attempted to move the monasteries toward a more spiritually
driven life by eliminating control of monasteries by nobles and by limiting the male and
21
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female religious house’s involvement in secular affairs. Royal ownership of monastic
property was a well-known issue among Wulfstan’s immediate audience, as direct
ownership of monasteries by laywomen (and laymen) was banned in documents written
in Winchester. The Church’s aim was to employ literary representation as a means to
depict religious houses as church property and to impose the basic priorities of reform.
Secular control of minster lands was standard practice in the early Anglo-Saxon
period when monastic endowments had declined following Viking raids of the previous
centuries.26 Private ownership (and in some cases management) of churches was the
norm by the early- and middle-eighth century, even while efforts were underway by the
clergy to lessen the hold of lay lords on their churches. During the seventh century Bede
wrote that he was concerned about the practice whereby monasteries had become
hereditary. Noblemen had obtained lands from the king in order to found monasteries, in
turn, according to Bede, residing like lords therein—ruling men who were unworthy of
the monastic vocation.27 In addition to criticizing the founders of these false institutions,
Bede also attacked the scribes and signatories of the charters. He appealed to King
Ecgbert (771/775–839) to take responsibility for monastic standards,28 commenting on
their land’s excessive alienation. Also, the monastic standard practice of effectively
separating religious men and women was completely forbidden in 787.29 In 803, the
Council of Clofesho passed an Act prohibiting the election of laymen as lords over
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regular monasteries. Abbot Muca of Glastonbury was one of the signatories of this Act.30
During this council, Archbishop Æthelheard condemned the secular control of
monasteries by voicing his disapproval of the customs of monastery endowment and
passing down houses through family ties, “Secularium prioratum,” or “according to race”
(the lay overlordship of monasteries).31 Evidently, the policy had been in place over an
extended period of time, since the RC asserted that, “the abuse was long standing.”32
There was also a deliberate attempt to ground Reform in a past that made the mandates
necessary and inevitable. The monastic ideal, presented in the RC, indicates that
Reformist propaganda urged the elimination of lay control over the monasteries.
Beyond setting the standard for enforcing a clear demarcation between secular and
religious, the RC also aimed to limit lay control over female (and male) monastic
communities.
A concern to tenth-century Reformers was the practice of daughters inheriting
their property after their mother’s death. This custom went back to the early Anglo-Saxon
period; it extended the royal female rule.33 Although earlier reformers had argued against
this policy, eliminating female secular “tyranny” was no small matter. Æthelwold was
averse to the institution of the Eigenkloster, a tradition in which the female abbess was
descended from the royal family and controlled the monastic property, secularium
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prioritas. In his treatise on “King Edgar’s Establishment of the Monasteries,” Æthelwold
admonishes abbesses not to give “God’s estate to their kinsmen or to great secular
persons, neither for money nor flattery.”34 Female houses were most targeted because the
Reformers were eager to turn proprietary monasteries into Benedictine male ones under
their own supervision.35 Many women’s houses were destroyed, and abandoned women’s
foundations were re-established by the Reformers as houses for monks or canons.36
Furthermore, women’s cloistering was also of particular concern to the Reformers. Their
aim was strict separation of the sexes. Abbesses and nuns were unable to participate in
reform councils that formulated the policies that affected them.
The Reformers attacked a long-established principle based on a separation of
monastic and secular that did not exist in reality but which could be easily portrayed as
such. No Anglo-Saxon cleric had previously enforced the distinction to such a degree as
Æthelwold. The RC asserted that nuns as well as priests could not hold land individually:
The assembly wisely, and under severe censure and anathema, forbade the holy
monasteries to acknowledge the overlordship of secular persons, a thing that
might lead to utter loss and ruin as it did in past times.37
From the statements of reformers it appears that religious communities followed a life in
some respects difficult to distinguish from that of the lay nobility, so the distinction
between spiritual and secular lives could not be made. The ecclesiastical role upon which
34
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royal religious women’s sanctity was founded could not be separated from, but was rather
a direct product of, their connection with their family. Private virtue was equated with
public asset.38 As women of royal status, they were simultaneously responsible for the
affairs of their nunneries as well as secular magnates who managed property and
negotiated favorable conditions with their relations.39 Anglo-Saxon women carried their
family obligations with them into church, and their lives were influenced by the histories
of their families. Female succession depended on royal assignment. Royal nunneries
performed on behalf of their royal families and were rewarded with their patronage.
The connection between royal women and the earliest Anglo-Saxon female
monasteries informed Wulfstan’s decision to omit Nunnaminster’s origins.
Nunnaminster’s foundation in the tenth century was part of a long tradition of royal
women entering religious life, passing down monastic lands through written evidence of
property ownership, and engaging with life outside the walls of the nunnery. Royal
women played an important part during the early stages of the country’s religious
transformation and through periodic reform. They served as intercessors on behalf of
their kin as well as their own and extended female community. They could evolve into
models for female sanctity capable of representing the spiritual growth from pagan
practices toward a Christian ideal and, as such, they were positioned to serve their own
female religious house. Anglo-Saxon kings provided their female relatives with a
privileged position between church and state. For a woman of royal birth, her power was
a product of dynastic inheritance. The few women who were non-royal who achieved
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sainthood did so because of their association with miracles, but the majority of female
saints were royal women who were founders of monastic houses.40
Anglo-Saxon royal nunneries were institutions based on class, and noble
influence, including monastic bequests, was essential to the families who founded these
houses. Royal women ruled religious houses; they were both protectors of the faith and
patrons of the Church.41 An East Anglian princess seems to have been the first royal
Saxon woman to enter religious life. King Ethelberga’s niece, another Ealhswið, daughter
of King Eadbald of Kent (616-640), may have founded the first religious house for
women in Anglo-Saxon England, built in 630 at Folkestone.42 Eorcengota, daughter of
Eorcenberht, King of Kent, became a nun in c.640.43 These close links between abbesses
and their royal families provided religious women with the ability to negotiate on behalf
of their communities, especially providing their houses with extensive endowments.
Wilton, for example, has a history of royal association. Eadgyth brought substantial
properties to Wilton and was the focus of a major cult there, benefiting the nunnery well
after her death.44 Queen Edith (c.1025-18 December 1075) patronized Wilton, where she
was educated and spent her widowhood. She was a noble woman in her own right before
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marrying Edward the Confessor (1003-5 January 1066) estimated at the time to be the
wealthiest woman in England and more than able to rebuild Wilton’s church.45
Religious women prayed for their royal relatives, especially intercessionary
prayers on behalf of kings. King Athelstan (894-27 October 939) made a grant to the
nuns of Shaftsbury (founded by Alfred in 888) to sing psalms for his soul,46 an indication
that the community was under royal control. Since his sister-in-law, Eadgifu [Edith]
(c.902/4-c.966/7), was ruling Shaftsbury at the time, the connection between funding the
nunnery and family ties are apparent. Royal abbesses also performed a valuable service
for their family members in the promotion of relatives who were elevated to sainthood.
These women associated with religious houses were considered to have special status
among their kin, and those sainted were especially prized. Seaxburh’s (c.640-6 July 699)
translation of Wulfthryth of Wilton was promoted because she was the mother of St.
Edith at a time when King Æthelred was proud of his saintly sibling whose cult was
celebrated at Shaftsbury.47 In their lifetime royal women were useful to their families due
to their ability to mediate for them at religious houses due to their own sanctity. They
provided continuity between generations, thus ensuring that female relatives would
succeed as future leaders.
Royal burials also attest to the relationship between nunneries and royal
patronage. King Swaefred (746–758) was buried at Nazeingbury, built on founding land
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he had donated.48 Abbess Ælfflaed (654–714) was abbess of Whitby Abbey. She used the
property for her family mausoleum when she organized the translation of her grandfather
Edwin’s body there, joining Oswiu and her mother Eanflaed.49 In both instances women’s
religious houses were important to establishing a family identity in their regions. Abbess
Hild (c.614-680) brought Ælfflaed with her when she founded Straeneaeshalch in 657
(Whitby Abbey).50 Hild was of noble birth, sister to King Ina (688-725). Before Whitby,
Hild ruled over Hartlepool in c.646 and later founded the monastery. Hild and Ælffaed of
Whitby attended Northumbrian church councils, with Hild hosting the famous synod of
Whitby.51 Hild’s prudence, Bede wrote, was so esteemed that kings and princes would
come to Whitby to ask her advice; five men who studied under her became bishops.52 She
was considered an excellent educator.53 The tradition of female literacy is often traced to
Abbess Hild’s royal lineage and her literary achievements.
Abbesses also had to administer large estates and care for the pastoral needs of the
people who lived upon them. Hild and Ælfflaed of Whitby acquired land and were
responsible for the spiritual care of those on their estates.54 Abbesses from royal families
maintained simultaneous ties to both religious and worldly arenas; they moved freely in
48
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society, and they maintained strong links with their families while acting as spiritual
leaders. Monastic life offered numerous opportunities for contact between the religious
leaders and their royal family since it relied upon aristocratic patronage. Women’s
sanctity ensured their family’s continued support. Abbesses also depended on female
family members entering religious life to continue their sponsorship of nunneries. There
is perhaps no better case for this arrangement than tenth-century Winchester.

C. Nunnaminster’s History
The center of Winchester included a great complex that comprised the most
powerful ecclesiastic centers in the country, as well as the principal seat of the English
kings: church life and secular life were intertwined. The Bishop’s Palace was located to
Nunnaminster’s south and the Royal Palace to its east. Nunnaminster’s association with
the two adjacent Winchester male minsters, Old and New Minsters, augmented the
female house’s status. In order to distinguish them, Nunnaminster was called “nuns
mynster” or Nunna-mynster.55 All three houses were involved with the secular
administration of Winchester due to their association with the royal family.
Male royalty did not reside at monastic houses but royal women did. Old Minster
was the Anglo-Saxon cathedral of Wessex, founded in 648 for King Cenwald of Wessex
55
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(reigned c.642-c.645). New Minster was founded in 901 and became a popular
pilgrimage center. Old and New Minsters housed the tombs of West Saxon kings, but
never served as residences for a royal family. In Nunnaminster by contrast, royal women
lived chastely on their own property throughout the convent’s history. As with the other
monasteries, Nunnaminster’s location put it in proximity to episcopal and political power.
This geographical arrangement afforded all three monastic houses great intellectual,
spiritual, and political privileges.
Over the years, Nunnaminster grew to accommodate a larger religious community
while maintaining a physical central position in Winchester. It was first and foremost an
active religious community of royal Wessex women.56 Nunnaminster’s foundation is
listed as 903,57 although it is possible that an earlier female estate existed on the site prior
to the tenth century.58 Archeologists describe the property as a small, wealthy estate of
high social status.59 From the eighth through the ninth centuries, some buildings on the
pre-Nunnaminster site served secondary purposes. One of the abbey’s edifices, for
example, functioned as a “bower” (a woman’s private retreat), the “rarest of Anglo-Saxon
structures.” This bower contained another edifice, which Archbishop Plegmund (890914) consecrated. A “lofty tower” had been attached to one of its buildings, as some
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archaeologists suggest, since the Nunnaminster site held a substantial structure. The
tower was erected in honor of the Virgin Mary, indicating the nunnery’s dedication and
early importance. 60
Nunnaminster’s location at the center of the city afforded it additional intellectual,
spiritual and political opportunities. The women of Nunnaminster sat at the epicenter of
English power: “nigh the middel of the citye.”61 Their involvement in the life of the city
and in the wider political life of Anglo-Saxon England is implicit in Nunnaminster’s very
geography. Moreover, the Church in Winchester can be best described as part of an
inherited tradition of West Saxon royal obligation, which became a prerogative of the
Crown. From its earlier foundation through its dissolution, Nunnaminster continued to
attract women of noble upbringing. Historical records discuss royal Wessex women
managing Nunnaminster until well after the Conquest,62 with elite female religious
women living together on the Nunnaminster property until the sixteenth century (1536–
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1541). Royal women continued to be associated with Nunnaminster, and they appear in
historical texts throughout the house’s history.63
Royal Wessex women maintained control over Nunnaminster, having the greatest
capacity to administer and advocate on its behalf. They controlled the ground upon which
their Winchester nunnery was built, giving them power over the property and the
decisions over their own regulations. They also maintained control of additional property
throughout Wessex. By 1066, the nunnery held the endowment of nearly 100 hides of
land and controlled extensive property in Winchester. This land, donated by royal family
members, indicates the close ties between the community and the monarchy.64 The
institution they supervised held a significant presence in Winchester because of their
royal connections. Abbesses possessed reciprocal relationships with their own religious
communities and their Wessex royal family members, their neighboring religious male
houses, and the greater ecclesiastical and royal assembly. The valuable associations with
their families contributed to their community’s autonomy and control over their land.
From one boundary description we know Ealhswið wanted to secure her familycontrolled nunnery, indicating that Nunnaminster would endure through the royal
maternal line. This points to her concern for maintaining female ownership of
Nunnaminster.
The tradition of royal women at Nunnaminster began with Ealhswið and
continued with Edburga. They shared a reputation for sanctity. Ealhswið was descended
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through her mother, Eadburh, from the Mercian royal house. Daughter of an ealdorman
of Mercia, Ealhswið was the granddaughter of King Coenwulf of Mercia and consort to
Alfred. She was never described as a religious woman, nor as Abbess of Nunnaminster.
This decision illustrates her preference for secular power over religious service. As such,
Ealhswið was key to Alfred’s objectives of merging the Mercian and Wessex families
and producing competent heirs.65
Alfred’s mission, as well as his piety and love of learning, would have been
influential in Nunnaminster’s development, encouraging its educational directive through
the Anglo-Saxon period. This is a testament to the king’s determination to bring literacy
back to England (c.890).66 Even before Nunnaminster was founded, Alfred had
implemented a monastic school at Winchester to teach his children, including girls, to
read. According to Alfred’s biographer, several ninth-century Old English prose texts are
the product of a literacy program directed by Alfred in Old and New Minsters.67 Asser
testifies that King Alfred’s mother implemented an educational program at Winchester
according to European models for women.68 Asser also indicates that the king’s circles
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included women who were not only literate but owned books.69 This description points to
female aristocratic literacy70 and highly instructive evidence for book-ownership.71
Evidence for Ealhswið’s ability to maintain female ownership over her property is
seen in documentation attesting to her responsibility for the construction of buildings on
Nunnaminster property. She was also accountable for the collection of a group of nuns to
serve as its first community and the house’s provisional endowment.72 Beyond these
accomplishments, Nunnaminster’s reputation as a royal Wessex house was predicated on
Ealhswið’s ability to adequately manage the house’s property into the future. She
established an enduring connection with Nunnaminster for her female successors. The
Liber Vitae, for example, records that Nunnaminster is listed as “aedificatrix
monasterii,”73 and a tenth-century entry penned into The Book of Nunnaminster provides
a testament to Ealhswið’s efforts since it associates her name with the parameters around
which the nunnery was situated: “The hedge-boundaries which Ealhswið has
…westernmost mill-wier.”74 This property, a royal Eigenkloster (proprietary family
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monastery), could have been Ealhswið’s dower when she married Alfred in 868,75 since
she retired to the property in 899.76 During the tenth century, Ealhswið was known as
Nunnaminster’s founder.77
The boundary clause inserted into Nunnaminster served as a deed for the religious
house, designating that Ealhswið held the rights to the land and hence its title. In the
description, Ealhswið demonstrates that she owned her own land (folk land), which
indicated her high social rank (even without her ‘consort’ status). According to Simon
Keynes,
An estate of book land, once created, could be given or sold to another person, or
to a religious house, by the handling over of the original charter, or title-deed, in
the presence of witnesses, for example at a local assembly.7 8
The preservation of Nunnaminster’s property became a valuable testament to the
privileges of a royal woman. Nunnaminster’s sovereign claim included the possession of
Nunnaminster since the manuscript was located at the nunnery in the first half of the
tenth century and remained there until the Dissolution. The property description was
written in Winchester, likely located on Ealhswið’s estate and before 902, the year
Ealhswið died. As the account attests, through the present tense, “hæfð,” “has,” Ealhswið
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was still alive when the record was written, a reminder to the Winchester community of
her current assertion and status as owner of the land and of the religious endowment.
The boundary entry in Nunnaminster also legitimized Edburga at Nunnaminster79
while attempting, as any land deed does, to secure the foundation’s boundaries into the
future. This record illustrates how royal women documented their own status and ensured
the future disposition of monastic property. Nunnaminster continued to prove witness to
the nunnery’s preoccupation with their property. The records of numerous land holdings
indicate that Nunnaminster still owned properties initially bequeathed by Alfred to his
wife and daughters as well as additional land in nearby counties beyond the tenth
century.80 Heredity tenures were part of the prestige of traditional monasticism where
inherited property was based on family rank and protocol. Texts such as these enabled a
community to perpetuate female dominion and to define a collective identity, which gave
their communities legal standing.81 Although few women held anything more than a
lifetime interest in their property,82 Ealhswið’s land was protected from alienation
throughout Nunnaminster’s history by the existence of this document.
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Ealhswið’s granddaughter, Edburga, also maintained a leadership position at
Nunnaminster, continuing the sixth-century tradition of royal daughters oblated to
religious houses.83 Edburga was descended from the royal house of Wessex. The Life of
St. Edburga describes her oblation at age three, at King Edward the Elder’s
recommendation, in the early tenth century.84 As The Chartulary of the Abbey of Hyde
indicates, she would proceed to spend the rest of her life at Nunnaminster, becoming the
abbess during the tenth century.85 In her honor, Nunnaminster was renamed St. Mary’s or
St. Edburga’s Abbey during the twelfth century (1108). According to Osbert of Claire,
Edburga carried on the female tradition of being a worthy ally for Nunnaminster. By
playing a significant role in royal and aristocratic family politics, she was key to the
patronage that allowed its continued existence.86 Her later canonization (972) signifies
her valuable contribution to Nunnaminster’s community. Furthermore, Edburga’s
sanctity, a direct product of her birth into the West Saxon royal dynasty,87 was celebrated
throughout Winchester’s religious and secular society. Osbert’s vita of Edburga shows
Edburga was a product of special virtue, respected due to her royal status:
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It is unseemly, they say, for a royal child to humbly bow her neck to such service
and to work as a common slave; it is harmful to the dignity of her illustrious
birth.88
In one anecdote, Edburga had secretly cleaned the shoes of other nuns in her
Nunnaminster community. According to its house rules, she was publicly rebuked by one
of the sisters: this act of service was viewed as a betrayal of her royal status. The
lowliness of the virgin had far exceeded the expectations of the church. To the relief of
the nuns who relied upon royal membership in its community, her father, the king,
reacted favorably when he heard news of his daughter’s somewhat unorthodox
behavior.89 Edburga also persuaded her father to endow Nunnaminster with the property
“Canaga” in the Abbess’s name.90 Her half-brother, King Æthelstan (893-939), also
granted land at Droxfold in Hampshire to her, which provided additional income for
Nunnaminster.91 Both abbesses and queens were entered into the Liber Vitae (1031),
which contained a list of kings and queens, monks and abbesses of the Winchester
community. They were shown to have commanded a large familia of nuns, clerici, and
servants, as well as the control of a substantial amount of land and all dependent
inhabitants.92
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Hampshire in 1086 does not list the landowner of St. Mary’s at Winchester
among the holders. This was because it was assigned to the abbess, as head of household,
and secured into the future: “The Abbess of St. Mary’s claims this manor,” and she
continued to hold substantial property throughout Wessex.93 As female holders of the
house and their lands, women ensured that a member of the founder’s family always held
the abbatial office. The distinction to elect royal abbesses was possibly derived from the
crown’s exercise of its right to nominate a nun to an abbey at each coronation.94 This
privilege began during Alfred’s reign when properties were deemed royal estates. In
keeping with such an honor, abbesses, not Nunnaminster, were credited with the house’s
land possessions. Nunnaminster’s extension of property ownership to royal women
appears to have been widespread. Nunnaminster’s longevity was cemented through the
earlier documentation of female property ownership and royal ties, which contributed to
the stability of its monastic community.
In The Book of Nunnaminster, Ealhswið is listed as the owner of the land upon
which the house was built, significant documentation for preserving her family’s
permanent possession of the property. Since the responsibility for producing a document
attesting to female land holding often fell to the owner, it would have been in her interest
to testify to her possession. Nunnaminster is proof of the ecclesiastical and political
93
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alliance that became a necessary means of ensuring Nunnaminster’s survival. The
boundary description found in Ealhswið’s passage furthermore indicates a degree of
political shrewdness on her behalf. This document specifically illustrates that Ealhswið
took measures to secure female ownership of her land, making Nunnaminster’s
provenance uncontestable. Legal land rights rested in those possessing the associated
record, and therefore attesting to ownership,95 making future abbesses into “lords” of
some significance in their locality. Written records were recognized as knowledge of
legal rights. Boundary entries became not only testaments to symbolic ownership but also
to the existence of a functioning tool in dispute resolutions.
Ealhswið had a personal understanding of the precariousness of property rights
and the importance of preserving family records. Her relative, Cwenthryth (fl. 811c.826), had been bequeathed Minster-in-Thanet by her father before his death.
Cwenthryth was a Mercian princess and daughter of King Coenwulf (r. 796-821) and
Abbess of Thanet. Thanet’s ownership was long uncontested because Cwenthryth held
the charter.96 Cwenthryth had, against considerable pressure (including several battles in
court), prevented Archbishop Winfred of Canterbury from acquiring the nunnery for
many years, but she ultimately resigned it to him. Ealhswið had inherited from
Cwenthryth the Thanet prayerbook that would become known as The Book of
Nunnaminster,97 and Nunnaminster’s property description was recorded therein.
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Cwenthryth’s determination may have prompted Ealhswið to take the necessary steps to
scribe her record of land’s rights in a location that was not only secure but also accessible
to her and her community.

D. Literacy at Nunnaminster
The entry in Nunnaminster is not only a testament of ownership but it also
conveys a pragmatic understanding of charters as well as the means of maintaining
records. The New Minster’s foundation charter (966), thirty pages long and written in a
lavish book for display on the high altar, still survives.98 Both New Minster and
Nunnaminster’s vernacular inscriptions represent a similar pattern, a habit of writing
property documents in books.99 Ealhswið’s passage, or notitiae, signals the existence of a
more typical document, corresponding to New Minster’s property transfers. The
Nunnaminster property passage is an indication of a complementary text at
Nunnaminster—source material analogous to the gesta municipalia archives.100
Inspiration for including the boundary entry must have been formed to a large
degree by the importance to which female nunneries were dedicated to books. Although
evidence is sparse for the presence of Latin books in nunneries,101 those books that are
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found in nunnery libraries show that abbesses expected their nuns to be able to read Latin
texts and apply their reading materials to their devotional lives in a sophisticated manner.
In addition, the need for administrative and communicating activities, along with
devotional reading, necessitated use of Latin as well as a regional dialect.102 Books were
prized possessions, and women (and men) took measures to ensure that the books
remained available to them, especially those that secured their property.
Nunnaminster and its literate community were part of a cultural initiative that
extended far back in Anglo-Saxon history. Religious women advocated on their own
behalf by writing appeals. This includes book ownership by nunneries: nunneries were
places of literacy,103 and based on library records, nuns were considered equally literate
as monks,104 who were expected to read Latin texts and be able to apply the materials to
their devotional lives.105 An eighth-century entry on the endleaf of a manuscript now at
102
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Würzburg records female personal ownership by Cuthswith, who likely belonged to the
Mercian royal family. She has been identified as a seventh-century abbess of Inkberrow
in Worcestershire, and her purchase of properties shows that her monastery was
prosperous.106 Prayers were also recorded in manuscripts owned by nuns in early AngloSaxon England,107 and some houses had extensive libraries and a curriculum.108 The
women religious of Nunnaminster had access to Aldhelm’s (c.639-25 May 709) De
Virginitate, among other texts, since it was in the library at Old Minster.109 De Virginitate
was addressed to Abbess Hildelith and the nuns of Barking (f. 657),110 who were also of
particular interest to readers for their sanctity and literacy.111 Bishop Eorcenwold (765-
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694), of the Kentish royal house, founded Barking for his sister Æthelburh, who ruled as
abbess and was trained by St. Hildelith of Brie.112 Nunnaminster’s community could read
about Hildelith and Barking’s achievements, with the Abbess and the female monastic
serving as models for Nunnaminster’s female monastic rulers.
Nunnaminster was part of Winchester’s active literate community. Its proximity
to the royal and ecclesiastical complex, adjacent to Old and New Minsters, provided
access to what would have been an extensive library and a bustling center of manuscript
production.113 Although it is difficult to determine the size of Nunnaminster’s book
collections without the advantage of its surviving archives,114 this female community
certainly had access to resources that enabled it to pursue its intellectual needs along with
its spiritual vocation. Women were reading, studying and copying texts at this monastic
house; some scribes, involved in manuscript production, were women who also worked
there.115 Ealhswið may have started an educational program at Wessex,116 and we know
with certainty that Edburga was capable of reading and writing.117 At least by the
sixteenth century, the nunnery even had a resident librarian: in 1501, Dr. Hede visited St.
Mary’s, Winchester and noted that those responsible for the administration of the house
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included Elia Pitte, librarian at Nunnaminster.118 A list of manuscripts owned by
Nunnaminster is provided as textual evidence (see Appendix A) of a continued program
of literacy at Nunnaminster.
As evident by handwriting, the religious woman who transcribed the boundary
entry into Nunnaminster was the same woman copying texts into The Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle from multiple sources and using various script grades.119 At the same time, she
was correcting a Trinity Isodore120 and adding the lacunae for Sedulius.121 Since
Nunnaminster remained at the house, a nun here was marking the manuscript using
female usage (Latin female endings) and forms of confession, along with copying
Isidore’s Etymologie.122 Another Nunnaminster scribe wrote a later section of the AngloSaxon Chronicle and transcribed Tollemache’s Orosius.123
While Nunnaminster scribes were busy, its community was also determined to be
educated. One text was written during the tenth century containing an Old English gloss,
a fresh interlinear translation of the entire Psalter.124 Cotton Galba and Nero were
originally bound blank and likely used for a beginner or novice student for her
exercises.125 The Regius Psalter, also written in the tenth century, contains a Latin
118
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commentary, which runs continuously throughout the Psalms, including double glosses
used for translation or for teaching purposes. Winchester’s translation of the Regularis
Concordia, adapted for its female religious community, may have been the culmination
of work by Nunnaminster scribes during this century. The manuscript includes several
substitutions from a masculine to a feminine audience. For example, “abbess,”
“abbodysee” is added as an alternative to “abbot.”126 The nun responsible for this
manuscript may have been the current unnamed abbess at Nunnaminster127 and may also
have corresponded with Anselm.128 During the twelfth century, the personal prayerbook
of Ælfwine, abbot of the New Minster (1031-1057), passed into Nunnaminster’s hands.
Several prayers in this work also had feminine endings added to them. In one of them a
prayer and interlineation in the feminine gender indicates female ownership.129 Individual
prayers for intercession in the litany of the saints were altered to feminine forms.130 At
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the time she was also adding another prayer asking for her guardian angel’s protection,131
another nun was inscribing on two mortuary rolls.132
Spiritual women at Nunnaminster contributed to the center of intellectual life at
Winchester. Within the walls of their monastic enclave, women were reading and writing,
and at one time possessed an extensive library. The vernacular, as well as Latin, was
employed, often together, as a means to access books. Nuns learned to write and were
taught by each other. Female religious at Winchester were exchanging, reading and
copying books, whenever required, back and forth between their own house and the
adjacent buildings that their male counterparts occupied. Surviving books reflect a close
cooperation between these readers of mixed gender with some manuscripts indicating use
by a man at one time and at another by a woman.
Nunnaminster was also relied on for scribes, as evidenced by several manuscripts
that point to women copying books. The existence of the flourishing scriptorium at
Nunnaminster is not surprising since female monastics were considered accomplished
scribes. Comparing the handwriting of various texts proves a compelling way of
identifying manuscripts written by these women. Often these manuscripts produced at
Nunnaminster were delivered to the male monasteries, and a particular book may have
originated at a male Winchester house, but Nunnaminster frequently possessed it during a
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particular time. The three minsters together comprised a close-knit network of monastics
dedicated and practiced in manuscript production. Within this ecclesiastical cluster, every
group was committed to scribal activity, and although they persevered independently,
each was also aware of one another’s pursuits and shared aspirations. These combined
ambitions point to men and women religious connected by the dedication of common
devotional service, illustrating the inclusion of the Nunnaminster community within the
greater Winchester assembly.

E. Property Concerns at Nunnaminster
During the tenth century, Nunnaminster was an emerging and active literate
community that allowed its women leaders to effectively advocate on their house’s
behalf. One result of this broad literacy at Nunnaminster was the composition of specific
prayers that responded to the spiritual needs of the community. Nuns also fended off
physical threats to their property by writing appeals. For example, in a charter
contemporaneous with Wulfstan’s text, Edgar returned a valuable water mill to
Nunnaminster after its previous diversion by Old Minster.133 This agreement provided the
convent that owned the property “such considerations as should be acceptable.”134 Due to
Eadgyth’s advocacy, Edgar settled on a toll to be collected and given Nunnaminster on
all merchandise passing by water under the city bridge or by land under East Gate
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(Nunnaminster).135 As further reward for the male house’s redirection of the nunnery’s
waterway, Edgar’s will stipulates bequests of land and money a few years later to
Nunnaminster.136
The tradition of Nunnaminster defending its property continued. One prayer
added to a tenth-century manuscript identified with Nunnaminster indicates that the
monastery’s land was threatened.137 The nuns’ reaction is constructed in the form of a
prayer fixed to a collection of texts written very soon after the Conquest. Following the
Invasion of 1066, Nunnaminster’s land had been forcibly ceded to the Norman sheriff,
Son of Baldric. Horae de Beata Maria Virgine makes an appeal for the restoration of the
Nunnaminster’s property. Special reference is given to the loss of a building which had
been unlawfully taken from them and given to someone they considered an invading
enemy.138 The prayer invokes Mary and St. Edburga as patrons of the house to return
Icene (Itchen Abbas, Winchester) manor to them. It was because of this request that King
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William returned the land to the women’s control.139 The spiritual aims of the house were
pursued alongside devotional practice, and both appear to have been successfully
sustained throughout Nunnaminster’s history by this literate community.

F. Æthelthryth in the Vita St. Æthelwoldi
Wulfstan describes Æthelthryth in the Vita St. Æthelwoldi without the background
connecting this literate Nunnaminster community with its royal prestige. Her character is
only partially described along with the religious house she serves, which speaks to the
Reformers’ intentions to delimit royal connection at Nunnaminster. If readers followed
Æthelthryth’s background and life leading up to her role at Nunnaminster, they would
naturally form an association between the expected status of its female community’s ruler
and her ties of kinship. It would have been problematic for Wulfstan to favorably
associate Æthelthryth with the Wessex family because this connection to land passed
through the female line would have discomforted any Benedictine Reformer. By
neglecting such a connection for Æthelthryth, Wulfstan ensured that familiar styles of
monastic leadership are also avoided.
Æthelthryth’s image throughout the course of Æthelwold’s life and the text’s
narrative offers a decades-long image of unbroken virtue. Wulfstan reports that
Æthelwold brought Benedictine monasticism to Nunnaminster: the Bishop, he says,
“established nuns at the Nunnaminster” (ch. 22).140 This suggests Æthelthryth ruled over
some kind of religious women according to prescribed regulations only after the reforms
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were presumably enacted. According to Sarah Foot, the term “nunnan” appears to have
been used in reference to women religious who had remained in the world, but not
necessarily cloistered.141 Wulfstan appears to indicate that Benedictine religious women
were not in residence prior to the movement’s mandates, thus raising the question of
Nunnaminster’s composition prior to Æthelwold’s regulations. The consequence of
Æthelthryth’s portrayal provides the reader with the impression that she lived an
extended life, because her permanence at Nunnaminster is as apparent as her dedication.
According to the Regula, fidelity to monastic life requires the promise of stability and
perseverance.142 Wulfstan appears to have elided an existing spiritual community into a
rebirth of reform.
The connection between Nunnaminster and Æthelthryth in the text indicates this
concern with steadfast dedication. Wulfstan treats Nunnaminster and Æthelthryth twice,
in two chapters, much separated. He is referring to the same Nunnaminster both times,
and the two Æthelthryths are meant to be the same woman despite the implication of an
extended lifetime. Nunnaminster, mentioned in chapter 22, can be identified with the
complex of ecclesiastical and royal buildings located in the city of Winchester earlier
mentioned, written of in chapter 2. Æthelthryth is represented as capable in part because
of her advanced age—“she is already ripe in years” (ch. 2) at the time of Æthelwold’s
birth.143 Wulfstan has given Æthelthryth an overly lengthy tenure, since there is a time
span of about sixty years between the two references. If we follow Æthelthryth’s career at
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Nunnaminster in Wulfstan’s text, she would have been over eighty in the later chapter:
unusually old by that period’s standards.
By representing Æthelthryth as living an exceptionally long life, her character
expands the effects of sanctity at Nunnaminster beyond just the aims of the Reform
Movement. Wulfstan’s portrayal also extends purity onto a house that, according to his
history, had no guidelines and existed without nuns before the Reforms were put in place.
The porter in the Regula was also described as maintaining a position at the gate of the
monastery because he had maturity.144 Wulfstan’s decision to portray longevity points to
his attempt to represent enduring integrity at Nunnaminster, a house functioning with
configuration, governance and systems in place, but without association with royal
family.

G. Æthelthryth in Pragmatic Records
In addition to the long-lived Æthelthryth of the Vita St. Æthelwoldi, an
Æthelthryth of Polhampton and another of Bedwyn appear in tenth-century pragmatic
records. Not only is it probable that the two documented nuns named Æthelthryth were
the same woman, but it is also likely that Wulfstan used her for his character. Based on
several pieces of evidence, Wulfstan’s Æthelthryth and a royal Wessex Æthelthryth of
Polhampton is the same woman. This “nun,” “Æthelthryth,” is mentioned in a grant from
King Edmund in 940. In it she was awarded the manor of Polhampton (Polhaematun),
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which was part of the ancient demesne of the Crown.145 Unfortunately, we cannot trace
her signature on any charters,146 which is very likely the result of the practice at that time
where any property assigned to women associated with female monasteries was listed
under the “head of the household.”147 The term “head of the household” would identify
the owner as the Abbess.
The property association with Polhampton was certainly of interest to Æthelwold
and Wulfstan as it was listed as part of the Bishop of Winchester’s demesne.148 The grant
from 940 was in the archives at Old or New Minster at least until 1643 but with certainty
during the later tenth century. In it Æthelthryth of Polhampton is described as a “religiose
sanctæ feminae,” rather than abbess, but she was given the land on behalf of the royal
religious women of Winchester. Polhampton had belonged to the bishopric of
Winchester, having been confirmed to Frithstan, Bishop of Winchester, by King Edward
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the Elder in 899.149 This was not a unique land grant. Another example of this transfer of
property by religious women appears in a charter that stipulated that Edward’s third wife,
Eadgifu, donated the estates at Cooling to Christ Church, Canterbury in 960. Eadgifu had
inherited the property from her father upon his death in battle in 902.150 Wulfstan must
have been aware of this handover.
The Æthelthryth of Polhampton is also connected with Bedwyn, another royal
female estate,151 and it is highly likely that she is also the nun of Nunnaminster to which
Wulfstan refers. There is a logical link connecting the Æthelthryth of Bedwyn with
Wulfstan’s Æthelthryth because Æthelthryth of Bedwyn appears in records identifying
her with houses owned by the Wessex family. Property records indicate that Bedwyn was
once in the possession of the Wessex family, an example of royal land passing into
ecclesiastical hands.152 King Alfred’s will (879x888) refers to Bedwyn as part of his royal
estate,153 and Æthelthryth is listed as a witness in the manumission of a woman connected
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with this ecclesiastical community.154 The testimony, recorded in a Gospel Book from the
church of Bedwyn, was made in the presence of all the servants of God at Bedwyn in the
early tenth century. That this Æthelthryth of Bedwyn was given oversight of the king’s
property suggests that she had a leadership role within the nunnery and substantial
prestige as well. Only those of the highest ranks in society presented their own arguments
in legal disputes.155 Æthelthryth was responsible for the lives of women who lived in the
lands they administered. She was a woman of high rank; many people acknowledged her
authority, and she possessed solid legal rights and moral rectitude (this charter calls
attention to Æthelthryth’s commitment to Christianity). As participant in one woman’s
liberation, she displays her advocacy for the freedom of another woman, the welfare of
family and household.
The Æthelthryth of Polhampton and Bedwyn appear connected by several
coincidences to Nunnaminster. Their depiction in tenth-century historical records offers
interesting points of comparison with Wulfstan’s character of the same name. If
Wulfstan’s Æthelthryth was connected with the two different communities, her status
would have enabled her to document her properties associated with the Wessex royal
family and with Winchester. A further connection may provide an additional link
between the Æthelthryth in the charters and the Winchester female house. This evidence
is provided by the testimony regarding one house, written in a similar script to a
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Bern, Burgerbiliothek, MS 671. The Old English text on 76v: “on…gewitnesse…Æþeldryþe þaere
nunnan….on ealra þara Godes þeowa aet Bedewindam”: Dumville, Wessex, 79. “Nunnan” appears to have
been used in reference to women religious who had remained in the world: Foot, Veiled Women II, 36-38.
The noun “myneceny” to describe cloistered women was not in use until the later tenth and eleventh
centuries: Dumville, Wessex, 81-2.
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Andrew Rabin, “Female Advocacy and Royal Protection in Tenth-Century England: The Legal Career
of Queen Ælfthryth,” Speculum 84 (April 2009): 261-88; 275.
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manuscript associated with Nunnaminster. 156 The existence of royal women literate and
owning land presented a problem for Wulfstan. By omitting references to Nunnaminster
and its community, Wulfstan redirected his readers away from the house’s own records.
His audience was consequently left unaware of the connection between Æthelthryth and
the house’s association with royal life. Compounding this obfuscation, neither
Æthelthryth, Ealhswið, Edburga, nor Edith emerges as candidates able to upstage St.
Æthelwold.
On the other hand, the existence of Bishop Æthelwold in Wulfstan’s version of
events not only justified the goals of Reform but also co-opted the ties that comprised
Nunnaminster’s efficacy, making Æthelthryth especially instrumental for those objectives
to be pursued in the first place. Wulfstan’s portrayal of Æthelthryth contributed to the
representation of women’s experiences as trivial to their character’s objectives within the
imperatives of Reform. His attempt to remove any understanding of Æthelthryth as a real
person was apparently successful. Although there is no evidence that Wulfstan destroyed
any evidence, no record contemporary to Wulfstan’s text attests to a nun named
Æthelthryth at Nunnaminster.
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Bedwyn, BL Cotton Charter viii.4, is written in a similar type as the first hand of Cambridge, Trinity
College, MS B.15.33. This MS is associated with the earliest specimens of Square miniscule, for instance
hand 2 of the Parker Chronicle (CCCC 173, fos 1r-16r): H. L. Rogers, “The Oldest West-Saxon Text?” The
Review of English Studies 32.127 (1981): 257-66; 265-6; Dumville, Wessex, 82-3. Hand 2 is also scribally
linked to BL MS Harley 2965 (The Book of Nunnaminster). Parkes, “The Palaeography of the Parker
Manuscript,” 156. Parkes has asserted that the hand which wrote fols. 16v-25v of Anglo-Saxon Chronicle is
the same as the hand that wrote the will of thane Wulfgar (931x939), BL, Cotton Charter viii. 16b, who
bequeathed land to three different religious houses—New Minster, Kintbury (Berkshire) and the Old
Minster, and this scribe also wrote of the estate of Bedwyn. Parkes, “The Paleography,” 154.
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H. Conclusion
Nunnaminster prospered during the tenth century despite a climate unfavorable to
family ownership of monasteries in the center of the Reform Movement and despite the
expectation of monastic reorganization. The rejection of “secularium prioratus”
proclaimed in the RC did not undermine female family claims on Nunnaminster as royal
women continued to lead the house. Nunnaminster’s secular prowess involved an
accepted practice of inherited private property and literary acumen. These two strengths
were united, bound together in a single source. The Book of Nunnaminster points directly
to female royal organization and, not surprisingly, political shrewdness, essential
resources for the property’s management and aptitude for ensuring the house’s continuity
among its female family members. Nunnaminster, a not-so-silent testament to spiritual
practice, also illustrates the inherited habit of recording such practices. Both the
manuscript and the house served the Winchester religious female population and
corresponded to the community’s history as a West Saxon royal house.
During the twelfth century, a manuscript written at Nunnaminster attests to the
continued status of the religious women at the nunnery. A prayer in The Christmas
Sermon, “De natale Domini,” reveals that the Winchester nuns viewed their status
according to a royal distinction:
where there is neither honor nor rank nor any outward appearances but disdain for
sinners with disgrace in the pit of the abyss in which sinners are ordered to be
plunged, where there is punishment without honor, and neither king nor lord over
slave, not the recognition of one’s neighbor, nor memory of goodness, nor a show
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of respect.157
From this prayer we know that the women of Nunnaminster advocated for their royal
autonomy well past the tenth century. These women were unmoving in their family
affiliation. They were concerned with the honor and respect associated with an
aristocratic afterlife without disgrace, conditioned to think of hell as a place characterized
by the loss of honor, reputation and elevated social standing. The religious household
maintained its royal head of family.
Nunnaminster also continued its literate tradition. The Christmas Sermon is
included in a twelfth-century manuscript along with Diadem monachorum, the only
known copy to have come from a nunnery in England or on the Continent. This
manuscript is uncharacteristic of the kind of books read by nuns. 158 Diadem monachorum
stipulates the monastic custom to read the rule at chapter each morning, with prescribed
communal readings at collation every evening.159 The Nunnaminster scribe responsible
for copying the text is the only English female religious known to have identified herself
in a colophon: “May the scriptrix remain forever safe and unharmed.” 160 She also
rubricated and decorated the manuscript and added a genealogical note about St. Edburga
157

“ubi honor nulluc nec ordo aliquis nec ulla species sed indignation peccatorum cum dedecore in puteo
abyssi in quo peccatores iubentur demergi, ubi poena proximi, nec recordiatio boni, nec reuerentia
adhibenda”: Bodleian Library, MS 451, fols. 95r-96v. “The Christmas Sermon” is included in Hall,
“Preaching at Winchester in the Early Twelfth Century,” 209-14; Facsimiles of Horae de Beata Maria
Virgine, ed. E.S. Dewick (London: Henry Bradshaw Society, 1902). The manuscript also contains a copy of
Smaragdus of Saint-Mihiel’s Diadema Monachorum, two series of extracts from Isidore’s Sententiarum
libri tres, and eighteen sermons mainly by Caesarius of Arles. Smaragdus, Diadema Monachorum,
composed for his monks this commentary on the Benedictine rule. R. Grégoire in Dictionnaire de
Spiritualité, ed. M. Viller, 14 (Paris: G. Beauchesne, 1988), cols. 959-61; Robinson, “A Twelfth-Century
Scriptrix from Nunnaminster,” 76-77.
158

Hall, “Preaching at Winchester in the Early Twelfth Century,” 197.
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Evidently this book was intended for public reading (fols. 95r -96v) since it was written in quarto size
(290 x 185mm) and large clear type: Robinson, “A Twelfth-Century Scriptrix from Nunnaminster,” 76-77.
160

“Salva et incolomis maneat per secula scriptrix”: Robinson, “A Twelfth-Century Scriptrix from
Nunnaminster,” 76-77.
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in additional entries.161 This suggests the presence of at least two other Nunnaminster
scribes.162 Evidently, Wulfstan could not prevent the perpetuation of a literate female
dynasty at Nunnaminster, who were responsible for the spiritual and physical well being
of its house.
Through his position as writer, Wulfstan could avoid issues contradictory to
female religious endowment: royal association and literacy. These omissions would,
however, restrict her clear connection with Winchester’s abundance. But the reality of
Nunnaminster was a threat to his text’s objectives, and Wulfstan was able to delimit the
tenth-century women in the place he needed them to hold: holy and silent. But three
manuscripts written after Wulfstan’s text preserve a tradition that differs in detail from
that recorded by Wulfstan. In the first manuscript, Osbert says that Ealhswið appointed
Æthelthryth as abbess.163 The second is an account of St. Edburga, written during the
reign of Edward I (1272-1307) and dated c.1280. Here, Æthelthryth is described as a
royal child, from a royal progeny.164 An historical introduction precedes the saint’s Life,
linking the saint’s father with subsequent ruling Edwards. The third manuscript, the Hyde
sanctorale (c.1292), asserts that Æthelthryth is descended from an illustrious royal
family.165 This sanctorale is a history of the abbey (Hyde), which was originally located
161

Robinson, “A Twelfth-Century Scriptrix from Nunnaminster,” Endleaves fols ii, 120; fols. 118, 120, pp.
76-77.
162

Robinson, “A Twelfth-Century Scriptrix from Nunnaminster,” 90.
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Bodleian Library, MS Bodley 451. Osbert of Claire, Vita St. Eadburga, fol. 87v; Ridyard, The Royal
Saints, 97.
164

“Edeldrida…femina gloriosa ex regali progenie orta.” British Library, MS Egerton 1993, fols. 160-61.
The Landsdowne Life of Eadburga. It is listed in Hardy, Descriptive Catalogue, no. 1147 and is printed by
Laura Braswell, St. Edburga, 323, 325-9. This royal ancestry is absent from Osbert’s account, cf. Osbert,
Vita St. Eadburga, fol. 88.
165

“etheldrithe…regali prosapia illustrisimme”: MSS Rawlinson Liturg. e. 1*, and Gough Liturg. 8, in the
Bodleian Library, Volume IV, Sanctorale. “The Monastic Breviary of Hyde Abbey, Winchester,” ed. J.B L.
Tolhurst, 6 vols. (London: Henry Bradshaw Society: London 1932-43), iii, fol. 265; iv, fol. 296v.
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adjacent to Nunnaminster. All three descriptions are absent from the account in the Vita
St. Æthelwold, attesting to the attempt by Wulfstan to elide Æthelthryth’s royal
associations during the Benedictine Reform movement.
The rhetorical strategies of representation that kept Æthelthryth’s sanctity
foremost saw her identity sublimated to accommodate larger ecclesiastical objectives.
Æthelthryth’s close relationship with Æthelwold’s mother in the text enables Æthelthryth
to exert an influential role on the secular community. This position was apparently
privileged over any other consideration because of Æthelthryth’s virginal status. Through
figural representation, female piety could be emphasized over the accomplishments
associated with royal connections. Controlling women’s behavior effectively manipulated
the knowledge surrounding Nunnaminster as a way of addressing the crisis of
landholding and worldliness. The measure of Wulfstan’s success is traced to the attention
he gave to Æthelthryth’s religious life in place of a portrayal of a woman with real-world
concerns at the juncture of court and cloister.
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I. Appendix A—The List
Only two Anglo-Saxon manuscripts have been previously traced to
Nunnaminster: British Library, MS Cotton Nero A.ii/Cotton Galba A. xiv and British
Library, MS Harley 2965.166 We now know from scholarship to date that sixteen extant
manuscripts, ranging from the late eighth to the eleventh century, were produced or
amended at Nunnaminster. The sources are principally N. R. Ker, Andrew G. Watson,
Anne Clark Bartlett, David N. Bell, and Helmut Gneuss.167 The list is as follows:
1. British Library, MS Harley 2965, s.viii/ix (The Book of Nunnaminster)
2. British Library, MS Royal 2, A. xx, s.viii (The Royal Prayerbook)168
3. British Library, MS Harley 7653, s.viii/ix (The Harley Prayerbook)169
4. Cambridge University Library MS Ll. I.10, s.ix (The Book of Cerne)170
5. Cambridge, Corpus Christ College MS 173, fols. 1r-16r, s.x1
(Anglo-Saxon Chronicle)171
6. Cambridge, Trinity College MS 368, s.x1 (Isidore’s Etymologiae)172
7. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Junius 27, s.x1 (Junius Psalter)173
166

Bell, What Nuns Read: Books and Libraries, 215-16.
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N.R. Ker and Andrew G. Watson, eds., Medieval Libraries of Great Britain: A List of Surviving Books
(London: Offices of the Royal Historical Society, 1987); Bell, What Nuns Read: Books and Libraries,158;
Helmut Gneuss, “Liturgical Books in Anglo-Saxon England,” in Peter Clemoes, Michael Lapidge, and
Helmut Gneuss, Learning and Literature in Anglo-Saxon England (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1985), 138.
168

The text of Royal 2.A.xx was published by Warren, Antiphonary, II, 99-102; Kuypers, Prayer Book of
Aedeluald, 200-25; Alexander, Insular Manuscripts, no. 35 and ill. 133 (fol. 17r).
169

Harley is printed in Warren, Antiphonary II, 8306.
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Lowe, Codices Latini Antiquiores A, II, nos. 215, 204; Æthelwald, A. B. Kuypers, and Edmund Bishop.
The Prayer Book of Aedeluald the Bishop, Commonly Called the Book of Cerne (Cambridge, England:
Cambridge University Press, 1972). So named because it is now bound with later materials relating to
Cerne Abbas, Dorset, but there is no real evidence that the book was ever there.
171

Rev. C. Plummer, Corpus Christi College (Oxford, 1892), II, 9; M.R. James Descriptive Catalogue of
the Manuscripts in the Library of Corpus Christi College I (Cambridge, 1912), 395-401; Ker, Catalogue of
Manuscripts Containing Anglo-Saxon, nos. 39 and 40. Facsimile found in Robin Flower and Hugh Smith,
The Parker Chronicle and Laws, Early English Text Society (London, 1941, reprinted 1973), fols. 1-56.
Standard editions are B. Thorpe, ed., The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, Roll Series XXIII (London, 1861) and J.
Earle and C. Plummer, ed., Two of the Saxon Chronicles Parallel (1892-9).
172

Facsimiles in T.A.M. Bishop, “An Early Example of Square Minuscule,” Transactions of the
Cambridge Bibliographical Society 4.3 (1966): 246-52, pls. xviii (a) and (b) and xix (b).
173

Facsimiles in E. Temple, Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts 900-1066 (London: Harvey Miller, 1976), pls. 1, 204 and 25.
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8. British Library, MS Add. 47967, s.x1 (The Tollemache Orosius)174
9. Cambridge, Corpus Christi College MS 173, fols. 57-83, s.x1 (copy, works of
Caelius Sedulius, now bound after The Laws of Alfred)175
10-11. British Library, Cotton MSS Nero A.ii + Cotton Galba A.xiv, s.xi1
(prayerbook)176
12-13. British Library, Cotton MSS Titus D. xxvi +
Cotton MS Titus D. xxvii, s.xi1 (Ælfwine’s Prayerbook)177
14. Cambridge, Corpus Christ College, MS 201, Part A, pp. 1-7, s.xi in.178
[Old English translation of portions of the Regularis Concordia (RC)
(British Library, MS Faustina B III, f. 159r-198r and
British Library, MS Tiberius A III, f. 3-27]
15. British Library, MS Royal 2.B.V, s.x med. (Gloss to the
Regius Psalter)179
Post Anglo-Saxon Period:
1. Paris Musée des Archives Nationales, MS 138, s.xii (Mortuary roll of Abbot
Vitalis of Savigny) 180
2. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Bodley 451, 1120181 (A copy of Smaragdus of
Saint-Mihiel’s Diadema monachorum, two series of extracts from Isidore’s
Sententiarum libri tres, eighteen sermons mainly by Caesarius of Arles)
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Facsimile edition, The Tollemache Orosius, ed. Alistair Campell, EEMF 3 (Copenhagen, 1953).
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Facsimiles in Bishop, “A Early Example,” pl. xix (a) and Parkes, “The Palaeography of the Parker
manuscript,” pl. 25.
176

Ker, Catalogue of Manuscripts Containing Anglo-Saxon (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1957), 200; 198201; James Bernard Muir, A Pre-Conquest English Prayer-Book: BL MSS. Cotton Galba A.xiv and Nero
A.ii (Henry Bradshaw Society, 2009), ix.
177

Ker, Catalogue of Manuscripts Containing Anglo-Saxon, nos. 39 and 40. Facsimile in Robin Flower
and Hugh Smith, The Parker Chronicle and Laws, 264-6 (no. 202); Lapidge, Anglo-Saxon Library, no.
XXI. First printed by Birch, “On two Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts in the British Museum,” 463-512 and
Birch, Liber Vitae: Register and Martyrology of New Minster and Hyde Abbey, 251-283. Standard edition,
Beate Günzel, Prayerbook of Ælfwine (London: Henry Bradshaw Society, 1993).
178

Ker, Catalogue of Manuscripts Containing Anglo-Saxon, nos. 39 and 40. Facsimile found in Robin
Flower and Hugh Smith, The Parker Chronicle and Laws, 90, 336-7. Surviving portion published by Julius
Zupitza [Reproduced in Facsimile from the Unique Manuscript, British Museum Ms. Cotton Vitellius A.
XV. 2nd ed. Norman Davis (London: Oxford University Press, 1959), 245.
179

Fritz Roeder, Der Altenglische Regius Psalter, Eine Interlinearversion in HS. Royal 2.B.5 des British
Museum (Halle, 1904) presented the first edition of the Old English and Latin texts. Also, W. Davey, An
Edition of the Regius Psalter and Its Latin Commentary (PhD diss. University of Ottawa, 1979).
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L. Delisle, Rouleau Mortuaire du B. Vital de Savigni (Paris, 1901); N.R. Ker, English MSS. In the
Century After the Conquest (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1960). Female signature from Nunnaminster was
entered sometime between 1167 and 1170, 182, pl. 34.
181

R. Grégoire, in Dictionnaire de Spiritualité, ed. M. Viller, 14 (Paris, 1988), cols. 959-61. The
Nunnaminster manuscript bears the mark of a female scribe, scriptix. MS Bodley 451’s contents are
included in Hall, “Preaching at Winchester,” on 209-14.
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3. “Sancte Marie Winton” catalogue entry by the English Franciscans in
Registrum Anglie de Libris Doctorum et Auctorum Veterum, 1331 (39 Latin
titles without dates)182
4. MS Longleat 29; Lincoln Cathedral MS 91; Bodleian MS Eng.Th.c58 (An
unnamed anchoress at Nunnaminster recorded a vision about another resident,
Margaret in A Revelation of Purgatory,), xv183
5. The Romsey Psalter (Harley MS 2904), xv184
6. The Ordo consecrationis santimonialium (Cambridge University Library, MS
Mm.3.13) 185
This list of manuscripts associated with Nunnaminster represents a revised impression of
the community.186
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The list includes fourteen works by Augustine and ps.-Augustine, the Registrum of Gregory the Great,
four works by Ambrose, Hilary’s De Trinitae, three commentaries by Jerome and ps.-Jerome (on the
Psalter, Isaiah, and Matthew), Bede on Luke and the Apocalypse, Isidore’s De fide catholica contra
Iudaeos, the De cruce of Hrabunus Maurus, the Contra Arianos, Sabellianos, Photinianos dialogues
attributed to Athanansius, but actually by Vigilius of Thapsus, Cyrprian’s letters, the De corpore et
sanguine Domini of Paschasius Radbertus, Eusebius’s Historia ecclesiastica translated by Rufinus, a
collection of homilies by (probably) Haimo of Auxerre four works by Anselm and ps.-Anselm of
Canterbury, the letters of Ivo of Chartres, Alcuin’s De fide cantae Trinitatism and a treatise De officiis
divinis attributed incorrectly to Peter Damian, which might be the work of this title usually attributed
(equally incorrectly) to Alcuin. Registrum Anglie de Libris Doctorum et Auctorum Veterum, eds. R.H. and
M.A. Rouse, Corpus of British Medieval Library Catalogue, 2 (1991), 264.
183

Marta P. Harley, A Revelation of Purgatory by an Unknown Fifteenth-Century Woman Visionary:
Introduction, Critical Text, and Translation (Lewiston: E. Mellen Press, 1985).
184

Originally written for Franciscan use in the vicinity of Romsey, but the obits of nearly all the abbesses
of St Mary’s between 1100 and 1419 are included indicating it was in the possession of Nunnaminster:
Bell, What Nuns Read: Books and Libraries, 216; Coldicott, Hampshire 30). Harley MS 2904. Ker and A.J.
Piper, Medieval Libraries of the British Museum, IV (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 218-19.
Partial facsimile (106v-107) is included in F.W.H. Davy in H.G. Living, Records of Romsey Abbey
(Winchester, 1906), 285-302.
185

The fly-leaf indicates that Bishop Richard Fox (1501-28) gave the manuscript to the nuns at
Winchester. Cambridge University Library, MS Mm.3013, published by W. Maskell, Monumenta Ritualia
Ecclesiae Anglicanne (Oxford, 1882), ii, 331-63. In addition, two leaves from CUL Mm.313 are
reproduced in Coldicott, Hampshire nunneries 41 and C. Hardwick and H.R. Luard, A Catalogue of the
Manuscripts of the University of Cambridge (Cambridge 1856-67), iv, 196-7.
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Few books that pre-date the twelfth century can be shown to have belonged to any female foundation,
even the earlier ones. Barking is credited with an eleventh-century Gospel book (Bodleian Library, MS
Bodley 155), Shaftesbury with a late-tenth-century psalter (Salisbury Cathedral Library, MS 150). Twelfthcentury volumes from female houses have survived from Barking: Vitae Sanctorum and a Song of Oxford,
Bodleian Library, MS Laud lat. 19. Robinson, A Twelfth-Century Scriptix from Nunnaminster, 75.
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CHAPTER IV
NUTRIX
Just as the body is nourished with food, the spirit is nourished with holy doctrine.
Therefore, whoever can, ought to do both: extend to the pauper what he lacks with
a generous hand, and refresh the hungry soul with health-giving admonition.
—Alcuin (735-804)1
A. Introduction
Alcuin describes the abbess’s responsibility to provide her community with
necessary nourishment as an extension of charity. Nourishment is understood as food for
the soul as well as for the body, all in the service of delivering pastoral care. In
Wulfstan’s Vita St. Æthelwoldi, Æthelthryth is depicted as a nurse (“nutrix”). She
becomes the dominant figure in providing care not only for her nunnery but also for the
greater Winchester female community, which underscores the wide range of roles that
medieval nuns held. As nun and nurse, Æthelthryth was responsible for both the physical
and spiritual health of her charges. Since Æthelthryth cares for Bishop Æthelwold’s
pregnant mother (chapter 2), Æthelthryth’s healing demonstrates the bond between
female communities. Her interaction with the wider female Winchester population is
vitally important, as it illustrates her prestige as a care-giving holy woman. The
absorption of sanctity by the mother—portrayed in Wulfstan’s text as living outside the
cloister—implies that the depiction of Æthelthryth as “nutrix” was a preoccupation of
both Wulfstan and Æthelwold. Æthelwold’s mother benefits from the bestowal of
holiness because of her interaction with Æthelthryth, holiness that was both contagious

1

“Sicut enim corpus cibo pascitur ita anima sacris doctrinis alitur. Ideo utrumque facere debet qui potest et
pauperi larga porrigere manu. quod indiget et esurientem animam salutifera ammotione reficere”: Alcuini
epistolae, ed. Ernst Dümmler (Berlin: Weideman, 1895; rpt. Munich, 1974), 79, 120. Alcuin, Two Alcuin
Letter-Books, trans. Colin Chase (Toronto: The Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1975); Alcuin of
York, c. A.D. 732 to 804: His Life and Letters (York: William Sessions, 1974), 123.
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and captivating. The corresponding picture of Nunnaminster as a broad-ranging curative
environment enlarges our understanding of its community that likewise ministered to the
female community at large.
In this chapter I trace Æthelthryth’s depiction as “nutrix” and illustrate the term’s
treasured quality. The representation of Æthelthryth as administering healthful benefits to
the female community resonated for Wulfstan’s readers, who were concerned with the
efficacy of female monastic life. The figural meanings of nutrix on which that
representation was grounded draw on a rich tradition of ancient sources that treat the
character of the female healer. This tradition, with its consistent and effective set of
associations for nutrix, was available to Anglo-Saxon writers, as their texts reveal. The
figural quality of nutrix is, at its essence, the ability and inclination to nurture. The broad
definition of the term nutrix discussed here points to its multiple connotations. “Nutrix”
means a “nurse, wet nurse,” “female nurse,” “healing” or “medicine” of God.2 In a figural
sense, the term describes someone who demonstrates love.3 She is called a “nurse”
because she has breasts (“nutrices”) from which infants nurse4; she has mammary glands5

2

Lewis and Short, Latin Dictionary, www.perseus.tufts.edu; “signifie guérison ou médicine de Dieu”:
Raphael, “O strength of God,” Guillaume Durand, Rationale divinorum officiorum; Jean Jacques Bourassé,
Dictionnaire D'archéologie Sacrée (Paris: J.-P. Migne, 1891), 457.
3

“Ipsa enim est quae parit filios dei, nutrix dilectionis et genetrix unitatis, requies beatorum et aeternitatis
habitaculum.” “For that it is which brings forth the sons of God, the nurse of love and the mother of unity:
the rest of the blessed and our eternal home”: Sermons of St. Leo, 26,3, A. Blaise, Lexicon Latinitatis Medii
Aevi, Database of Latin Dictionaries, www.lib.umich.edu/database/database-latin-dictionaries; trans.
“Sermons of Leo the Great,” New Advent, www.newadvent.org.
4

“Ut paene cum lacte nutricis errorem suxisse videamur. Speciatim nutrices, mammae, quibus pueri
nutriuntur”: Cicero, Oratore. 39, 162. Inscript. apud Fabrett, 188 no. 428, Database of Latin Dictionaries,
www.lib.umich.edu/database/database-latin-dictionaries.
5

“Nutrix est quae lac praebet”: Claudian, Rufin, 30, E. Forcellini, Lexicon Totius Latinitatis, Database of
Latin Dictionaries, www.lib.umich.edu/database/database-latin-dictionaries.
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and breastfeeds and offers milk6; she could be a foster nurse.7 “Nutrix” is associated with
spiritual healing, on the one hand, and the body, on the other; the two meanings are
intrinsically bound together. The term’s varied implications combine to form an overall
impression of religious women who were esteemed for providing wide-ranging care to
their communities.
The first section of this chapter presents a close reading of the word “nutrix” and
traces its usage in a variety of texts and characters known to the Winchester community
at the time Wulfstan was writing his Vita St. Æthelwoldi. The goal is to afford a deeper
understanding of the term to profile Æthelthryth’s role in the text. The second section
demonstrates how we currently understand the medieval female healer and how this
healer would have been valued during the tenth century. Overall, how was women’s
health attended to female religious communities during the Anglo-Saxon period? Who
were these monastic caretakers of women? It is generally assumed that medieval medical
knowledge was largely confined either to monasteries with access to written sources or to
local people who derived their treatment from folk traditions. These practices are
considered discrete realms. In addition, the practice of women caretaking other women
during this period is believed to be limited to assistance with pregnancy. As I hope will
prove clear, religious women, in fact, used both medical knowledge as well as traditional
cures to treat their female patients, and these patients needed medical assistance at many
points in their lives: these women’s medical practices were not limited to midwifery.
Medieval texts make clear that practicing medicine was important to Anglo-Saxon
6

“Nutrix, est quae lac praebet”: Catullus, 64.376, Michiel de Vaan, Etymological Dictionary of Latin and
other Italic Languages (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2008), 420.
7

Jerome, Letters LCL: 262, Loeb Classical Library, www.loebclassics.com/view/jeromeletters/1933/pb_LCL262.339.xml.
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religious women. Other texts with Greek, Roman, North African and Byzantine origins in
England at this time also evince widespread interest in medicine.8 This history of textual
transmission contributed to the understanding of nutrix as corresponding to women’s
activities in religious houses.
As mentioned, “nursing” had spiritual as well as medical connotations. That
religious women attended to the care of souls as well as bodies leads to the last section,
where I point to Nunnaminster’s interest in nursing the larger community. How were
medical and spiritual treatment provided at this house and in what way were they
considered a civic and spiritual benefit? Therapeutic support was evidently part of a longstanding, valued custom at Nunnaminster. Earlier depictions of the role of nursing in
religious communities greatly influenced female religious practice through the late
Anglo-Saxon period. These characteristics associated with nursing imply the significance
of women tending to women: women’s bodies, children, and the care of their female
household. Monastic women also tended to the larger female spiritual family in the
outside community, including laywomen who visited them with the intention of receiving
a wide-ranging form of care.
The long tradition of female care extends back to Roman times. Caregivers of
religious communities inherited these practices and took on the role of nurse by providing
lay women with shelter within their homes. The term “nutrix” consequently became
attached to the nunneries.9 The focal point in the community remained of critical
importance regardless of shifting periods. Women leaders, called “nutrix,” were
8

M. L. Cameron, Anglo-Saxon Medicine (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 2.

9

“nutrices ecclesias”: Agapitus I, Epistolae. MGH Epistolae, III, ed. W. Gundlach (Berlin, 1892), 54-57 in
E. Forcellini, Lexicon Totius Latinitatis, Database of Latin Dictionaries,
www.lib.umich.edu/database/database-latin-dictionaries.
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frequently assigned the responsibility of protecting important members of the female
population. The folk practice of honoring Vesta, the goddess of the hearth, specifically
referred to Vestal Virgins: young women (virgins) who were caretakers, guardians of the
flame.10 Women were healed in a home-like environment through spiritual help. From the
early Roman period, nursing became a domestic ritual. Dedication to the cure of souls
was provided in the form of laying hands on women and praying in a family setting.
Although “nutrix” implied spiritual care, the term expanded to include the care of the
body in Christian as well as Roman literature, where nurses were represented providing
care for the mother and her baby. This role included responsibility for many aspects of
neonatal care: the mother’s pregnancy, post-partum periods, as well as the baby’s health.
“Nutrices” suckle and nourish; they are also described as wet-nurses and as caring as a
child’s nurse.11 Descriptions of an ideal nurse’s physical and moral attributes reveal the
common social practice of nursing as standing in for the mother. The nurse had to
simulate the mother’s good health,12 since she should resemble the mother as best she
could,13 caring for both mother and child.
The early Church provided a model for dedication to a life of holistic care by
which the patient becomes an enlightened teacher, a paradigm that repeats in many
10

“uirgines perpetui nutrices et conseruatrices ignis”: Arnobius, Aduersus Nationes 4, 35 in E. Forcellini,
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Early Middle Ages” (PhD diss. Princeton University, 1985), ch. 3.
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Aldobrandina’s Régime du Corps, eds. Louis Landaus and Roger Pépin (Genève: Slatkine Reprints,
1978), 76.
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sources. The tradition of monastic care offered by St. Benedict (480-543x547) is an
illustration of this precept. St. Benedict, who contributed more than anyone to
monasticism in the West, founded the monastic community in Nursia. The place name,
Nursia, indicates the valuable association with nursing the community. Coincidentally,
another religious man who helped shape Western Christianity, St. Boniface (c.675-5 June
754), received theological training at the Benedictine monastery and minster of
“Nursling” (“Nhutschelle” c.686) who benefited from the “love of spiritual learning.” St.
Boniface was a leading figure in the Anglo-Saxon mission to Germany during the eighth
century, and Nursling, the earliest Benedictine house in Wessex, was located a few miles
south of Winchester. St. Benedict transmitted the archetype of nursing to Anglo-Saxon
England. His Benedictine Rule, containing the principles his monks would follow, was
the foundational document for religious communities throughout the Middle Ages. Canon
22 states that the soul conditions the health or sickness of the body.14 St. Benedict
believed that nursing provided both spiritual and physical attention, which was a sacred
science grounded in spiritual beliefs, with the caring–healing nurse–patient relationship
based on God’s laws of nature. In the Rule, nursing is associated with “senpectae,” which
refers to the spiritual physician who cured souls by using poultices to draw out illness
(Matthew, IV, 12).15 As a further example of nursing and the model behind it, St.
Gregory of Nyssa’s (c.335-c.395) Song of Songs depicts the physician assisting a
pregnant woman with prayer,16 prefiguring St. Benedict’s metaphor of healing.
14

Religion and Medicine in the Middle Ages, eds. Peter Biller and Joseph Ziegler, York Studies in
Medieval Theology (Woodbridge, U.K.: Boydell & Brewer, 2001), 91-134.
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Benedict, The Rule of St Benedict: In Latin and English, ed. Justin McCann (London: Sheet and Ward,
1952), ch. 27, p. 36.
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Saint Gregory of Nyssa: Ascetical Works, trans. Virginia Woods Callahan (Washington, D.C.: Catholic
University of American Press, 1967), 163-91; 165, 185.
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The relationship between the scripture of “doctors” and the language of nursing
by caring for mothers is evident in Roman Latin and medieval texts. People labeled with
the term “doctor” embraced the responsibilities of clerical care. The term “nurse,”
associated with the qualities of healing and nurturing, was hence directly connected with
monastic communities. Maternal imagery describing nutrix appears in connection with
the authority of religious communities and through the language of parenting and
maternal imagery. Piety had the potential for amalgamation with nutrix because holiness
was achieved by a nurturing alliance.
Religious supervision by early medieval theologians is depicted through the role
of caregiver, often described in terms of fertility, fecundity and nursing. Holy men appear
to be both “doctors” and “breasts.” The “doctors” become the conduit through which
nourishment can enter the body in the form of milk: religious leaders provide maternal
care. The commentary on the Benedictine Rule by Smaragdus of Saint-Mihiel (c.760–
c.840) notes that an abbot should be both father and mother to his monks, “And those to
whom he offers the breasts of the mother to such, he holds under the discipline of a
father.”17 Writers saw leaders of the Church as both recipients and providers of the milk
of scripture from the “doctors,” suggesting that the ecclesiastical elite found maternal
language compelling as a way to ascribe female qualities to their spiritual healers. The
breasts of the Bride are likened with the “doctors” of the church. The “doctors” imitated
the function of the breasts of Christ for the sake of consoling the weak and providing

17

“In una eademque abbatis persona et pia matris viscera et districta patris debet inesse centura, up quos
amore nutrit materno, corrigate rigore paterno, et quibus matris sugenda praebet ubera, sub patris teneat
disciplina”: Smaragdus of Saint-Mihiel, Expositio in Regulam St. Benedicti, ed. Alfred Spannagel, Corpus
Consuetudinum Monasticarum 8 (Siegburg: F. Schmitt, 1974), 2.30, p. 74.
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them with sustenance.18 The neck of the Bride also signified the mediative role of the
“doctors,” linking the head, Christ, with the remaining members of his body in a literal
and tangible sense. Bede describes the milk of Christ as sweeter than the old wine in the
Old Testament (citing Paul’s letter to the Corinthians and 1 Peter, Gregory the Great’s
Moralia in Iob).19 The ministry of the “doctors,” Bede says, is the conduit when the spirit
enters the body; for Haimo of Auxerre (d.c.865), the voice of the preacher doctor is like
the throat that takes the sustenance of the word and conveys it to nourish the body.20 In
the Life of Adalhard, Paschasius uses maternal language to evoke ministry. For we are
mindful, Paschasius writes, “of the breasts with which you nursed us; indeed; how great
was the divine word of God we enjoyed in you…and we were nourished by the innards of
your charity.”21 Paschasius also advances the maternal image of the nurturing figure in
his commentary on Lamentations: “When the church observes those advancing on the
royal way to the fatherland, pregnant because she nurtures and begets her sons...And this
virgin spouse of Christ—the mother of all of us, because she bears and produces,

18

Hannah W. Matis, “Early-Medieval Exegesis of the Song of Songs and the Maternal Languague of
Clerical Authority,” Speculum 89/2 (April 2014): 358-381; 360.
19
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ceteris tribuo sterilis ero? et iterum: Quo modo si cui mater blanditur ita ego consolabor uos; et in euangelio
ad ciuitatem incredulam: Quoties uolui congregare filios tuos quemadmodum gallina congregat pullos suos
sub alat et noluisti”: Bede, In Cantica 1.1, lines 47-135.
20
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2.4, lines 209-12; Haimo, Commentarium, 317B and 320D in Matis, “Early-Medieval Exegesis of the Song
of Songs,” 366.
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ferebamur alarum remigiis, et nutriebamur charitatis visceribus”: Paschasius Radbertus, Vita Adalhardi 71,
in J.-P Migne, Patrologia Latina (1884), 120:1543D-01544A.
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nourishes and gives milk.”22 Holy men draw on their teachings to nourish “outside,” or
for the lay community.23 These “doctors” are also gatekeepers of the monastery,
supporting the house of the Bride and Bridegroom. Early medieval interpretation of the
“Song of Songs” contained within itself the model of the maternal “doctor” or “teacher”
of the church.24 The comparison of “doctors,” or saints of importance, to female attributes
of Christ indicates their valued skills to nurture their flock.
Bede applied the term “doctors” (Latin “doctores”) to the spiritual elite. In the
Ecclesiastical History, monks and bishops were understood to reside under this category,
but the term was broad enough to include all those responsible for pastoral care. Bede
asserts that the abbess was responsible for medical treatment,25 and describes her as
leaving the monastery at night when a visitor is sick.26 The “nutrix” and the “doctor” both
enrich the religious community. An early Anglo-Saxon monastic house, Whitby, was
described as “the nursery of Bishops” because Abbess Hild (657-680) was devoted to
teaching and dedicated to the performance of good works.27 St. Hild’s portrayal followed
the example of nourishing sanctity, which became associated with Anglo-Saxon monastic
life.

22

“Quos cum inspicit ecclesia uia regia gradients ad patriam ipsa pregnans quia nutrit filios et generat
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The representation of Æthelthryth as pious nurturer drew from these accounts of
nursing to ensure women’s comprehensive well-being. The role of “nutrix” in the Vita St.
Æthelwoldi emphasizes the nutritive aspects of Æthelthryth’s ministry at Nunnaminster.
Æthelthryth’s care of Æthelwold’s mother is important for her house’s standing in
Winchester. Æthelwold’s mother was a person of status, a prominent member of her
community, and her visit to Nunnaminster enriched the monastic house’s reputation. The
mother carries within her womb the future Bishop of Winchester and is herself of noble
parentage.28 The esteem which Æthelthryth is accorded through the value of her care is
thus elevated throughout the city. Æthelthryth’s skills were considered of great worth
since the mother went directly to Æthelthryth in search of comfort.
Wulfstan is not alone in depicting Nunnaminster as providing nourishing care for
both lay and monastic alike. Texts used by the Nunnaminster community also indicate the
community was caring for the larger Winchester’s female population, and a combination
of therapies was available to them. Nurturing women were modeled after divine or saintly
figures, especially Christ, in providing care to their communities.29 Religious women
mirrored and were marked by the language of nursing in responsibly discharging their
role by word and moral example, using bodily points of reference in order to effect
remedy. The Church, in female form, dispensed treatment for her community, which in
turn provided women and their charges with nurturing communities.
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Nuns opened their monasteries to the female sick and needy; they maintained
health-care ties to women in the outside community. Visiting a nunnery was potentially
the equivalent of calling a midwife. Pregnant women from the lay community might visit
nuns, because women often died in childbirth during this time and the monastery might
seem a safer alternative to giving birth at home.30 Religious women would also have been
a source of comfort for a pregnant visitor, as Æthelthryth was in addressing Æthelwold’s
mother’s concerns. Nuns healed women through the practice of prayer. Also, as the care
for the soul was believed to have bodily effects, physical infirmity may have induced a
pregnant woman to visit a monastic house.
What Æthelthryth illustrates in her role in Wulfstan’s text dovetails with female
religious life in general at this time, but she was not an isolated character, and people
from the lay and religious communities respected and admired the abilities of a nutrix.
They may have been perceived as healing specialists, a practice documented in sources
associated with specific nunneries.31 Medical care and skills came largely from clerical
environments. Religious women acted as physicians, serving as midwives in their
monasteries.32 The treatment of women for a variety of concerns was evidently part of
Anglo-Saxon monastic life because remedy included both spiritual and physical
consolation.
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B. Tracing Nutrix to Mary
The figural quality of nutrix was important to Anglo-Saxon writers who wanted to
depict Mary as nourishing mother, virgin, and saint. As the most important figure in
sacred history, Mary was an example for all to follow. The significance of Mary in
Christian tradition from the second century cannot be overestimated. Mary had a
specialized knowledge of divine power, and men as well as women were influenced by
her depiction. Writers incorporated portrayals of Mary’s life into their works from the
time of her Son’s miraculous birth to subsequent female saints who were inspired by her.
Mary’s depiction as the ideal mother was an appealing quality for portraying religious
women who were involved with female nurturing. Curative devotion is attributed to
Mary’s social and religious roles as well as her physical role as bearer of humanity.33 She
remains the privileged protector and a fitting healer helping women during birth. These
roles contribute to the impression of her nobler duties. Healing, specifically nursing, was
adopted from Mary’s image as an appealing role of Anglo-Saxon female monastic life.
The divine family is associated with Mary as healer. Mary’s healing abilities
benefit her spiritual family because she is employed as proof of holiness. She is thus a
model to be emulated. Holy women in saints’ lives were drawn from the depiction of
Mary, and the healing monastic woman further extended her association with the mother
of God. Religious women frequently figured themselves as nurses to the child Christ,
thereby linking to Mary. They healed others by a ritual sequence of prayer, laying on of
hands, and the sign of the Cross and blessing,34 which were practical and symbolic
33
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emblems of nourishment. The spiritual nourishment that Christ provides was also
available for the worshipper through those ministrations. In canonical accounts of
Christ’s birth, midwives often appear in Nativity scenes testifying to Mary’s virginity.
The identification with Mary provides religious women with a vital connection to
intercessory powers emanating from Mary’s womb.35 As spouse, Mary represents the
marriage of the divine and human in relation to Christ and the Church.
During the fourth and fifth centuries, the cult of Mary developed into a source of
Christian devotion. The images of the early Church constructed an order of nourishing
intercession, in which Mary held a primary role. The New Testament describes St. Luke,
one of the evangelists, as a physician. St. Luke’s role was a nurturer, influenced by the
Mother of God. He recounted the story of Christmas Day in “The Song of Simeon.” As
the founder of the Greek monastery, Hosios Loukas, Luke was the miraculous doctor at
the center of a healing cult.36 His relics worked many miraculous cures. The prayers of
Luke were deemed beneficial because of his special closeness to God; he found a chosen
devotion won by asceticism. At the shrine of the saint, Luke and the Virgin interceded
with Christ on behalf of the supplicant, which rendered their intervention effective. An
exemplum of virginity, Mary was important for Anglo-Saxon religious women to
emulate.
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C. Anglo-Saxon Depictions of Nutrix
During the Anglo-Saxon period, Mary was venerated. Brigid of Kildare, Abbess
c.443-525, has been called “another Mary” or “Mary of the Hibernians” (Irish). Brigid
founded the monastery of Kildare in Ireland, where she continued the evangelized
activity of St. Patrick. Like Mary, Brigid was a compassionate woman. Her miracle of
producing three times the amount of milk from one cow was interpreted and hailed as
protecting women in childbirth.37 In the Vita St. Balthildis (c.679), written as a guide for
her fellow community by a nun at the monastery Chelles (f. 658), the author stressed the
motherly aspects of Queen Balthild (d.680),38 an Anglo-Saxon aristocrat and wife of
King Clovis (639–657/658).39 The queen was celebrated as a peacemaker and monastic
founder, depicted as “optima nutrix.” Balthild capably looked after the young men in her
court and as a pious nurse, “pia nutrix”, treated the poor.40 She was depicted with royal
and religious importance as a “queen-saint.”41 In this case, “nutrix” is peacemaker,
monastic founder and caretaker.
St. Boniface (672x675-764), a leading figure in the Anglo-Saxon mission to
Francia, also depicted “nutrix” as an expression of the ideal virgin: St. Boniface
described how Abbess Edburga’s (d.751) fellow nun, Withburga, “was nursed at the
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same mother’s breast.”42 Aldhelm (c.639–25 May 709) also employed the term “nutrix”
to correspond with a larger sense of monastic obligation. When Aldhelm wrote to the
abbots about their leader, he portrayed the saint and bishop, Wilfred, as a spiritual
mother. In Aldhelm’s letter, Wilfred is depicted metaphorically nursing his spiritual
community with his breast, thereby nourishing his flock as a wet nurse would her
children.43 Expanding the metaphor for religious houses, Aldhelm quotes Gregory’s
Dialogues, recounting Benedict’s story of two religious women who are forgiven the sin
of slanderous words.44 Following their deaths, the women’s old nurse, or “nutrix,”
regularly made an offering for them.45 By depicting the role of nurse as spiritual mother,
Aldhelm encouraged dedication to religious life.
The association between Mary and religious women continued through the late
tenth century with Mary seen as a principle patron of monastic renewal: her growing
popularity coincided with the height of the Benedictine Reform Movement.46 At the time
Wulfstan was writing about Æthelthryth, a cult dedicated to Mary was emerging in
Winchester. Writers were praising Mary: Ælfric (c.955–c.1010) wrote five Marian
homilies focusing on Mary’s virginity and her role in the Church. Under “de Sancta
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Virginitate,” Ælfric profiled the merits of chastity alongside Mary’s role as intercessor.47
As an illustration of perpetual significance, Anselm of Lucca’s (1036-86) prayers depict
Mary as nurturer of Christ.
The Anglo-Saxon intellectual framework of the study of “nutrix” thus far
illustrates how the term’s understanding slowly accumulated meaning. The period’s story
of the female nurse draws from the term’s origins, based on the union of meaning: the
analogical identification of nursing a group of women religious with a mother nursing her
young was conflated with and informed by the powerful virgin figure of Mary. The
image of St. Æthelthryth, the seventh-century abbess, drew from these references, with
Wulfstan’s character Æthelthryth thus benefiting from the collected reminiscences of the
earlier female saint. Nutrix’s literary progression is seen in the representation of the
highly valued symbol of fruitfulness, St. Æthelthryth, who models her qualities for
Æthelthryth’s depiction in Wulfstan’s text.

D. St. Æthelthryth: Spirituality and Nutrix
Wulfstan’s character Æthelthryth is associated with St. Æthelthryth (d.679),48 the
latter figure having been already prominently portrayed both in writings known to St.
Æthelwold’s biographer and the wider Reform community. According to Virginia
47
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Blanton and Mechtild Gretsch, St. Æthelthryth was a symbol of holiness throughout the
Middle Ages.49 Wulfstan’s depiction of Æthelthryth utilizes St. Æthelthryth of Ely’s
portrait from numerous texts read during the Anglo-Saxon period: the saint was a model
for Æthelthryth’s depiction as “nutrix.” Æthelthryth was written into Reform propaganda,
which also enhanced St. Æthelthryth’s cult status. St. Æthelthryth as a source for
Wulfstan’s Æthelthryth has not been documented heretofore, yet the association between
Nunnaminster’s female character and the early female abbess is a significant one because
it illustrates how the portrayal of one religious woman was adapted from that of another.
The connection between these two religious women offers an understanding of the female
devout in Winchester and the link between Ely and Nunnaminster. The Benedictine
Reforms enlisted St. Æthelthryth’s virtues, which were drawn from her earlier portraits.
St. Æthelthryth was undoubtedly suitable for the Reformers’ objectives because the cult
of St. Æthelthryth persisted in Winchester due to the saint’s importance as a model of
sanctity in female religious life. By laying claim to her, writers illustrated that the Church
was concerned with similar spiritual concerns such as those during an earlier period in
Anglo-Saxon history.
St. Æthelthryth was an instrument in the Reformers’ plans for female monastic
virtue in Winchester’s only female religious house. Her depiction and Nunnaminster were
both central to ecclesiastical Reforms as models of strict adherence to a devout way of
life. Ely was originally a double house (male and female houses ruled over by an abbess),
subsequently female only, and finally renewed as male during the tenth century. Ely,
49
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however, needed its association with its foundress in order to maintain its long-standing
significance and to bolster its reputation and replenish its community. It had been
destroyed by Viking raiders in late 900s and was in the process of being re-founded by
Edgar and Æthelwold as part of their monastic rebuilding program. While St.
Æthelthryth’s enduring fame produced a faithful Benedictine foundation at Ely,
Winchester’s Æthelthryth promoted a new Benedictine purity at Nunnaminster. The
strength of ties between the two figures is illustrated in their relationship with Bishop
Æthelwold. Referring to Æthelwold’s visual depiction of Ely and St. Æthelthryth, Robert
Deshman asserts: “[Æthelwold] sought to place his pious restoration of the famed old
monastery [Ely] with its relics of the illustrious sainted abbess [St. Æthelthryth] in the
same light as his renewal of the Nunnaminster.”50 This relationship between St.
Æthelthryth and Ely is symbiotic and essentially female since sexual abstinence and
sanctity itself were equivalent during the Anglo-Saxon period.51 Ely’s reputation was a
consequence of St. Æthelthryth’s virginal status, her representation connected to the
concern for the house’s monastic sovereignty. The connection between chastity and
Christianity was central to reform objectives because the female body was a symbol of
the inviolability of monastic space. By celebrating Æthelthryth’s sanctity, and by
reference, St. Æthelthryth’s, Wulfstan brought glory to the renewed Ely and
Nunnaminster.
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St. Æthelthryth’s appeal captured the interest of religious women because she
occupied various important roles, such as royal wife and then abbess.52 These roles
associated St. Æthelthryth with the royal East Anglian family; she was a princess who
maintained her virginity through two marriages; her phenomenal rejuvenation after death
was a testament to her purity; and not least importantly, she was founder of the religious
house at Ely (672/3). To Elaine Treharne, St. Æthelthryth’s portrait resulted in the
narrowing definition of holy women to holy virgins.53 Based on inherited lore, while
Abbess at Ely until her death, St. Æthelthryth was responsible for several miracles,
attesting to her holiness.54 The story of a queen preserving her chastity as a sign of her
devotion to God as well as establishing an important monastery propelled her to cult
status, renowned as the only native female virgin saint in England. St. Æthelthryth’s
model of virtue was applied throughout the Anglo-Saxon period to nuns like Æthelthryth
and to religious houses like Nunnaminster. The two women’s affinities are due not only
to their shared name but also to their figurative partnership. St. Æthelthryth, in particular,
was a suitable model because she was esteemed in monastic communities due to her
fiercely protected virginity. Like many saints, St. Æthelthryth’s high status was
associated with her religious devotion, which extended her role as a model worthy of
emulation into the tenth century.
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Those dedicated to Benedictine renewal incorporated St. Æthelthryth’s depiction
as queen, virgin, abbess, saint and founder of a prominent monastic house to advance
their causes. Reformers were committed to principles of monastic restructuring, and the
early saint offered an ideal vehicle for revival because she embodied courage,
inviolability, and regeneration. Robert Deshman calls St. Æthelthryth the ideal symbol of
the movement because she embodies renewal;55 she was, according to Michael Lapidge,
an emerging figure for Winchester’s tenth-century monastic efforts.56 St. Æthelthryth,
John Black says, is the “locus of transformative power,”57 valuable for depicting the
enduring faith of the English people and necessary for the promotion of renewed
religious life in Winchester. In Cynthia Turner Camp’s estimation, St. Æthelthryth
“grafts” onto the objectives of other writers and audiences because her descriptions attest
to an actual life.58 Of significance is Wulfstan’s use of St. Æthelthryth vis-à-vis
Nunnaminster: Wulfstan employs St. Æthelthryth to highlight the spiritual history of
England during the seventh century, making Nunnaminster the new promoter of the
Church’s efforts during the tenth. Retrieving St. Æthelthryth’s earlier portrait reshapes
her legacy to suit his present objective. Æthelthryth, in her tenth-century devotion to
monastic life, mirrors St. Æthelthryth’s seventh-century virtues.
Anglo-Saxon nuns were written about in ways that emphasized virginity,
humility, piety and self-denial, and St. Æthelthryth’s depiction implied a concern with
55
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sanctity: her quality of “miraculous power” is connected with her steadfastness and
nourishing spirituality. These virtues were emphasized in the narrative tradition of the
“virgin mother.”59 St. Æthelthryth’s holiness was drawn from beliefs about Mary, her
curative powers situating her within a virgin/mother-figure context. This association
demonstrates their shared association with “nutrix,” whereby chastity links St.
Æthelthryth with Mary’s image through the depiction of fruitfulness. Aldhelm made this
association with Mary when he wrote to the nuns at Barking.60 He connected the religious
women’s noble promise to be chaste with Christ’s mother and praised their sanctity
through these good works. Aldhelm’s appeal was a model for Bede, who profiled St.
Æthelthryth’s association with the Virgin. It is no wonder that St. Æthelthryth became a
compelling image of motherhood throughout the Anglo-Saxon period.61
St. Æthelthryth was associated directly with the mother of Jesus, and her image
was often paired with the Virgin and Child. The “Hymn” in Bede’s Book of the Abbess
links St. Æthelthryth with Mary by illustrating their alliance as the “perfect female”
singing in the choir of virgins.62 St. Æthelthryth’s qualities, modeled after Mary’s image,
contributed to her rebirth as a Winchester Reformist icon. In the Benedictional of
Æthelwold’s “Nativity,” the Christ child, held by his mother, is represented with the
nurse, who is witness to the scene.63 The crib symbolizes the altar and the ecclesiastical
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church.64 The “Choir of Virgins” sings God’s praises, and the lush border of stylized
acanthus, surrounding the page, is a representation of regeneration.65 Here, St.
Æthelthryth and Mary are the only virgins identified by name and distinguished by their
position in the foreground.66 One image features St. Æthelthryth facing Christ.67 The
Benedictional illustrates how monastic reforms enlisted the efficacious virtues of Mary to
promote St. Æthelthryth.
Tenth-century interest in St. Æthelthryth contributed to a sustained and ardent
Anglo-Saxon hagiographical tradition. Despite Mechtild Gretsch’s assertion that no
previous knowledge of medieval hagiography about St. Æthelthryth was available in the
mid-990s,68 numerous texts glorified her and point to a tenth-century interest in her. St.
Æthelthryth’s seventh-century portrayal from earlier Anglo-Saxon texts and images
reveal how her cult was contemporary and useful to Wulfstan. Writers such as Bede and
Aldhelm were widely studied in Winchester during the tenth century,69 and Wulfstan had
access to Winchester’s extensive libraries where these texts were held.70 St. Æthelthryth
was described in Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica (HE c.731) and De Temporum Ratione
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(725),71 which were Wulfstan’s principal sources for St. Æthelthryth.72 Bede’s account of
the life of St. Æthelthryth was one of Winchester’s greatest inspirations, as this saint was
an important figure of conversion and veneration in the Anglo-Saxon church: while at
Ely, St. Æthelthryth developed an enclosed space of meditation and ecclesiastical service
that drew other virgins. St. Æthelthryth, an East Anglian princess, was the first royal
Saxon woman to enter the religious life,73 and she served as a textual prototype for
Anglo-Saxon female religious. St. Æthelthryth’s portrayal was translated in the Old
English Bede (OEHE c.890x930).74 Aldhelm also described St. Æthelthryth in glowing
terms. Bede drew from these earlier depictions of monastic life, and he used these
portraits as models for his work. He also obtained his information of St. Æthelthryth from
Stephanus’ Vita St. Wilfrithi (c.720).75 The saint was again promoted in the court of
Alfred in Winchester during the ninth century. At this time, the Old English Martyrology
(OEM ix2), portraying St. Æthelthryth, was written. Tenth-century interest in St.
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Æthelthryth includes contemporary depictions. She was also commemorated in the
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, which recorded her death,76 and Elfhelm’s Book of Miracles and
The Resting Places of Saints.77 Ælfric’s Lives of Saints (c.995) includes an account of her
life, as does his Catholic Homilies. Wulfstan was influenced by St. Æthelthryth’s appeal
in these texts.
Evidence for the ecclesiastical community’s preoccupation with St. Æthelthryth is
found in Winchester’s texts. Ælfric, along with Wulfstan, was shaped by monastic
reform, and his dedication to his teacher, Æthelwold, illustrates the importance of being
associated with Winchester. The manuscripts from the period ranked saints according to
their sanctity, illustrating the interest such a hierarchy held for the contemporary religious
community. Following the refoundation of Ely in 970, St. Æthelthryth appears in seven
early martyrologies78 and twenty-seven Anglo-Saxon calendars,79 far more than any other
female Anglo-Saxon and even more than most male saints. She holds an important
position next to St. Cuthbert and even dominates the depictions of Saints Gregory and
Benedict. Her listing next to St. Swithun, who was promoted by Æthelwold and
associated with the Old Minster at Winchester, indicates, representationally, that Saints
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Swithun and Æthelthryth were of the same standing.80 When we compare St. Æthelthryth
in The Lives of Saints and Catholic Homilies (996-997), along with other saints from Ely,
her importance is demonstrated due to her high position in this illustrious documentation
of religious sanctity.
St. Æthelthryth’s renown was useful for Wulfstan’s depiction of Æthelthryth as a
“nutrix.” Æthelthryth’s importance as a “nutrix” joins with St. Æthelthryth’s
longstanding reputation as “nutrix pia,” stemming from the age-old nourishing skills
associated with sanctity. This inspiring power, as illustrated in St. Æthelthryth’s
depiction, held long-standing importance in Anglo-Saxon religious life. Aldhelm’s
Carmen de Virginitate, Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica, and the Vita St. Wilfridi, for
instance, portrayed St. Æthelthryth and other saintly women as possessing nourishing
skills. St. Æthelthryth was the treasured protector of Ely as the house had blossomed
under her direction; her barren womb enabled a monastic community to “flower.” As
Aldhelm had previously declared, Christ “gave birth to the flowering of the holy race,” so
St. Æthelthryth “caused the flowering of the house at Ely.”81 Bede’s “Hymn on Chastity”
demonstrates that St. Æthelthryth “begat virginal flowers” much as an abbess “births” a
community.82 For Bede, the flowering of religious life was of parallel concern with
England’s greatness because the country was premised on its spiritual foundation. Bede
80
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employed St. Æthelthryth in relation to the larger world83 as part of his patriotic
groundwork for depicting the scope of England’s spiritual history. She was placed
alongside Cuthbert, Bishop Ecgbert of Iona, and Abbot Ceolfrid,84 all of whom share the
trait of steadfastness.85 Steadfastness was tied to the idea of England’s dedication to
religious standards, which was adopted from Eddius Stephanus’s Life of Bishop Wilfrid
(c.715).86 The term “frugiferi” meaning “fruit-bearing, fruitful, and fertile” was used to
evoke spiritual resoluteness.87 The dedicated and productive religious life at Ely was
valuable because it contributed to England’s greatness. Bede referred to the religious of
Ely because the house was associated with the female saint’s devotion to monastic life.
Bede said St. Æthelthryth’s incorrupt corpse, apparently un-decayed, proved her virginity
and signaled the eternal resurrection of her body:
The holy and perpetual virgin of Christ, Æthelthryth, daughter of Anna, king of
the Angles, was given as wife firstly to one great man and then to King Egfrid.
After she has preserved the marriage bed uncorrupted for twelve years, having
taken the holy veil she was transformed from a queen into a consecrated virgin.
Without delay she also became a member of mother of virgins and the pious
83
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nourisher of holy women, and received the place called Ely in order to build a
monastery. Her merits while living were also testified to when her body and the
clothes in which it had been wrapped were found uncorrupted sixteen years after
her burial.88
St. Æthelthryth’s steadfastness and generative qualities also became equated with “nutrix
pia” because of the emphasis on miracles. The anonymous ninth-century Old English
Martyrology (OEM), a vernacular source for women saints’ lives, focused primarily on
the virtues of St. Æthelthryth’s monastic life.89 Here, St. Æthelthryth was manifest in her
resolution of faithfulness.90 Her representation therefore reiterated the importance of a
spirituality that emphasized the results of chastity. During the tenth century, this interest
in purity grew into an association with the monastic family and the nourishing of
offspring. The connotation of progeny was, according to Black, linked to later AngloSaxon sanctity, which emerged as a result of St. Æthelthryth’s relationship to “generative
spirituality.”91 Ælfric repeats Bede’s sentiment using alliterative prose by honoring St.
Æthelthryth “works” as a product of sexual steadfastness. For her Glory,
we will now write, wonderful though it be, concerning the holy Æthelthryth, the
English maiden, who had two husbands and nevertheless remained a virgin, as the
miracles show which she often worketh.92
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St. Æthelthryth’s figure, according to Ælfric, illustrates her power to effect spiritual
affiliation in monastic life: “And she was then again instituted as abbess in the monastery
of Ely and over many nuns, whom she trained as a mother by her good example.”93 The
depiction of religious kinship as a product of leading and training rightly a group of nuns
continued into the eleventh century to emphasize the commitment to and reward of
sexual purity.
The subsequent refoundation of Ely as a house for monks continued its
attachment with the cult of St. Æthelthryth and her chaste body. The Liber Eliensis (Book
of Ely) 94 also remade the image of St. Æthelthryth’s virginity and related to the ideals of
female religious life. In this text, St. Æthelthryth is contained within the architectural
enclosure of the sarcophagus, re-imagining her body as a personification of the enclosure
of the monastic house on the island of its name.95 The body legitimizes the monastic
institution; both are dedicated aspects of devotion to God. Body and holy place are united
within the narrative. Promoting the cult of St. Æthelthryth led to Ely’s greater standing,
which benefited those involved with its prestige. A principle record for Ely, the Libellus
Æthelwoldi Episcopi, describes the political patronage of the reformed house; moreover,
the text presents a compelling image of a figure championing the needs and claims of his
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community.96 The Libellus became a supplement to Wulfstan’s Vita of St. Æthelwoldi97
when it was compiled for the Bishop of Ely (1109-31). These two twelfth-century texts,
when viewed in connection with Wulfstan’s Vita St. Æthelwoldi, offer a more detailed
source for Æthelwold’s life. Evidently, Ely was an attractive addition to St. Æthelwold’s
plan for its refoundation because it contributed to a greater monastic territory.98 Wulfstan
describes Æthelwold’s interest in the land in East Anglia in order to remake monastic
life, including the renewal of St. Æthelthryth’s cult, in parts of England. After the
Benedictine Reforms, Ely became the cult center for visiting pilgrimages, which
contributed to its greater renown. Ely was the subject of public land transactions that
would have benefited Æthelwold. The charters that describe these trades illustrate a series
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of litigations involving the bishop’s interests in the fortunes of Ely, his first re-foundation
of a monastery outside Wessex.99
Ely’s renewed status also improved the status of houses associated with it,
including Nunnaminster’s community. Wulfstan promoted the younger female
Winchester institution with the help of Ely’s history. As a result, Nunnaminster gained
access to Ely’s sanctity and its devoted religious community. Since Æthelwold supported
and benefited from the Ely shrine as a consequence of this rejuvenation, Nunnaminster’s
community became a de facto instrument for Wulfstan’s objectives. Nunnaminster’s
association with St. Æthelthryth was part of Wulfstan’s plan. Two manuscripts prove an
uninterrupted interest in St. Æthelthryth at Nunnaminster. The first, a pre-Conquest
Prayerbook, written during the end of eleventh century, lists her name in two litanies.100
The second, Ælfwine’s Prayerbook, includes “Santa Æthelthytha,” in one litany, her
death on 23 June 679 and her translation on 17 October.101 These prayerbooks attest to
the saint’s important place for female religious life in Winchester.
Wulfstan’s link between St. Æthelthryth and Æthelthryth illustrates
representations of holy nurturing women directly affecting the church’s development
through the leadership of monasteries. Aligning the character of Æthelthryth with St.
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Æthelthryth contributed to the image of supreme dedication to monastic life. St.
Æthelthryth was primarily a symbol of chastity, while her sexual status was emphasized
as a model of virginity and reform. Æthelthryth was written into Benedictine Reform
propaganda, which, by its placement, also enhanced St. Æthelthryth’s cult status and
Ely’s fortunes during the succeeding decades. Because of the Benedictine Reform’s
emphasis on monastic renewal, Ely, by association, benefited from St. Æthelthryth’s
increased renown, all illustrating how a female religious character depicted as “nutrix”
healed women in the context of the Bishop’s sainthood.
The use of “nutrix” expanded over the centuries. First associated with the care of
midwives and wet nurses who provided literal nourishment for their charges, the
associations with “nutrix” grew to encompass spiritual caregiving and devotion for a
monastic family. Mary dovetails with St. Æthelthryth and with Æthelthryth herself.
Those in Winchester’s ecclesiastical and royal milieu would have well understood how
the Virgin Mary’s representation contributed to religious women’s role as female healers
in the monastic family. Wulfstan’s decision to highlight the vocation of “nutrix” assumes
that he welcomed particular female religious customs drawn from depictions of Mary and
St. Æthelthryth’s practices along with other representations of female religious life.
Wulfstan’s Æthelthryth sat squarely in the middle of these meanings: through her name
she inherited the virgin’s nurturing power; through her position she provided care to her
flock; and through her support of Æthelwold’s mother she provided care to a pregnant
woman. Æthelthryth’s character thus points backward, giving shape to an imagined
Anglo-Saxon past.
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E. Medieval Religious Women as Healers
Æthelthryth’s ability to nurse also relates to the real preoccupation of religious
women as healers. Religious women were considered valuable members of religious
communities because of the myriad roles they played in providing care. Women in
monastic houses have not always been regarded as associated with nursing in this diverse
way. To adopt Monica Green’s appraisal, nursing is seen as conflating female identity;
the modern, medical connotations of “nurse” have “no place in the middle ages.”102 The
basic idea of what physical care constituted at this time has been disputed. Scholars
during the twentieth century were of two minds about Anglo-Saxon medicine. J. H. G.
Grattan, C. Singer, P. H. Blair, and S. B. Greenfield approached medicine in this period
as more superstition than science,103 with J. F. Payne and J. R. Riddle viewing it as
worthy of investigation since it is difficult to determine exactly its role.104 M. L. Cameron
asks that we “examine the whole corpus of their medicine” for this very reason.105
Investigations of Anglo-Saxon medical texts omit manuscripts held in nunneries. If men
had a high level of medical “expertise,”106 then it is worth inspecting women’s houses for
corresponding evidence. Although much reporting on the period claims that male
physicians practiced medicine, nursing the body was apparently affiliated with female
religious as well. There are, however, several obstacles when approaching this topic.
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Overall, studies present few women as health practitioners in early England with
religious women in particular often absent. The term “nutrix” was omitted among tables
composed by archivists C.H. Talbott and E.A. Hammond, who were intent on covering a
wide range of medieval medical practitioners.107 Nurses appear in written accounts but
are not depicted as nuns. Christiane Klapisch-Zuber believes the term “nursing” should
be restricted to lay women, usually wet or dry nurses of children, so designated in
medieval documents.108 Muriel Joy Hughes’s description of “nursing” is equated with
healing and charitable care.109 The impression of women only functioning in discrete
positions, however, also obscures the multiple responsibilities of female monastic
communities.
An abundance of information relates to Anglo-Saxon women as healers. Scholars
assert, however, that documenting women’s work in medicine during this time is harder
to discover than during other periods. Green and William L. Minkowski believe women
are largely absent from early English records because women’s work in the public sphere
is unrecorded.110 Roman-British excavations have revealed evidence of how the “nutrix”
once functioned. One De Nutrix figurine, identified as a fruitful goddess, was found in a
fourth-century child’s coffin. It was taken from its domestic shrine for burial on the
107
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occasion of a very special death. Her presence in the grave signifies that she was
treasured in the household and a symbolic parent in the afterlife.111 A later sixth-century
burial of a female indicates her healing skills because of medical implements found in the
grave, emphasizing the role of women in popular medical practice.112 According to
Gregory of Tours, St. Monegund was famous as a healer and Radegund ran a hospital.113
The Domesday Book includes Anglo-Saxon religious women among those who were
attending to the sick among travelers, pilgrims, and recipients of alms.114 Additionally,
the registers of medical practitioners in England, Scotland, and Wales during the AngloSaxon period mentions eight women, with six identified as physicians, or more literally,
healers, “medica or leche,” one as a surgeon, “la surgienne,” and one as a mid-wife,
“obstetrix.”115 Even outside of nunneries some English women were considered “nursing
saints,”116 learning crucial skills such as “obstetrix” passed down in their families.117 The
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skills necessary to “nurse” were derived from specialized medical knowledge, allowing
Anglo-Saxon women, religious included, to secure status in their communities as healers.
These traditions of women healers were inherited in Anglo-Saxon England from
earlier periods where midwifery and the role of women as providing spiritual consolation
are well documented. The role of “nutrix” is, in origin, connected to the concept of the
goddess herself, the Divine Mother, and this links her firmly with women. The early
pagan mother figure was frequently invoked in times of pregnancy, childbirth and
lactation, when an adequate supply of milk ensured a healthy beginning for the new
child; she would also have been called upon to help in instances of infertility. Her role
went beyond the household to influence the larger community since she brought fertility
to people, livestock and crops. Stone images depict mother-goddesses sometimes as
triads, as couples or alone with babies, older children, wine, bread, and other symbols of
fecundity and well-being. F. Jenkins called the Gaulish version of the mother-goddess
Dea Nutrix because she possessed a function more complex than simply the promotion of
fertility.118 She was the Roman concept of Juno Lucina, concerned with healing, often
invoked from therapeutic spring-sanctuaries and associated with renewal, rebirth and the
afterlife.119 This “nutrix” presided over childbirth, seeing to it that the newborn child
opened its eyes to the light of the day. Artemis is also associated with the nurturing
aspect of divinity, serving as a midwife at the birth of her brother Apollo.120 Beginning
with the time of Hyginus, the legend of the first Athenian midwife, Agnodike, was
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influential for writers.121 The power of the virgin midwife ensuring safe delivery is also
reflected in the early Christian period. Gregory of Nyssa’s biography of Macrina and the
virgin Thecla describes Thecla assisting Gregory’s mother until her labor pangs were
relieved.122 Nursing was connected with helping women, deities and mortals, anticipating
or experiencing childbirth and contributing to the livelihood of the greater community.
Women’s spiritual counsel and their use of physical remedies were instrumental
during the nascent Anglo-Saxon period. This particular skill produced an expertise,
carrying with it a degree of influence within a community. Evidence in manuscripts held
at female religious houses indicates that curative measures for healing women involved
practices that combined pagan magic and Christianity.123 Tacitus found first-century
German women fulfilling duties related to “nursing” since he said (which Caesar
confirms) and the Germans believed: “women were healers.”124 This healing was thus
associated with certain female ability.125 Theodore acknowledged that women performed
incantations or diabolical divinations.126 Religious grave-goods were associated almost
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exclusively with women in the late pagan and early Christian periods;127 archaeological
evidence indicates some women had symbolic “first-aid kits”—amulets in waistbags128—made and used under Christian influence and focused on the body. Women
were apparently appreciated and claimed authority through mediation, counsel and
cures.129 Various Germanic tribes included women possessing prophetic powers, and they
were especially valued for their advice.130 Monastic communities held texts written
during pre-and post-Christian conversion, demonstrating they employed incantations and
charms. This mixture of magic art, Christian devotion, and practical remedies suggests
these women administered to the spiritual and physical needs of their community.
Other well-known examples survive of religious women serving their
communities by physically and spiritually nursing others. In later medieval sources on the
Continent, Hildegard of Bingen (b.1098), perhaps the most famous medieval nun,
provided both bodily and psychological health advice. Hildegard’s biographer, Theodric,
states that she possessed miraculous powers of healing, with people flocking to her to be
cured.131 Hildegard’s writings, especially the Causae et curate, demonstrate her
knowledge of herbs and medicine, and her religious consolation was greatly sought
after.132 Trotula also enjoyed great fame due to her accomplishments in the medical
community. In De passionibus mulierum, she reveals an understanding of medicine and
127
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expertise in surgery. The extensive evidence for both women’s involvement with curative
solutions indicates their communities’ embrace of this treatment.
After the twelfth century, evidence points to English convents and monasteries
serving as medieval clinics by providing medical services to their residents.133 Some
nunneries even performed duties associated with infirmaries, giving special care to the
sick. In one case, Abbess Euphemia (d.1257) of Wherwell Abbey “provides worship of
God and the welfare for the sisters.”134 Documents from Cistercian women’s
communities during the thirteenth century indicate that many nuns cared for the sick
generally and acted as midwives in particular. Religious custom encouraged these women
to maintain their dedication to care.135 At this time, as another example, Barking Abbey
was integrated into its neighboring community, which operated as a hospital.136 This
tradition of comprehensive healing practiced before, during, and after the Anglo-Saxon
period indicates that women were well-suited to play an important part in their country’s
religious transformations, since nurturing abilities were valued by their communities and
contributed to their positions as healers.
133
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F. Healing at Nunnaminster
A testament to nuns’ healings skills is found at the very religious community
where Æthelthryth is depicted as providing both physical and spiritual care. Even before
Nunnaminster was established as an Anglo-Saxon female monastic house, the site
indicates the community’s connection with healing and miraculous powers, with the old,
ritual and curative landscape assimilated into a monastic configuration. The house was
identified with the first stage of religious buildings that were erected in the beginning in
the early tenth century, with one building, the infirmary of the house, “domo
infirmorum,”137 associated with the hospital of poor sisters. Later known as the Sisterne
House, the hospital was located within the precincts of and belonged to Nunnaminster’s
named house.138 Archeological evidence points to Nunnaminster’s connection with a
centuries-old religious site, its buildings monumentalizing local pagan traditions.
Winchester’s earliest ecclesiastical buildings and their positions on the Nunnaminster
property were established by people attempting to appropriate these local, pagan, early
Roman traditions by promoting female deities,139 who were important to native beliefs.
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Ealhswið, King Alfred’s consort, may have understood the symbolic significance
of her foundation’s location and chosen the site due to its earlier sacred connection.140 A
statue of the goddess Epona, Dea Regina, the Queen Goddess of a priestess cult, dated
c.100, was found on (Lower Brook Street) the Nunnaminster land. It showed the deity
holding a key, symbolizing her power to unlock the doors of a temple, kimappa. This site
was located within the property’s boundaries and indicates a physical connection with
female pagan practices. Water also serves as a bridge between female pagan and
Christian spiritual identification in a curative setting. The perception of healing or
miraculous powers associated with water, which in turn became an important source of
nourishment, was often appropriated into a more explicitly Christian landscape.
Nunnaminster’s promotion as a religious site was also due to its proximity to a vital water
source.
St. Edburga, Ealhswið’s granddaughter, was associated with Nunnaminster’s
ability to heal the community. Here, the nuns promoted Edburga’s cult by providing
healing miracles. The story was told of a blind woman who had a vision in which she was
informed Edburga would heal her. By bathing her eyes in the water in which Edburga had
washed her hands next to the woman and adjacent to Edburga’s nightly vigils, the woman
recovered her sight.141 Later, a group of nuns, blinded by their unfounded accusations
against Edburga, miraculously received their sight back, “miraculorum claritate,” through
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her care.142 These cures relate specifically to the water source on Nunnaminster’s
property. This vitally important site is mentioned several times in The Book of
Nunnaminster. Waterways were associated with holy springs and sacred wells,143 and
Nunnaminster’s mill was powered from the River Itchen to stone-grind flour; it also
provided a source for fish, which fed the female community. As a supply of nourishment,
the waterway provided Nunnaminster with the additional benefit to its female community
through its curative powers.
Another way of looking at Nunnaminster’s association with healing is to refer to
its community’s interest in both St. Æthelthryth and Mary. As we have seen, St.
Æthelthryth’s cult implied identification with a “nutrix.” St. Æthelthryth was written into
a prayerbook owned by Nunnaminster.144 In addition, one eleventh-century calendar
includes two feasts of Mary: the Conception of Mary (December 8) and her Presentation
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in the Temple (November 21),145 along with the Saturday Office,146 indicating that St.
Æthelthryth and Mary were both models of religious life for Nunnaminster.
Nunnaminster’s community, its Abbess and her nuns, presents a similar authority with St.
Æthelthryth and Mary through healing service. Charms and prayers listing lengthy
enumeration of the various parts of the body to heal illustrate that the speaker associated
herself with Christ or Mary or some saintly mediator.147 This physical and spiritual
association with healing further demonstrates religious women’s association with nursing
their community.
Ministry at Nunnaminster included the recitation of prayers for the purpose of
driving out evil spirits, along with those of confession, indicating that healing those who
sought out care involved a variety of methods. Manuscripts linked with Nunnaminster
attest to the role of exorcism as well as confession and penance by the community. In The
Book of Nunnaminster, prayers confirm that women acted as the confessor and were
concerned with the process of healing the spirit. We know that Nunnaminster remained in
female hands during the tenth century at Nunnaminster, but the Royal prayerbook did so
as well.148 A. Louth asserts these texts illustrate religious women at this time using
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techniques derived from the healing practice through prayer.149 Lapidge emphasizes that
these prayers were used for the visitation of the sick or dying,150 and Barbara Raw views
the therapeutic passages focusing on Christ’s suffering and curing with some devoted to
the cycle of Christ’s life, along with Christ’s Passion and Death.151 Cures within these
pages point to the conditions under which those bound to sin or physical infirmity could
be set free by the power of spells and absolution. The cleansing of sin, by means of
charms, corresponds to a further aspect of spiritual remedy. In the “Introduction” to the
first edition of Nunnaminster, Birch describes how the combination of science and the
practice of medicine in Anglo-Saxon England incorporated magic, incantation and
charms; illness of any kind was believed to be the work of evil powers, removed by
exorcisms and prayers.152 The “Lorica of Laidcenn,” included in Nunnaminster, indicates
that the nuns were applying a combination of magical and Christian recipes for healing its
community. Healing formulas offer various remedies, which work by the application of
worded cures to cure evil infection. The poisonous creatures are the “draco” (dragon),
“uiera” (viper), “rupeta” (frog), “scorpius” (scorpion), “regulus” (basilisk), “spalagius”
(venomous fly). The power of the command exercised against evil is pointed out
specifically, “loricam ad demones expellendos,” indicating the powers of the sinful are
149
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defeated and made harmless. A prayer in Nunnaminster asks for the kind of help a nurse
would make by attending a woman’s illness, a check-up for the soul as well as the body.
The prayer appeals to God for assurance and against a host of evils from the top of the
head to the soles of the feet.153 One prayer asks for the protection of eyes, confessing to
their sinning through them154; it is offered as an expression of recovery. Other examples
illustrate women participating in healing remedies. Royal belonged to an unknown female
physician at a nunnery, and was read by the Nunnaminster community. A woman’s
community provided the application of medicinal blood cures, since some prayers were
couched in feminine form.155
The cleansing of sin corresponds to a further aspect of spiritual remedy, whereas
those bound to sin or physical infirmity could be set free by the power of penance. Nuns
were saying intercessory prayers on behalf of the living and the dead in the churches of
their convents; as abbesses, they administered penance on their convent and led the
community’s liturgy.156 Many abbesses during the later Anglo-Saxon period offered
confession not only to nuns but also to lay women, despite the Benedictine Reformers’
attempt to suppress such behavior.157 Nunnaminster describes women practicing
miraculous healing along with depictions of sacramental rites of penance and
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absolution,158 connected with the identification of the nunnery with Christ’s passion. Two
Nunnaminster prayers indicate that the community was involved with penance: “Formula
of Confession” and “Formula of Absolution.”159 The compiler of these prayers, an abbess
herself, imagined the origins of these rituals, as Christ would have experienced them. The
confessor recited an absolution.160 These prayers were exchanged between two people,161
as doctor and patient. Texts identifying with saints’ lives and their pastoral offices are
found in additional prayers from Nunnaminster, offering an expanded view of healing
along with the role of the healer. These prayers indicate concern for the care of the souls
of the nuns and lay women who visited them. “Oratio Sancti Gregorii Papae Urbis
Romae” (“Prayer of Saint Gregory, the Pope of the City of Rome”) asks forgiveness for
the sinner, “peccatrice,”162 and “peccatrix” is found in another Nunnaminster
manuscript.163 Given Gregory’s reputation of providing bishops’ counsel, the inclusion of
this dedication indicates the degree to which some religious women’s healing activities
were identified with religious authority, along with the rite of sacrament. Purification of
self as well as the larger community was part of the dependency upon monastic life.
Another prayer in Nunnaminster, “Oratio Ad Sanctuc Michaelem,” points to the
community’s preoccupation with powers of ceremonial salvation and thus with healing
through care and intercession. Like St. Martin, St. Michael uses healing miracles by
158
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touching the affected part of the body and commanding it to be gone.164 Michael was an
exceedingly popular saint in the Anglo-Saxon period.165 F. Bond attests to the fact that
the saint occupies a principle number of ancient dedications in his honor, exceeded only
by those in honor of Mary or St. Peter.166 St. Michael was depicted as the conqueror of
sin and guardian of the souls of the dead, as well as intercessor for those in the balance
between good and evil. The following Nunnaminster prayer beseeches the Archangel to
intercede with the Lord to cleanse the sinner of her transgressions:
Saint Michael, archangel who has come to help God’s people, assist me before the
Highest Judge so that He grants me remission for all my transgressions, by the
great mercy of your compassion. Hear me St. Michael as I invoke you, assist me
adoring your majesty, intercede for me bewailing and make me clean from all
sins. Moreover [I] beseech and entreat very earnestly, servant of the divinity, so
that in the last day kindly take my soul in your most holy breast and conduct it to
that refreshing peace and quiet where all the souls of the saints await future
judgment and glorious resurrection with joy and indescribably joy, through Him
who lives and reigns forever and ever. Amen.167
The female desire to save her own soul is manifest in this appeal to St. Michael. Prayers
were perceived as a course of action for any number of concerns having to do with
female care, shared by reading them out loud to one another. These prayers are a valuable
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illustration of the tradition of religious women engaged in healing practices administered
to a female community.
Nunnaminster’s prayers are connected with the regulation and obligation to
nurture in a monastic context. The Regula cuiusdam ad Virgines provides an example of
the connection between sacred space and providing care. The text mandated an area used
for caring for sick people as well as entertaining guests and visitors (ch. 3). One of the
key expressions in the Regula cuiusdam is its use of a “cura” (no less than three times).168
Cura refers to the spontaneous willingness to do one’s duty with care, and thus is
consistent with our understanding of nutrix. The emphasis on care is in close connection
with the undivided cura for the monastery’s objects and the “amor” for fellow nuns as
dual aspects of monastic discipline.169 Cura refers to a dedication for providing
nourishing practices that aligns with accepted forms of religious life. The sanctity of the
mediator once again expands our view of religious obedience to include a greater
responsibility for those who hold a position of authority to the community. A deepening
meaning of healing points to a remedial dialogue between the female community, one
that involves a responsibility for others as well as for self. The very profession of the
monastic life was the penitential act of healing correction.

G. Conclusion
In the Vita St. Æthelwoldi, Æthelthryth’s representation as “nutrix” demonstrates
female devotion requiring active dependence upon the nourishing process. Intimately
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related to Æthelthryth’s role as “nutrix” is her power of intercession incumbent upon the
monastic life at Nunnaminster. Her representation provides a model of sanctity that
enriches the monastic as well as the secular world: care for self and for others, not just
individual and private, but communal and shared. Pastoral care at Nunnaminster was
synonymous with nurturing dedication. Women participated in the Christian liturgy as a
form of spiritual nursing. What is also apparent is that Nunnaminster’s curative solutions
were a blend of folk magic and Christian religion, illustrating their combined powers to
heal both physically and spiritually using various devices that were part of Anglo-Saxon
religious life.
Æthelthryth’s representation as “nutrix” assumes a continuity between the
physical and non-physical elements of healing. “Nutrix” is associated with Æthelthryth
only once (ch. 2), but the figural quality is also employed later in the story (ch. 5).
“Nutrix” number one and two were possibly assigned to different characters, but they
were linked in their depiction of healing correction. Three chapters after we first
encounter Æthelthryth, a woman also portrayed as Æthelwold’s “nutrix” takes the baby
Æthelwold to church to pray “in ecclesia.” She holds him in her lap; she has “piae
intentionis,” bringing him “in templo est praesentatus” (ch. 5). Æthelwold as the child,
and Æthelthryth as nurse, imply that female monastic life originated with the Virgin
Mary. The baby, in Æthelthryth’s hands, also points to the monastically reformed
Church. The figural quality of “nutrix” achieves the dual representational practice of
nourishing the body and the spirit. Æthelthryth’s portrayal as “nutrix” also points to
Nunnaminster’s explicit ties to the care of women and their charges from outside its
community, and signals Wulfstan and Æthelwold’s endorsement of such activities. The
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role of “nutrix” promotes the reformers’ vision of monastic renewal by communicating
the efficacy of female religious life throughout the city, a lived example of St. Benedict’s
caritas that extended divine cures along with the power of earthly medicine.
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CHAPTER V
SAGACI PRUDENTISSIMA
I, Wisdom, dwell in prudence, and I find knowledge and discretion.
…
I have counsel and sound wisdom, I am insight and I have strength,
By me kings reign and rulers decree what is just,
By me princes rule and nobles govern the earth (Prov. 8.12, 14-16).
A. Introduction
Early in the Vita St. Æthelwoldi, Æthelwold’s pregnant mother asks Æthelthryth
for advice about her dreams because, as Wulfstan explains, Æthelthryth is a wise woman.
Æthelthryth’s portrayal as a wise woman is crucial to her position in the text, in which
divinely inspired visions play an essential role. Wulfstan’s use of “sagaci” and
“prudentissima” to describe Æthelthryth tells us that religious women’s wise qualities
were important to the tenth-century Benedictine monastic Reform Movement. The
meanings behind the terms “sagaci” and “prudentissima” are closely related;1 combined,
they relate to one who offers counseling and mediation.
The presentation of Æthelthryth as a wise woman in this chapter offers a further
lens through which to understand Wulfstan’s motivation for writing the Vita St.
Æthelwoldi. With that in mind, I trace the aspect of wisdom in Æthelthryth’s character
within the context of Wulfstan’s text in order to determine the way in which she was
employed for specific effect. My objective is to evaluate how the text points to the
importance of dreams in predicting future behavior, with Æthelthryth’s portrayal as
intermediary a vital conduit. The representation of women as counselors and mediators is
pertinent to understanding the traditions behind Wulfstan’s approach. Visionary literature
1
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describing conception and pregnancy dreams—those that anticipate the birth of a child
and relate to the mother’s allies, along with the depictions of Mary—are important
interconnected traditions worth exploring here. Æthelthryth’s depiction was drawn from
the images of women in ways that recall the prophets of the Old Testament and
characters from early centuries of Christianity, as well as farsighted early Anglo-Saxon
women. Consequently, late examples of visionary women draw on the same tradition.
Æthelthryth’s portrayal was part of a tradition that highlighted the qualities and doctrines
associated with female wisdom, with prophetic interpretation a key quality in determining
a dream’s value for predicting the future. Visions that previewed the sanctity of an
individual conferred added respectability upon the saint and the author, as well upon the
witness of the vision, because they provided all three with credibility to predict the future.
Æthelthryth’s portrayal as mediator to Æthelwold’s mother’s dream is an
indication of her important role in tenth-century Winchester’s depiction of female
monastic life. Her character is especially salient because she is indispensable to the
dream’s reception as well as to the prospect of its outcome. As witness, Æthelthryth has
the ability not only to perceive spiritual truth but also to be the voice of the dreamer as
well. This predictive quality is a marker for the ability to counsel, and Æthelthryth serves
as a prophetic channel. She possesses the most important quality for dream interpretation,
that of intellectual vision. Because she knows what the dreams mean, she does not have
to analyze them: Æthelthryth is thus elevated in stature in the vita because she has the
wisdom to know that the dreams hold importance.
Spiritually, Anglo-Saxon women were connected with ancient models of female
wisdom, viewed as mediators, channels, or bridges connecting this world with the
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supernatural one. Women intermediaries or interpreters of dreams often sought an active
role as visionary guides, revealing themselves as prophets or witnesses to the religious
experiences of others. These religious experiences directed the visionary toward the
soul’s union with God. As represented in this role, Æthelthryth is enhanced in the
Church’s monastic hierarchy, her worth elevated due to her authority within that order.
Æthelthryth’s character would have been of great interest to Winchester’s tenth-century
ecclesiastical elite because during the Reform period her portrayal as a wise woman
mirrors an accepted pattern of female religious inviolability. In addition, she draws
considerable attention to St. Æthelwold’s sanctity, and Wulfstan’s own role as author is
reinforced by Æthelthryth’s character, placing him in a position of authority.
Because Æthelthryth is Wulfstan’s creation, she highlights the author’s expertise
in Church doctrine. Æthelthryth’s position is indispensible to foretelling Æthelwold’s
life. First, Wulfstan lays out why Æthelwold is, after Christ and his disciples, God’s elect:
He burst out his time brilliant as the morning stars among the other stars; the
founder of many monasteries and teacher of the Church’s doctrines, he shone
along and unique among all the English bishops.2
Wulfstan then describes Æthelwold’s mother’s two dreams. In the first one:
She dreamed that she was sitting at the door of her house, and that she was
presented with the sight of a banner on high. Its top seemed to touch heaven. It
lowered itself with due honour to the ground, and veiled the pregnant woman in
its fringes; then, straightening itself up to its former height and regaining its old
strength and firmness, it returned to the sky from which it had come.3
The mother wakes and falls asleep again at which point she has another dream:
2

“uelut lucifer inter astra coruscans, suis temporibus apparuit, multorumque coenobiorum fundator et
ecclesiasticorum dogmatum institutor inter omnes Anglorum pontifices solus singulariter effulsit”:
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3
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She all at once saw what looked like an eagle of gold, leaping from her mouth and
flying away. It was wonderfully large, and in its flight it shaded all the buildings
of the city of Winchester with its gilded wings that carried it along. It rose high in
the air, and then disappeared.4
Upon rising, the mother could not articulate the meaning of her dreams: she wakes
“without uttering a word.”5 Seeking the answers to the mysteries behind the dreams, she
looks to Æthelthryth for answers: “because she [Æthelwold’s mother] could not imagine
by herself what they might portend, she went along immediately to a servant of Christ
called Æthelthryth.”6 Consequently, Æthelthryth is the first to hear about the mother’s
dreams: “To her [Æthelthryth] she [Æthelwold’s mother] told the full story of what had
been shown her in the vision by night.”7 Therefore, Æthelthryth becomes an essential
intercessor.
In order to qualify Æthelthryth with the divine powers necessary to reflect upon
the mother’s dreams, Wulfstan next endows Æthelthryth with the capacity of knowing
that they contain true vision. Since Æthelthryth is portrayed as possessing a keenness of
the senses, she is co-communicator of the certainty of what is to come:
Æthelthryth, being a sensible and sharp woman, and one to whom God at times
revealed knowledge of the future, had many predictions to make of the child who
was to be born; and the outcome showed their truth.8
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Æthelthryth is thus accorded the ability to understand what the dreams imply and is able
to relate their meaning. Wulfstan re-states what Æthelthryth must have said, at which
point the explanation is provided for the first banner:
on high we can see that the holy man, then in his mother’s womb, was one day to
be standard-bearer in the army of God; as he indeed, was, for we saw him putting
up a versatile struggle in defense of Holy Mother Church against her ancient
enemy, the devil; thanks to his warfare—or rather God’s victory through him—
we saw the machinations of the wicked brought to nought.9
The second dream points to the qualities necessary for Æthelwold’s sainthood, especially
the ability of clear sight. The bird’s emblem links with vision, “because the word ‘eagle’
is derived from the sharpness10 of an eagle’s eyes”:11
and because, to cite Holy Writ, ‘there is treasure to be desired,12 resting in the
mouth of the wise man, it is proper that a great man, marked out by the treasure of
all wisdom, should be designated by the gold eagle whose overshadowing wings
seemed to cover the whole city.13
The eagle designates the Bishop, whose mind, like the eagle’s, is also acute. As Christ
reaches up to heaven, so too will Æthelwold reach great heights:
For Æthelwold, who thought on divine things with a mind whose acute sight
could not be averted, always flew in contemplation to the heavenly. He spread far
and wide the shade of his fatherly protection over the church, the ‘city of the great
king,’ which was under attack from hostile powers. And when he had completed
the race of his good struggle, he came to the sight of God in the company of the
saints; as the Lord says in the gospels: ‘wheresoever the body is, thither will the
9
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eagles be gathered together,’14 because where our Redeemer is in the body, there
beyond question are now assembled the souls of the elect, and there too, at the
glorious resurrection to come, their bodies will be assembled also.15
Both dream interpretations illustrate the Bishop’s future greatness: “It is clear from this
that he [St. Æthelwold] was the elect of God, even before his birth.”16 Æthelthryth
accepts Æthelwold’s mothers’ dreams as reliably promoting the future sanctity of the
Bishop.
The function of the dreams in the text is further emphasized through the
association of Æthelwold’s miracles with his translation and cult to follow. Following
Æthelwold’s death marvels are attributed to his good work during his lifetime, thereby
fulfilling the destiny explained in his mother’s dreams. Wulfstan asserts that after a
conversation with Æthelwold, “what I have noted down seemed to be mere dreams. But
from this time till today they have never ceased to be fulfilled.”17 The first miracle
describes a blind man whose vision is recovered upon visiting St. Æthelwold’s tomb; in
the second, a clear vision appears to Wulfstan asking him to move St. Æthelwold from
his grave to a proper burial in the Church; the third describes a girl who, after a lifelong
visual illness, is made well because she sleeps at Æthelwold’s tomb; in the fourth, a blind
boy is restored of his sight also at Æthelwold’s tomb; and the last miracle describes a
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thief who is transformed by a vision of the saint encouraging his conversion.18 These
extraordinary cures rewarding the faithful with sight are equated with Æthelwold’s
sainthood as an intermediary to God: Æthelwold is endowed with the spirit of God
because “the vital spirit is quickened by our Creator and none other, and is given
individually to each man.”19
The textual relationship between Æthelwold and Æthelthryth indicates
Æthelthryth as a marker for the future bishop. Wulfstan describes Æthelwold’s studious
nature as “providential.”20 Being marked out by the treasure of all wisdom is a
characteristic of both Æthelwold’s and Æthelthryth’s insight, and the term “sapentiae,”
referring to a kind of acumen, is similar to one used to describe her. The remark “For
Æthelwold, who thought on divine things with a mind whose acute sight could not be
averted,” also prefigures Æthelthryth’s perceptive abilities. The passage links the sign of
Æthelwold’s “treasure” with “his [Æthelwold’s] mother’s womb,” thereby ensuring
Æthelthryth’s position as an intermediary for Æthelwold’s own miraculous intercessory
powers. Æthelwold’s mother’s visions appear to qualify Æthelwold for sainthood, with
Æthelthryth’s role especially critical to the process whereby he is awarded an esteemed
role in life and death.
Also prefiguring the role of insight to confer virtue, Wulfstan describes how
Æthelwold is consecrated as a priest by Ælfheah, the current Bishop (934-51), who is
also “strong in the spirit of prophecy” and thus able to predict who will succeed him.21
18

Wulfstan, Vita St. Æthelwoldi, ch. 42, pp. 64-5; ch. 43, pp. 66-7; ch. 44, pp. 68-69.
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Later in the vita, Queen Eadgifu remarks how Æthelwold “was so filled with the wisdom
given by God.”22 At the end of the vita, “a clear vision” appears to Wulfstan, signaling
him to effect Æthelwold’s translation. Æthelwold’s successor, another Bishop Ælfheah
(984-1005), who is described as having a “sage mind,” ensures that Æthelwold’s remains
are moved to the choir of the Church, upon which Wulfstan attests to his “own sight….to
add weight to my own assertion.” Wulfstan establishes Æthelthryth’s close connection
with Æthelwold’s mother and employs parallel language between Æthelthryth and
Æthelwold, as well as adding further endorsements of the role of wisdom, including his
own, to describe the importance of sight to confer knowledge.
These important relationships in the text point to the significance of Æthelthryth’s
character as carrying the responsibilities of others. Elizabeth Alvida Petroff asserts that
texts written about religious women frequently represent them as occupying a middle
space between the humble women and the exalted Godhead to equalize the two voices,
the human and divine.23 Athalya Brenner argues that women visionaries’ contributions to
the public as well as the private domain improve the social roles of women.24 Women
usually served other women, according to R. Harris.25 They appear empowered by their
faith and their visions to assist others. According to Katherine Wilson,
Mystics considered orthodox and belonging to a monastic order…were respected
and highly acclaimed; their gifts of prophecy and clairvoyance were generously
acknowledged; and the church made abundant use of their visions…[The female
visionary] is depicted (and frequently describes herself) as a vessel of divine
22
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inspiration, not as a creative genius, and the scriptural injunction that God often
elects the weak to confound the strong is frequently invoked to explain this
phenomenon of lay and female mystical inspiration…the belief in women’s
mystical, prophetic, and oracular powers as well as in the female predilection for
religious enthusiasm are as old as the record of human history.26
In terms of literary inheritance, women’s wisdom consists of certain goddess
characteristics from the Old Testament. Claudia Camp and Shulamit Valler assert that the
literary tradition of counseling wisdom is especially personified in feminine images.27
Wise women, according to Schroer, are portrayed in decisive situations, diplomatically
interfering in politics and authoritatively influencing the ways of the world through their
counsel.28 In the lives of saints, stories about especially devout women offer a vital record
of their mystical experiences. Petroff describes female visionaries’ activities as “socially
sanctioned,” for which the “vision is a response to, not a rejection of, that outer world.”29
Visionary religious women, since most often celibate, through their virginal status were
accorded a privileged position in monastic life, which was acceptable to the outside
world. Their visions were considered legitimate. Visionary status provided these women
with a voice, the confidence as being chosen to speak, and the experience and vehicle for
transformation. They often sought a setting where they had the authority to voice their
foresight and are often portrayed as spiritual and monastic messengers because dreams
provided access to information confirming the Church’s teachings.
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The Middle Ages is an important time for wise female characters. During this
period women contributed to spiritual creativity in the sphere of Christian mysticism.30
Several scholars claim that the rise of Christian visionary literature was a product of the
seventh century because of women’s roles in the nascent Christian religion.31 Since
women were already integral to their culture and influential in their communities, they
easily adapted to Christian roles. Little is written about women between the seventh and
twelfth centuries, leading up to an especially vital and better documented period: a high
point for women visionaries.32 Starting in the twelfth century, religious women were
often depicted as possessing qualities necessary for divine knowledge, with female
mystics accorded status and respect mainly by the dint of their revelations. The position
of Æthelthryth asserts the continuity of female devotion in the relationship between the
ancient visionary model and this tenth-century Winchester nun that was necessary to the
evolution of the twelfth-century female mystic.
30
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By modeling Æthelthryth’s character on elements of the female visionary,
Wulfstan shows how the exemplarity of the hagiographic narrative could prompt the
reader to consider the status and stability of religious communities even as they are in the
process of being reformed. His depiction of Æthelthryth and her monastic community
asserts the control of the visionary experience in which the religious office contains the
dream’s reliable interpretation, an example of a cultural norm in which people were
encouraged to relate their striking visions directly to their spiritual confessors. Virtues of
monastic obedience, along with insight and prophetic understanding, reinforce the
message of clerical consultation as an ideal. In regard to the mother’s visions, Wulfstan
says that, “we too may act as interpreters of these dreams,”33 meaning that divine vision
is permissible to a certain class whose higher knowledge and intellect is necessary to
explain a dream’s significance. Æthelthryth’s character illustrates how spiritual authority
is mediated through the text’s dream account. Wulfstan portrays Æthelthryth with
profound responsibility, on par with other ecclesiastical leaders, and her ability to receive
the dreams of others is recognized through a Christian evaluation of its message. The
mother’s dreams are central to Wulfstan’s text, and thus Æthelthryth’s role, as the nun to
whom she confesses, are key to how they are accepted. Dreams, according to Wulfstan,
should be a beneficent prefiguring of future glory and not a future hazard.34 As witness to
the mother’s dream, Æthelthryth shares the miraculous moment with her. This is made
33
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possible because of Æthelthryth’s worthy participation in monastic life and because
Æthelthryth readily recognized the value of Æthelwold’s mother’s dreams within the
containment of monastic space.
Æthelthryth’s position in this text also provides an understanding of the
Reformers’ attitudes toward depictions of prophetic dreams. Because Æthelthryth is the
one to whom the mother relates the dreams, and the visions announce the miracle of
Æthelwold’s birth and his good works during the period of renewal to come, Æthelthryth
has the ability to forecast the Bishop’s virtuous life. She is important to the portrayal of
monastic reform. On the one hand, her position at Nunnaminster asserts the importance
of church structure and beliefs, and on the other, she is central to the importance of
women’s roles in spreading the renewal of the Christian religion. By advancing tenthcentury ecclesiastical and political objectives, Wulfstan utilizes the powerful association
of age-old prophetic testimony to defend his argument about monastic reorganization at
the center of ecclesiastical life in Winchester.

B. Benedictine Reform and the Spirit of Prophecy
Predictions having to do with visions were part of the Benedictine Reformers’
objective for advancing renewal in Winchester. At this time Archbishop Dunstan urged
the people of England to be “moved by the spirit of prophecy.”35 Dreams were no longer
needed to bring unbelievers to Christianity in the tenth century because the religion was
firmly established throughout England. However, during the tenth century, the Reformers
portrayed the Church’s authority in a new position in society, one that required renewing
35
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earlier values and effecting new regulations. As such, dreams were put to new uses, even
as the action of interpreting dreams was inherited over time. Writers depicted Reform as
commencing upon the interpretation of a dream, in which the vision is used as a learning
or correcting device. The skill necessary to interpret a dream was a useful one because
religious change required social stability.
Learned and aristocratic audiences during the tenth century in Winchester were
also reading the dream interpretation handbook Somniale Danielis.36 Somniale Danielis
was based on astronomical observation and includes an alphabetical listing of objects
appearing in dreams that aid in determining the future.37 Helmut Gneuss refers to this
guide as “a compendium of the Benedictine Reform Movement,” “laden with
meaning.”38 One passage advises readers to “Seek you wisdom still,” the expression
repeated as a sibyl moves to the culmination of her visions. In Greek and Roman legends,
Sybil was a prophetess who practiced at different holy sites in the ancient world. In the
Graeco-Roman version, she recounts the history of the world from Creation, all the while
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promoting the regeneration of a new and better world thereafter following her dream.39
The Somniale Danielis directs the reader to consider visions as forewarning, drawing
their attention to the prospect of change.
Similarly, in Wulfstan’s text, visions point to Æthelwold’s future pious life as the
Bishop of Winchester, marking his debut during the Benedictine Reform Movement.
Because much of the information about Æthelwold’s early life is included in Wulfstan’s
vita, Æthelwold likely supplied the details used to construct the text, which implies that,
as intercessor, he had foreseen his own canonization and furnished Wulfstan with the
sacred task of advancing his candidacy.40 Æthelwold’s entitlement to religious authority
is initially established through his birth portent, the story of which Æthelwold likely
crafted for Wulfstan’s use. The dreams’ interpretations proved that Æthelwold was a
vessel of divinity who could be appealed to through prayer as an intermediary of God.
These marvels function within the vita to establish Æthelwold’s sagacity and authority,
and further confirmation of divine favor is provided through the miracles connected to his
cult, a familiar and ancient model used by Anglo-Saxon writers.
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C. Dream Theory in Anglo-Saxon England
Dreams and visions in hagiographical works were read during the Anglo-Saxon
period,41 but the value placed on understanding dreams stretches back to antiquity.42
Anglo-Saxon writers used similar tropes and accessed stylistic choices from patristic and
ecclesiastical texts as a means of following the convention of a visionary’s importance,
especially the patterns of sanctity derived from visions.43 Prognostics were useful
measures at this time, indications that visions in dreams were valued sources of
knowledge.
Within the monastic environment the control of lay dreams appears to be a
clerical prerogative during the Anglo-Saxon period, with the ability to envision the value
of a dream representing a character’s sacred prowess. In pregnancy dreams, visionary
imagery is a critical factor in the prediction of a child’s future life, which is often
associated with pious lives. Anglo-Saxon writers inherited the tradition of ecclesiastical
texts promoting pregnant women as having prophetic dreams within religious
environments, suggesting the message of priestly consultation as an ideal: religious
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dreams of laywomen required authoritative interpretation.44 Those associated with
religious centers who took care of the souls of noble birth possessed the qualities
necessary to understand dreams. These interpreters held intermediary positions valuable
to the community.
In the Vita Columbani (639/642), Jonas of Bobbio explains why the saint’s
mother could not interpret her own dream. Prior to Columban’s birth, his mother had
visions of bearing a child. After the mother dreams of the sun rising from inside her,
illuminating the entire world, she consulted her monastic neighbors in the morning so she
could learn the dream’s meaning, after which they were able to relate that the boy would
become a “remarkable genius.”45 Gregory’s Dialogues include a parable about darkness,
involving a pregnant woman requiring knowledge about her unborn child.46 Gregory
discusses how the early morning prophecy uses the metaphor of night and day as one of
access into the pregnant mother’s dreams: “For the Lord ‘visits us at dawn’ and
illuminates our darkness with the light of knowledge of himself.”47 Visionaries and their
dream-interpreters must collaborate for the dream’s full meaning to be revealed at the
correct time.
If the nighttime represents the lack of knowledge, then the morning illustrates the
dreamer’s access to the knowledge necessary for its interpretation. Churchmen believed
pregnant women were in need of wise guidance in advance of giving birth. In the Vita St.
Willibrordi, Alcuin Bishop of Tours (d.804) narrates Willibrord’s mother’s vision, the
44
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interpretation of which is provided by a pious priest.48 The mother dreams of the new
moon growing full and plunging down into her gullet, which is explained as the
conception (the growing moon) of her son who would eventually shine (like the celestial
body)49 growing inside her.50 Upon waking she seeks Alcuin to allay her concerns. The
mother fails to understand the real significance of her symbolic dream without the aid of
counsel. These examples attest to reports of pregnant mothers’ dreams leading to the
perpetuation of monastic visions because they signify the expectation of productive
religious fruitfulness. The merit of a woman’s dream is often connected with a religious
community’s legitimacy; so, too, is the prefiguring of a saint’s birth integral to the
promotion of piety.
In the Church, piety was associated with wisdom, and divine knowledge was a
source of wisdom that could be accessed through dreams. People believed a dream’s
value lay in making predictions that were morally instructive and enlightening, with
prophetic skills conveying a character’s qualities and potential. During this period, the
Church had particular ideas about how dreams should be interpreted and by whom: those
with clerical authority provided the faithful with an understanding of the meaning behind
signs, and thus show “forth the Church to those who are outside as a sign lifted up among
the nations” (Is. 11:12).
Some Anglo-Saxon writers viewed dreams as conveying potentially dangerous
messages and expressed anxiety about diabolic illusion, and the association between
48
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untruthful dreams and lax morals circulates between various texts. But others did not aim
to distinguish between types of dreams, avoiding the differentiation between beneficent
dreams and those holding negative worth. Those writers who wanted dreams to be
immediately accepted by their reader directed their audience toward the reception of the
vision because the dream is self-evidently true: holy, factual and acknowledged.
According to Lucian, the divine dream “deserves a very receptive audience.”51 Those
trying to reach a broader audience avoided problematizing dreams by avoiding pointing
to one interpretation and by justifying the dream-stories against critical attitudes that
questioned a dream’s efficacy of revealing truth.52 The dream’s acceptance is presented
as the way of setting the narrative on its correct course to an accurate prediction of the
future.
The appeal of visionary figures and their visions’ abilities to forecast miraculous
events corresponds with Anglo-Saxon writers’ own devices that placed access to dreams
alongside the promotion of the cult of saints. A saint’s miracles are recognized by their
actions, and signs are a measure of these actions. Anglo-Saxon hagiographers tended to
represent the state of the soul through visionary experiences that were often described in
terms of internally expressed sensory effects.53 Visions formed from dreams are informed
by iconography, transferring visual clues to dreamers that portend future events.
Augustine of Hippo (13 November 354–28 August 430) and Gregory the Great (c.540–12
March 604) analyzed how dreams were interpreted through their images, which allows
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man to obtain a vision of the divine.54 According to Augustine, visions can be interpreted
on three levels: the surface, the figural and the intellectual. For the latter, it is the spirit,
not the mind that shows the soul.55 Augustine explains that man possesses corporeal
sight, which turns mental images into visual imagination. Intellectual sight interprets
these images, which is equated with wisdom.56 Prophecy is the spiritual vision of the
images of things and the intellectual comprehension of their meaning. The ability to
interpret dreams, which constitutes visionary experience, presents the ideal model of
wisdom.
Gregory the Great, who incorporated Augustine’s work, was key to the AngloSaxon conversion to Christianity and influenced the period’s depiction of dreams.57 In
Moralia in Iob, Gregory specifically connects visionary dreams or night visions (visiones
nocturnae) with contemplation of the divine.58 In the Liber Dialogorum, Gregory is
concerned about the immortality of the soul and the joys of heaven. He recounts how
angels conduct the vision of the soul through a brilliant light away from the earth.59 Sight
is both critical in the depiction of sanctity and a powerful sign of wisdom. Wisdom
becomes linked to knowledge, which became associated with the symbol of the eagle.
This image is taken from the classical myth of Ganymede, who was abducted by Zeus in
the form of an eagle, which becomes an important icon of wisdom because the eagle was
54
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believed to have acute vision. This association lasted until the later Middle Ages. As an
example, Hadewijch, a Dutch thirteenth-century mystic, had a vision in which she
recounted her dialogue with Christ. In response to her desire for connection with the
divine, an eagle appeared telling her: “If you wish to attain oneness make yourself
ready!”60 The eagle is a sign of power, primarily fortitude, and used especially to describe
God: “Like an eagle that stirs up its nest, that flutters over its young, spreading out its
wings, catching them, beating them on its pinions” (Ex 19:14). Eagles can also soar
above hazards, indicating that God and his disciples can overcome great obstacles: “for
the Lord shall renew their strength; they shall mount up with wings like eagles; they shall
run and not be weary; they shall walk and not faint” (Isaiah 40:31). The eagle is
essentially symbolic of sovereignty:
He who dwells in the shelter of the Most High will abide in the shadow of the
Almighty. I will say to the Lord, “my refuge and fortress, my God in whom I
trust. He will cover you with his pinions, and under his wings you will find
refuge; his faithfulness is a shield and buckler.” (Psalm 91:1-4).
The eagle is also symbolic of transformation and, therefore, the perfect metaphor for
change: for it was God “who satisfies you with good so that your youth is renewed like
an eagle’s” (Psalm 103:5). In the Visio Pauli (3rd-century text of the New Testament
Apocrypha) the mother of a future saint envisions a mighty eagle perched atop the cross,
symbolizing rebirth, and Walfrid Strabo’s (b. c.808-849) De quodam somnio ad Erluinu
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illustrates how Jesus performs the same as an impressive eagle.61 In this way, visions of
eagles were an especially appropriate vehicle for Winchester’s objectives since the course
of events leading up to and continuing through the tenth-century Reform Movement
could be anticipated as a divine necessity, prophesying that Æthelwold would become an
asset to its cause and Wulfstan the conveyer of the Bishop’s narrative.

D. Wulfstan’s Authorial Account
Wulfstan wrote in the tradition in which dreams were a channel of communication
between God and man, and in which saints were afforded a privileged position because of
the prognostication contained within their dreams. According to Suzanne Conklin Akbari,
“faith acts as the guarantee that the community of subject and object is really possible.”62
The concept of the authorial intermediary in dreams is taken from the Platonic doctrine of
Calcidius (4th century) who claimed that divine mediators are always positioned between
God and man.63
The author’s reception and transcription of visions were proof of accepted
sanctity. Hagiography and its visionary dream depictions were inherited from an ancient
tradition in which the writer’s observation was inserted overtly into the texts. Writing
about dreams, Macrobius (370-430) considered that as authors, “we are gifted with the
61
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powers of divination.”64 Although the dream emphasizes the process by which the
vision’s meaning is spread, it is left to the writer to determine its context and significance
and therefore place emphasis on the importance of the vision’s transmission.
Wulfstan was determined to draw the reader’s attention to St. Æthelwold, as well
as to his pregnant mother, because by tying his authorial role to foretelling Æthelwold’s
future, he elevated his own prognostic worth by producing a holy object. In his
deployment of sanctity, Wulfstan endorses himself as writer with as much visionary vigor
as Æthelwold’s miracles, claiming a privileged association with the saintly bishop. After
recounting the mother’s dream, Wulfstan interrupts the vision: “After these brief remarks
on the interpretation of the dreams, let us now return to our narrative.”65 This authorial
intrusion reminds his audience that it is the writer who ultimately delivers the message.
The text says a great deal about his ambitions:
What I have noted down seemed then to be mere dreams. But from that time till
today they have never ceased to be fulfilled: everyone ablaze with the love of God
is hurrying to leave the world and lead a monastic life.66
Wulfstan’s writing implies that he considers his part a sanctioned divine opportunity
during Winchester’s monastic renewal. His description of the visionary experience not
only raises the caliber of the dreams but also emphasizes his own contribution to
reformed religious life, asserting that the reliable interpretation of the dream was
available to the audience providing it was done with his own clerical interpretation.
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Wulfstan thereby acknowledges his role in conveying the importance of wisdom as
central to the text:
For those who desire to hear of his birth, career, and death, I have thought it
worthwhile to compose a narrative. Determined that the memory of so great a
father should not be consigned to complete oblivion, I have in these pages
touched summarily on things that I saw with my own eyes or learned from older
men whose account I could trust. My firm hope is that, thanks to Æthelwold’s
holy intercessory prayers, my book will be of use to its writer and to those who
read it or hear it read.”67
By portraying himself as an ideal bishop’s biographer, Wulfstan claims wisdom along
with Æthelthryth, as well as the leadership and spiritual authority exemplified by the
models he used to depict her.
Saints’ Lives and their authors’ declarations of self-importance were an especially
convincing influence for Wulfstan. Ancient sages are represented as good thinkers
because of their association with this practice of relating visions, and they were respected
within their elite communities for their education and diplomacy, as well as for their
ability to interpret dreams. Paulinus of Nola’s (c.354–June 22, 431) friend, Sulpicius
Severus (c.363–c.425), known for his biography of St. Martin of Tours, used “prudentes”
to refer to the quality needed to live a Christian life.68 As a model for Sulpicius, Paulinus
took “prudentes” from the Old Testament’s account of Lamech, who discerns a future
mystery,69 to emphasize the close relationship between a writer and his subject.70
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Prophecy reinforces the proper behavior for prediction, incorporated as a form of
ecclesiastical literature that also required authorial account. As examples, two AngloSaxon tales employ aspects of prophesy. In the Dream of the Rood, the Cross recounts
the story of a heroic Christ, urging the dreamer to declare this vision to the people. The
prophetic message is delivered from the Cross to the audience. Beowulf’s anonymous
author forecasts the future in the prediction of the fall of the Geats. According to Robert
Burlin, the story portrays a “deep-rooted connection between story-telling and wise
counsel.”71 Bede’s purpose also might be called prophetic since he, asserts C. Warren
Hollister, “narrate[s] the miraculous rise of Christianity in Britain and its crucial role in
imposing coherence and purpose on the chaos of human events.”72 Wulfstan’s reputation
was also burnished because he was the conduit of the story, revealing it to his public in
his capacity as author. The description of the mother’s dreams was effective in advancing
Wulfstan’s sense of legitimacy, which is akin to the portrayal of Gregory by Aldhelm
who, as the author, was the communicator of divinely revealed wisdom. Aldhelm
elevated himself as a pupil, emphasizing his own role in directing the reader’s attention to
Gregory’s good works. In his prose De Virginitate Aldhelm wrote: “Whence Gregory, the
watchful shepherd and our teacher—‘our’, I say [because it was he] who took away from
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our forbearers the error of abominable paganism and granted the rule of regenerative
grace.”73 Wulfstan accomplished as much in his role as Æthelwold’s biographer.

E. Wulfstan’s Use of Tracing the Terms Sagaci and Prudentissima
Like the terms used to describe Æthelwold and those writers whom Wulfstan
models himself after, Wulfstan uses images of positive action to describe Æthelthryth,
ones possessing a particular and consistent moral association. The practical nuances
associated with “sagaci” are joined with the intellectual concept of wisdom connected
with “prudentissima.” These assets imbue Æthelthryth’s character with the ability to
perceive and speak with truth; the terms function together in the text, not only due to their
proximity to one another, but also because when united they form a greater impression of
those qualities related to wisdom. The sage is associated with the terms “sagaci” and
“prudentissima,” which are Æthelthryth’s figurae. Her role as a sage is joined with the
scribe,74 providing authorship, counseling, teaching and healing.75 The prudent sage
image went back thousands of years, with “sagax” meaning “prophetic” or
“perceptive,”76 whose senses are acute.77 The other term, “prudens,” means “knowing,”
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“skillful,” “experienced,” versed and practiced;78 also, “discreet,” “sensible,”
“intelligent,” “clever,” and “judicious.”79 These abilities we associate with law: “juris
prudens.”80 “Prudens” is the wisest.81 Cicero (3 January 106–7 December 43 BCE)
describes the sage at length:
what we mean by an acute mind, they have been given by nature and vigor and
dispatch much time deriving and, so to speak, wise, these things, and see the
causes of things and the consequences of and transfer images and contrasted with
present and future join together all…82
The qualities attached to the sage, according to Cicero, are “far-sighted,” “shrewd,”
“versatile,” and “sharp” with “memory, full of reason and of the council”;83 one who
“wisely investigates.”84
Wulfstan applied the archetypal concept of the wise woman to Æthelthryth. In the
Bible, we find “Woman Wisdom” (Prov. 1-9) and “Woman of Worth” (Prov. 31.10-31).
The sage is a female poet and scholar.85 In the Book of Proverbs, women are portrayed in
this light: seeking active roles as visionary guides, revealing themselves as prophets by
“opening her mouth with wisdom” (Prov. 31.26). Solomon reports: “I therefore
determined to take her [wisdom] to share my life, knowing she would be my counselor in
78
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prosperity, my comfort in care and sorrow” (Prov. 8.9). Æthelthryth’s role in providing
counsel was drawn from these ideal depictions of women and from the figure of wisdom
herself, as well as those female leaders who are depicted establishing and ruling English
monasteries, responsible for communities dedicated to religious life. Æthelthryth’s
connection with Æthelwold’s pregnant mother and her dreams attests to the dedication of
Anglo-Saxon writers to the role of the female prophet in the delivery and acceptance of
the visionary message, along with the inherited and interrelated significance of its use.

F. Wulfstan’s Sources for Æthelthryth’s Visionary Qualities
In addition to Old Testament tropes, stories from the New Testament, especially
Mary’s role in Jesus’s birth, form important models for Æthelthryth’s sagacious qualities,
qualities that we associate with the ancient ability of women to offer good advice. This
imagery grows more detailed in the case of Anglo-Saxon female visionaries, whose
descriptions were adopted from Mary’s portrayal. The cult of the Virgin was enjoyed
during the early Christian and medieval periods, with the representation of the earliest
female saints drawn from Mary and the miracles associated with her pregnancy.
Apocryphal gospels of Mary relate to her birth, childhood, Annunciation, death and
Assumption. The attention to Mary indicates the degree to which her body is understood
to be perfectly pure. Apocrypha were popular throughout the Middle Ages, read in Old
English translations of Latin texts, dating at least from the time of Bede.86 Margaret
Barker and Barbara Newman assert that wisdom literature during the Middle Ages is
taken from the story of Mary, and Laura Saetveit Miles asserts that Mary at the
86
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Annunciation provides a connection with wisdom.87 The interaction with the divine had
immense consequences, as Christ was the result of Mary’s mystical pregnancy. Mary was
deeply embedded in Western culture, and representations of medieval women connected
with prophecy and pregnancy became associated with this image. The Annunciation
(Luke 3:1, 26-38) describes Mary holding a book at the moment of the news of Christ’s
conception: “Behold, a virgin shall conceive and bear a son” (Isaiah 7:14). As Mary reads
the word of God, Christ comes alive in her womb. Mary is ideally positioned to act as a
representative of wisdom.
Ecclesiastical writers during the Anglo-Saxon period inherited Mary as a subject
for and model of visionary power, which dominated medieval devotion. This tradition
was important to the Anglo-Saxons’ ideal of a Mary-centric Christian approach to female
monastic representation. After all, Mary was said to divide her day in the style of
monastic hours (6.2).88 Byzantine sermons from the eighth to the tenth centuries
described her as possessing the wisdom of Athena. With the concomitant growth of
Mary’s cult, the idea developed that because she was the mother of Christ, she was both
spiritually and intellectually gifted. Her wisdom is seen through holy texts that constitute
part of her unparalleled suitability for bearing the Son of God, reflecting the emerging
monastic habits that placed the Psalms at the center of both solitary devotion and
communal liturgy. An early intimation of Mary’s reading is found in the Gospel of
Pseudo-Matthew, which served as a further veneration of Mary and was received in the
87
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West.89 Pseudo-Matthew claims: “No one could be found who was better instructed than
she (Mary) in wisdom and in the law of God, who was more skilled in singing the songs
of David (Psalms).”90 Wisdom was associated with Mary because she was the
embodiment of knowledge. Among all the virgins of the temple where she was presented
in her youth, there was no one more learned in the wisdom of the law of God than the
young Mary.91 This knowledge is applicable to the medieval period when female sanctity
was an important aspect of religious representation.
In the English tenth-century Vercelli Book, the author likens the Cross to Mary as
a tangible living being chosen by God for the unfolding of His plan. As a further example
of the importance of Mary at the time and place Wulfstan was writing his Vita St.
Æthelwoldi, Æthelwold’s Benedictional, one of the earliest insular artistic depictions of
the Annunciation, demonstrated the bishop’s personal dedication to this female saint. The
Benedictional is considered a central source of the image of the Virgin connected to the
Winchester school of illumination. For the blessing of the first Sunday in Advent, the
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manuscript features Mary sitting with a spindle in her hand.92 Anglo-Saxon readers could
follow the model of Mary in an active contemplation that engenders the divine.
Anglo-Saxon writers depicted visionary religious women as associated with
religious houses where gifts of prophecy provided evidence of spiritual authority. The
earliest Anglo-Saxon nun portrayed as having visions is Eorcengota, granddaughter of
King Eadbald of Kent (d.640, r.616-640). Bede describes Eorcengota as a nun under the
Abbess Fara at a monastery in the Frankish region of Brie. Eorcengota is a “virgin to
God, and many wonders and miraculous signs were associated with this place.”93
Eorcengota is capable of intelligently relating visions from dreams: “She explains that the
revelation she had received was in this form.”94 Eorcengota’s aunt, St. Æthelburh (c.606647), the daughter of King Æthelberht of Kent (c.550-24 February 616; r.589-616), first
English king to convert to Christianity, established one of the earliest Benedictine
nunneries in England at Lyminge, reflecting the Christian conquest of England and the
role of monasteries in shaping English identity. Bede also emphasized the miracles and
visions of Barking Abbey nuns (f. c.692), offering examples of women who promoted the
worth of their own religious communities through visionary accomplishment. Bede says
that Æthelburh’s lost Life is a source of his chapters on Barking Abbey.95 On Æthelburh’s
deathbed, another nun, Torctgyd, experienced a marvelous vision of Æthelburh, which
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recounted the miracles during Barking’s foundation.96 Spiritual guidance was also
important for Bede, so much so that an abbess could guide both spiritual and lay
communities. Bede refers to St. Hildilith (d. c.725), an early abbess of Barking, her long
rule, and her association with the miraculous cure of a blind man:97 “So great was her
prudence that not only ordinary people, but also kings and princes, sometimes sought out
and received her recommendation when in difficulties.”98 St. Hildilith’s first pupil at
Barking was Earconwald’s sister, Æthelburg, the first Abbess of Barking.99 As another
example, Aldhelm’s Prosa de Virginitate is dedicated to Hild (c.614-d. c.717), the
founding Abbess of Whitby Abbey, who was recognized for her sagacity. Hild was
known as the local wise-woman who offers practical advice. Aldhelm recognizes her
because of her role as a visionary at the great female monastic house.100 So great was
Bede and Aldhelm’s influence that Barking and Whitby continued to serve as a models
for Anglo-Saxon female religious life into the later Middle Ages.
Leoba also served as a model for female religious women pursuing a monastic
vocation, with her vita signaling the importance of astute consultation during
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pregnancy.101 In Rudolph of Fulda’s (c.837) biography, the miracles describing Leoba
and her mother relate to certain prophecies about Leoba’s future life. One prophecy
reveals Leoba’s mother receiving a dream vision that is explained by an important
member of her community. Rudolph describes Leoba’s mother as infertile, but she later
dreams of her future daughter, Leoba, who gathers a purple cord coming out of her
mouth. The purple cord signifies wisdom and good speech springing from the heart, and
the ball of yarn in her hand indicates that Leoba would also implement this wisdom in her
good works.102 Leoba’s mother decides to ask a nun to decipher her dream. This aged
religious nurse, an acknowledged prophetess who also exercises her gifts as a seer on a
frequent basis, is summoned.103 The dream indicates that Leoba’s mother will bear a
virtuous daughter due to the prediction about the purple cord: “Thus the interpretation of
the dream which she had previously received was fulfilled.”104 The nurse is called
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prophetic because she helps Leoba’s mother understand her visions. 105 “And because the
nurse foretold she should have such happiness,”106 the dream that the “nutrix” interprets
guarantees Leoba’s standing in the Church. The depiction of Leoba’s wisdom can be
traced to Mary’s Annunciation scene. In this scene, Mary spins purple thread assigned to
her by one of the priests as part of the veil for the temple.107 Several later medieval
women visionaries, most prominently among them Elizabeth of Töss, Bridget of Sweden,
and Julian of Norwich, focus on Mary’s role in the Incarnation as a way of validating the
prophetic vocation.108 The Virgin Mary’s body and book offer these religious women a
discourse on knowledge that sanctions their own female authorship, an indication that
Mary served as a model for religious women throughout the Middle Ages.

G. Female Visionaries in the Later Middle Ages
During the twelfth through fourteenth centuries, texts attested to the abilities of
prophetic women like Æthelthryth who were depicted as having direct involvement in the
religious sphere. The importance of visions in the life of Æthelthryth’s character, given
her relationship with the pregnant mother, prefigures later medieval religious writers’
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fascination with bodily processes. In the High Middle Ages there was a shift toward
Christ’s Humanity, associated with His suffering human body. At this time, medieval
thought associated spirit and femininity with the physical, and women could feel a
connection with Jesus in his Passion, for according to Elizabeth Spearing, “they could
hope to have special access to the sacredness associated with the body.”109 This was the
first time in the history of Christianity that women were thought able to influence and
stage piety:110 “bodiliness provides access to the sacred.”111 Carolyn Walker Bynum
points out that this period saw the person as a “psychosomatic unity,” as body and soul
forged together in union with God.112 Female visionaries emphasized a “mystical” union
with God, which is portrayed as a direct communication produced by human effort,
between the believer and God. Holy women were therefore customarily portrayed as
conduits of knowledge, described as making calls to action because of their roles in
visionary experiences.
Miracles, including visionary reports, were given special attention during this
time and became associated with female spirituality. The twelfth-century anchorite
Christina of Markyte’s inner life was comprised of visions of Mary. Following
Christina’s description of the Queen of heaven, the Virgin Mary responds to her rapt
attention by declaring, “Ask Christina what she wants, because I [Mary] will give her
109
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whatever she asks.” Birgitta of Sweden (b. 1303) also used Mary as a model for her life.
Birgitta was a mystic who is described as filled with the wisdom of God. She has the gift
of prophecy and the knowledge about things that are otherwise secret. In her Liber
Celestis Revelationes, she recounts: “I received such great wisdom through him [Jesus
Christ] that I not only could understand that learning of scholars, I could even discover
whether other hearts were true.”113 Birgitta’s visions are ones in which God states that her
role was as a “bride and channel” of Christ. She experiences a “mystical pregnancy,”
which the Virgin must help her understand as part of her prophetic visions. Mary acts as
Birgitta’s instructor, intercessor and guide, and the Virgin’s reception of the Incarnation
functions as the model for Birgitta’s own reception of the visionary gift. In Birgitta’s first
“revelation,” Mary discusses the moment when Gabriel visited her (Book I, ch. 10).
Much like Mary, Birgitta has unique access to divine truth, which is acquired by divine
vision. Another extraordinary woman, Christine de Pizan (1364-c.1430), saw women’s
natural wisdom and moral qualities as ones to be recognized, providing women with
education to make such virtues flourish into knowledge. Christine’s Book of the City of
Ladies creates an allegorical picture in which Reason, Justice and Rectitude are
conceptualized as sagacious women.114

H. Later Medieval Nunnaminster Visionaries
Further evidence of Æthelthryth as a model for the female visionary intermediary
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can be found in a manuscript associated with Æthelthryth’s monastery, Nunnaminster.
The 1422 vivid devotional prose work “Revelations of Purgatory”115 was written during a
later Benedictine Reform Movement. In the text, an anonymous female monastic author
at the female Winchester house is described with the figural quality of “sapientia.” As a
response to her sister Margaret’s torments, the nun offers deliverance in the form of
prayer. Our writer begins her text with an appeal to her readers to understand Margaret’s
progress through the pains of purgatory because of Margaret’s harrowing dream
experience.116
This female author and intermediary relates how her sister’s prayers were
dedicated to Mary, invoking the Virgin mother as her protector and requesting that
prayers be dedicated to Her [Mary] for support: “Dear Lady, help me.”117 Mary is the
best guide of all the saints.118 Her sister asks Margaret, “Why she had cried more on Our
Lady than on God Almighty or on any other saint?” To which Margaret replies: “Indeed,
because she [Mary] is the head of all other saints, except God alone, and because Mary is
the well of mercy.”119 The text’s objective is to make the visionary known to her sisters
by pointing to another nun as an example of larger Church’s aim to reform monastic life.
This member of the intellectual Winchester community, sanctioned by the
visionary experience, begins: “all who read this narrative, listen hear… how she
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recounted her suffering to her confessor.” (2-5) She describes all that has happened in her
“religious house” (45), not only all that has happened to her sister, but that she has the
essential tools to provide the intercession necessary to help her community become
redeemed (saved). This female holy speaker alerts her own monastic house by relating
the vision to her confessor, that “she do write” (8), indicating that these women religious
considered their dreams to contain important messages and the important role of the
spiritual confessor at Nunnaminster.
Nothing in The Revelations of Purgatory suggests that this later medieval woman
thought herself intellectually inferior to the larger monastic community. On the contrary,
she confidently distinguishes herself as legitimate in her role as a writer in addition to
providing knowledgeable spiritual relief for her fellow monastic community. This
intermediary nun is therefore able to relate Margaret’s dream vividly and clearly while
interceding on her behalf with understanding and concern, thereby impressing upon
Church officials that she could inform her targeted mixed community which claims her as
a visionary.
While there is no textual evidence that this nun was thinking of Æthelthryth in
particular, the same pattern of the vision’s importance occurs in both cases. Æthelthryth
stands as a model upon which this later depiction rests. Æthelthryth distinguishes herself
as a reformer by renewing her own dedication to the power of visionary thinking, and
later female visionaries and intermediaries at the same monastic house serve in a position
of influence. Æthelthryth’s particular sanctity corresponded to illustrious presentations of
prominent characters in later saints’ Lives as well as at least one important visionary text
from the nunnery she is depicted as ruling over.
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I. Conclusion
Wulfstan distinguishes Æthelthryth as qualified to witness Æthelwold’s mother’s
dreams, with her figural quality as a wise woman illustrating her propensity for wisdom.
After serving as “nutrix,” Æthelthryth displays another symbolic quality of comfort and
guidance as “sagaci prudentissima.” This time, she is the prophetic interpreter of the
dream’s imagery. Her character effectively advances religious women’s contribution to
accepted ideals of female sanctity, her portrayal in line with other saintly women who
possess similar gifts from God. It was one thing to witness visions that bolstered the
reputation of an established male saint; it was quite another for an intercessory female
figure other than a saint to assume divine knowledge on matters of ecclesiastical
importance because it would be cause for male sainthood.
“Nutrix” and “sagaci prudentissima” are united together in Æthelthryth’s
depiction. The terms themselves are deliberately connected; their textual proximity offers
a particular understanding of Æthelthryth’s character. Her representation as “nutrix” and
“sagaci prudentissima” closely associate together in the role of protector and intercessor
of her community. These unified terms also signal an inherited tradition of combining the
qualities of nurse and wise woman, with the joining of these two images implying a
further concordance between the body and spirit. Æthelthryth serves a female population,
providing comprehensive comfort and insight. Gregory describes an “old nurse,” which
serves as a possible model for Æthelthryth in this role. It is the “old nurse” who notices a
miracle that everyone else had missed. Because the “nurse” had previously seen nuns rise
from their tombs and leave the church in a dream, the nurse is able to make the offering
to the souls of two deceased nuns in order to free them from the “sentence of
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excommunication.”120 The community benefits from the nurse’s wisdom; she affords
impetus for kinship, with her combined figural qualities depicted as providing needed
leadership. As with the above case, Leoba’s Life too provides a valuable source about
monastic life, thought and ideals. Leoba, a religious leader, took the advice of her nurse,
who related the meaning of Leoba’s mother’s pregnancy dream. The predictions and
prophecies associated with Leoba established her as a model for religious conversion
since she was part of the early English missionary effort in Germany; she is herself
portrayed as a symbol of authority and as intercessor in monastic leadership, with her
most courageous act consisting of her belief that a mystery was hidden in her dreams. For
Leoba and Æthelwold’s Lives to be miraculous, a spirit of prophecy had to be located
within a female monastic environment. This particular kind of agency infuses religious
women with authority. The fact that the vision portends great things for Leoba is not
surprising. The meaning of the thread and of the ball which Leoba made by rolling it
round and round provides a specific statement of the type of leadership Leoba will
display, one that is inherited from Mary’s spinning at the temple.
Mary, Leoba and Æthelthryth’s depictions as wise women, or sapientia, are
derived from ancient Wisdom (Sofia) directly connected with female spiritual ideals.
Æthelthryth as a healing visionary provides a model for female monastic leadership
because she is seen as able to guide her community. In her monastic context the learning
associated with visionary performance is seen as restoring a distinctive and specialized
aptitude. Wulfstan promoted Æthelthryth as an authority on visions, which expressed the
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duties of ecclesiastical leadership, one that granted sharp-minded power. She is Wisdom
again.
The Life of St. Æthelwold was also constituted through the act of wisdom, with
Æthelthryth portrayed as a wise woman, witness to the cause for its creation. As a
visionary intermediary, Æthelthryth’s abilities propel her character toward greater
significance in the text not only because she is key to a dream’s judiciousness, but
because she contributes to asserting St. Æthelwold’s and Wulfstan’s importance. The
added quality of wisdom places Æthelthryth as central to Æthelwold’s mother’s visions,
visions discernible due to this religious woman’s sight. Æthelthryth’s insight also
prefigures the bishop’s sanctity and qualifies the author’s motive for writing St.
Æthelwold’s Life, providing the basis from which St. Æthelwold’s and Wulfstan’s own
valuable role arise. These three textual participants convey the perception of dependable
forms of religious behavior, which would have been appreciated by an audience qualified
to understand venerable visionary symbols as well as the method and purpose of
hagiography. According to the reading of Æthelthryth’s wise character, St. Æthelwold
was endowed with divine visions, provided that Æthelthryth was the conduit between the
lay and the religious community’s ability to forecast them. Although Wulfstan asserts the
Bishop’s centrality in the Vita St. Æthelwoldi, Æthelthryth is depicted as also having a
special link with God. She is a necessary intermediary to the dreams’ prophecies and to
Wulfstan’s own greatness as author. Since Æthelthryth channels the role of the pregnant
mother to understand the dream’s value, she also acquires a mystical connection with the
bishop, a spiritual parental bond with Æthelwold, like that of a mother.
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CHAPTER VI
MATREM
The mother is one who cannot fail to love her child (Song of Songs)1
A. Introduction
In Wulfstan’s Vita St. Æthelwoldi, Bishop Æthelwold “established flocks of
nuns,” placing Æthelthryth in a guiding position over them. Æthelthryth is also portrayed
as “matrem” (English mother).2 She is protector of her religious community, as well as of
Æthelwold’s mother, in a role associated with the Benedictine Reform movement’s
definition of motherhood. This “motherhood” represents the Virgin Mary’s purity within
the Catholic Church. While “motherhood” is a symbolic reference to the quality
necessary to parent a community, “abbess” (Latin abbatissa) includes the authority to
rule. Wulfstan does not use the title “abbatissa” to describe Æthelthryth, and that refusal
is deliberate, an indication of the Reformers’ mission to promote monastic reorganization
and to redefine ruling positions at Nunnaminster.
Scholars who study early English nuns understand that Anglo-Saxon writers
reserved “matrem” or, more commonly “mater” for the female leader of a spiritual family
because she was a female nurturer. She held a filial affection that associated her with the
mother of her nuns: “mater” means “a mother.”3 “Mater,” however, does not include the
supremacy to command associated with “abbess” because it possesses few of the qualities
of the Benedictine male superior “abbot” (Latin abbas). Religious male leaders are
1
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described in a position of authority based on their office; women described as “mater”
have an analogous ability but are never equal. Female religious rulers had never been
thought equivalent to male rulers since the earliest religious regulation, The Benedictine
Rule, was written to facilitate masculine religious leadership. The Rule states that “an
abbot [who]…is worthy to rule a monastery should always remember what he is called
and realize in his actions the name of a superior…therefore, when anyone has received
the name of abbot, he ought to rule.”4 The abbot commands authority; the mother is
lovingly kind. The role of mother is but one facet of the leader, drawing upon the loving
Benedictine male abbot from Chapter 64 of the Rule, who is described as the parent who
bears the heavy burden of caring for children. In both the spiritual and material sense, the
abbess merits the description “mother” because the abbess’s responsibilities include a
parental role. The Rule of Donatus uses “matrem,” not “abbatissa,” to describe the
affection that the religious community held for a parent, indicating how the term was
meant to convey motherhood. Donatus replaced the Benedictine obligation to obey the
community with the pronouncement to love the mother because the term avoids the
association with the male authority linked to abbot. However, the Rule of the Abbess,
written for the sole purpose of female religious rule, does not include “mater” because it
is inherent in the abbess’s title, and this title is applied in conjunction with ability to
command.5 When she is described as “mater,” she is the mother who protects; when she
is “abbess,” the life of the community depends on her judgment.6 The reason for the
distinction between “abbess” and “mater” is central to understanding Æthelthryth’s
4
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particular depiction as leading the female religious community, Nunnaminster, in
Wulfstan’s text.
It is in the role of mother that the use of maternal language associated with female
religious life becomes acute. This is because writers promoted the Church’s organization
as central to religious life. In this structure “the celebration of the lower principle upholds
the high principle,” which is, according to Dinah Wouters, a commemoration of the
hierarchy itself.7 During the early Anglo-Saxon period, the “office of the abbess” (Latin
officium abbatissae) was respectful of the role of spiritual maternity as inherent in the
leadership position she held.8 Claire A. Lees and Gillian R. Overing focus on Abbess
Hild of Whitby to illustrate spiritual motherhood,9 for they see Bede’s use of “mother” to
convey both affection and reverence. There is good reason for them to think so. Hild,
according to Bede, is “mother” not only to her own community but also to the larger
public: “She is called ‘Mother’ by all who knew her.”10 Citing her devotion and concern,
nuns call the abbess “My most dear mother” and “A careful mother.”11 Hild is also called
abbess because early Anglo-Saxon writers promoted Christian ideals that would induce
the early conversion of the English people to adopt an ordered community, one in which
controlled religion subordinated monastic leaders within a chain of command. When the
tenth-century Reformers selected the Benedictine Rule for renewing monastic life, they
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were signaling a secondary role, as well as male definitions of religious authority; when
Wulfstan used “matrem” he was also pointing to the reduction of female religious
agency.
The image of the powerful Church as maternal figure was not new to the early
medieval period. It is found in the Latin West, in the writings of the apostle Paul as well
as in Tertullian, Cyprian, Ambrose, Jerome and Augustine. Augustine frequently
described the Church as mother.12 Within this context, the role of the mother became
linked with monastic women who devote themselves to their religious communities,
represented by the monastic familia.13 According to Carolyn Bynum, the role of
motherhood is a means to convey monastic organization and was used as a model for
religious women in the cloister.14 Laura Saetveit Miles, John C. Parsons and Bonnie
Wheeler explain that the mother of a religious community was linked to the responsibility
for kinship amongst her nuns, representing the cohesion of the religious family by
promoting the idea of the monastic offspring.15 Monastic life was promoted as a better
and closer household than the outside world could provide, and adopting novices, as
Luke Demaitre points out, was essential to the continuation of the monastic family
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order.16 Maintaining the delicate balance between kinship loyalties and the unity of
monastic family was crucial, particularly during times of secular political turmoil and
regime change. Through the conscious construction of a new monastic parentage, the
monastery reinforced the renewal of the spiritual family. Delineating the parent/child
relationship of the monastic family was also essential to minimizing conflicts arising
from loyalties to consanguineous kin.17 The preoccupation with molding the strength and
unity of the spiritual family mattered not only to the harmony of the new monastic
community, but was also of critical significance to the monastery’s economic prosperity,
especially during periods of religious reform when control of monastic property was of
particular concern.
Wulfstan’s focus on promoting Æthelthryth as a mother was beneficial for the
Reformers’ goals. Æthelthryth’s depiction in the early chapter of the Vita St. Æthelwoldi
(ch. 2) does not mention Æthelthryth’s specific leadership over Nunnaminster, while her
later description (ch. 22) does. Since over 60 years ensue between the two chapters,
Æthelthryth appears to be endorsed by Wulfstan in the final section of the text during the
time when reform measures, namely the renewal of Benedictine precepts, were being
promoted as already underway. Subsequent versions of Wulfstan’s text reflect this
hypothesis: Æthelthryth’s description as ruling over a “flock of nuns” was changed to
“monastery,” the term suggesting textual adherence to regulation, in another manuscript
of the same title copied after the tenth century, referring to the presumed success of the
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earlier Reform’s measures.18 Once Reform had apparently taken hold, the view that
“monastery” was equated with religious renewal prompted a change in language.
Why did some contemporaneous documents include the term abbess but the Vita
St. Æthelwoldi did not? Wulfstan describes Æthelthryth’s succession as “matrem” rather
than “abbatissa,” and we should ask if he would have expected his readers to note this
exchange of terms. One of the contemporaneous documents to include “abbess” is RC,
which mentions “abbess” in a context that evokes royal agreement:
[King Edgar] drove out the negligent clerics with their abominations, placing in
their stead for the service of God, throughout the length and breadth of his
dominions, not only monks but also nuns, under abbots and abbesses; and these,
out of gratitude to God, he enriched with all good things.19
Another example, Æthelwold’s adaption of the Rule, replaces the masculine grammatical
forms with feminine ones, asserting that the abbess performs functions similar to that of
an abbot.20 The abbot is described here as possessing those qualities that Wulfstan uses to
describe Æthelthryth: “let the abbot follow the procedure of a prudent physician” (ch.
28), indicating his knowledge of the necessary qualities for a religious leader.
Furthermore, the abbot “undertakes the government of the soul” (ch. 2), which privileges
this monastic ruler over all others within the ecclesiastical space. These earlier texts
empower the abbess, authorizing her essential role in her community. But Wulfstan shuns
this kind of identification to make a point. “The abbot should always remember what he
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is and what he is called” (ch. 2), Wulfstan emphasizes. What then is the identity of the
abbess, if she cannot be called one?
I propose that Wulfstan’s reason for avoiding the term “abbess” to describe
Æthelthryth’s position in the Vita St. Æthelwoldi was strategic: by depriving her of this
title he was able to remove the specific association between Nunnaminster and royal
ruling female religious, particularly women who exercised primary control over their
communities, including those that were double monasteries. Given Wulfstan’s split with
the RC’s earlier description of a female religious leader, both Winchester products, how
do we place a woman’s rank thus described by Wulfstan? Several scholars have weighed
in on the question of Æthelthryth’s status, offering different interpretations of her title. In
light of what Wulfstan says about her, “Æthelthryth’s position is equivalent to a nun,”
according to David Dumville.21 Michael Lapidge determines that Æthelthryth’s function
closely aligns with an abbess at Nunnaminster,22 indicating that she behaves in the text as
if she were one, even without this title. Barbara York agrees that she is an abbess rather
than a nun,23 but this is conjecture, without any textual evidence.
We may conclude that Æthelthryth’s description suggests that her category of
religious woman was depicted as specifically and definitively not an abbess as part of an
agenda of monastic reform to suppress a woman’s affiliation with royalty and control.
Offering an interesting supposition, Sarah Foot claims that, given Æthelthryth’s
21
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description, she could have been a single vowess living next to the male community.24
Although Wulfstan is mute on the connection between Æthelthryth’s residence and
another of a different gender next door, Foot’s explanation harkens back to an early
Anglo-Saxon monastic tradition. The Winchester arrangement mirrors this religious
organization: Old (male), New (male) and Nunna- (female) mynsters’ buildings were in
close proximity to one another. However, no writer, medieval or otherwise, has
referenced this type of monastic organization in Winchester. Why were these male and
female tenth-century religious houses built in juxtaposition with one another but not once
discussed under this coordinated relationship?
One reason may point to how female religious leaders were consistently described
as abbess, pointing to a woman’s right to own monastic property and the matrilineal
nature of their monastery. In the double monastery tradition, royal female family
members led religious communities. The term “double houses” describes the earliest
female monasteries in England where the abbess ruled over adjacent male and female
houses. 25 Female monasteries functioned as religious homes for women, and abbesses
ran their communities as households. In the early Anglo-Saxon period any new female
religious house was a double monastery in which a mother consecrated a royal daughter
into the maternal community.26 This institutional transmission invested daughters with
power, especially power associated with monastic property ownership. Abbesses
maintained control of their land through the maternal line. Examples of these maternal
24
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genealogies are found at the royal religious houses Whitby, Ely, Sheppey and Minster-inThanet during the seventh and eighth centuries. Mary Dockray-Miller assigns these
houses a “biological maternity,” where female family relationships were “a major force
in the community of the minster.” Æbbe and Mildrið had dual leadership over Thanet, “a
joint mother-daughter abbacy.”27 According to charters written during this period, “Æbbe
of Thanet”28 is described in various ways: “Æbbe abbatisse de menstre,” “Eabbe
abbatissae,” with other references such as “Mildrithae religiousae abbatissae” and
“Mildrithae abbatissae de Menstre,” illustrating that the title abbess was an often-used
term when monastic houses were first established in England and associated with this
position of governance.29 During the later Anglo-Saxon period, abbesses were not
allowed to alienate by sale or gift any property of the monastery or to institute anything
contrary to the Rule,30 but the title was associated with this practice nevertheless.
Any reference to abbess would undoubtedly also allude to women and men
religious living in close proximity to one another. Even as early as 964, Nunnaminster’s
proposed refounding by Æthelwold, at about the same time at the reformation of New
Minster,31 suggests anxiety about this behavior. The action taken by Edgar during this
time to secure the privacy of the three minsters shows that they were already in the midst
27
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of urban life: “a civicum tumultu remote.”32 Nunnaminster’s inclusion in this
reconfiguration in order to ensure a strict segregation between the male and female
mynsters also indicates further concern regarding the role of the abbess in Winchester’s
political life. It may have been Edgar’s concern that life in Nunnaminster was not any
stricter post reforms, and he thus wanted to avert the city’s eyes away from observing
unwanted behavior. Since Reformers were clear about eliminating any trace of gender
mixing, removing the title would conform to their objectives.
Starting in the ninth century, female titles associated with power in the Wessex
family were not as well described as they had been, which indicates an ongoing effort to
elide powerful female titles in Winchester. Although maternal practice was the goal of
the queens of Wessex (and Mercia),33 a lack of appropriate rank is apparent in
descriptions penned, for example, in Winchester for Æðelflæd (c.870–12 June 918), King
Alfred’s and Ealhswið’s oldest daughter. Ealhswið herself is never called “queen,” but
“wife of the king,”34 despite being the daughter of a Mercian princess and King Coenwulf
(796–821). Æðelflæd, instrumental in defending Mercia against Viking attack during the
890s, was married (c.886) to Æðelred (d.911), an ealdorman of Mercia.35 After Æðelred’s
death, Æðelflæd continued to rule Mercia with her brother, the future King Edward the
Elder, and was instrumental in the destruction of the Danish armies.36 Æðelred was
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routinely described as leader of the Mercians, or “Edwardus Rex.” Despite their joint
rulership, Æðelflæd was rarely given such credit, sometimes described as “consort”
(Latin conjunx) or “royal sister” (Latin regia soror), or without any title in textual
sources.37 Roughly two hundred years after her death, William of Malmesbury portrayed
Æðelflæd as “a woman with an enlarged soul,”38 an indication of the preference for male
writers of English history to describe highly successful Wessex royal women in
spiritually effective terms. When we look at Nunnaminster’s founder Ealhswið and her
daughter Æðelflæd in the context of ruling titles, it is apparent that Æthelthryth’s lack of
abbess designation was part of an overall and longstanding textual suppression of
illustrating female control starting in Winchester during the late ninth century and
extending through the Benedictine Movement in the center of ecclesiastical reform.
This chapter investigates the role of the Anglo-Saxon religious leader in order to
ascertain how Æthelthryth’s status was employed in tenth-century Winchester. Tracing
the history of the term abbess proves useful in such a study, as does the ways in which
her figural qualities, such as virginity, were emphasized over her authority to rule.
Besides looking at examples of abbess’s descriptions, I investigate what we know about
the abbess’s election, duties, and regulations under which she governed, as well as the
concern over her ability to hold responsibilities essential to monastic leadership. Earlier
Anglo-Saxon portraits of female religious leaders, themselves drawn from images of
Mary, are particularly robust models for understanding the role of abbesses since they
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served as sources in later texts. Overall, the terminology used for women rulers of
religious houses, even those of regal status, provides some insight into the ambiguity of
established categories and the ways in which these designations proved useful to writers
like Wulfstan.
While a former queen was recognized and thus understood as still holding a royal
role, the role of abbess was not so easily explained. Royal abbesses occupied a particular
category, as these women brought with them added rank and responsibility. The
regulations for an abbess’s investiture were similar to a queen’s with the terms for both
successions remarkably alike. But defining power and agency in the late Anglo-Saxon
period was not straightforward. There was a dialectic between the status of royal women
and female monastic leaders, between the queen’s power versus the abbess’s authority
and her link with the role of the virgin mother. Abbesses were, in theory, considered
equal in stature to the queen: they both ruled households and were called mothers of their
communities.
Of particular interest here is the depiction of the abbess role vis-à-vis Wulfstan’s
Æthelthryth, St. Æthelthryth, and Queen Ælfthryth (c.945-1000x1) in three tenth-century
Winchester texts: Wulfstan’s Vita St. Æthelwoldi (c.1000), Bishop Æthelwold’s
Regularis Concordia (c.973) (RC), and the bishop’s Benedictional (c.974).39 These texts
all offer insight into the role of leadership during the tenth century. As we know,
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Æthelthryth was a religious woman at Nunnaminster during this time. St. Æthelthryth
(d.679), an early Anglo-Saxon princess and virtuous female religious figure, was founder
of Ely in 673; Ely was refounded in 970 as a male house and because of Æthelwold’s
interest in St. Æthelthryth’s sanctity. St. Æthelthryth is singled out by name in
Æthelwold’s Benedictional depiction of the Choir of Virgins.40 Ælfthryth, the third wife
of King Edgar (m. 964x5), was the first consecrated Queen of England. She was
Æthelwold’s benefactor, anointed and crowned with her husband in 973 and depicted
ruling over female religious houses.41 How do these women’s roles as leaders compare
with one another? More specifically, I ask whether Æthelthryth’s ruling a “flock of nuns”
equates with the responsibility of Queen Ælfthryth’s “protecting her nuns,” described in
the RC. In addition, how are these distinctions, or lack thereof, in texts written during the
tenth century, associated with the sanctified maternal abbess, St. Æthelthryth, who was
revered again in Winchester at this time? This seventh-century saint/abbess appears
prominently and entwined with other later ruling women, modeled after the Virgin Mary,
when Wulfstan was writing his Vita St. Æthelwoldi.
The examination of female religious rulers that follows is limited by the paucity
of information available about abbesses during the tenth century. Very little evidence
relates to the effects of the Reformers’ mandates on women’s religious lives other than
assigning Ælfthryth the role of overseeing all female religious houses. Beside this
designation, we have no idea how the queen’s new rank contributed to any changes
within female religious communities. The RC was written for both monks and nuns, but it
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is vague on the stipulations for female religious life. There is no mention of the queen’s
impact on Æthelthryth’s role at Nunnaminster in Wulfstan’s text or in the RC. An
indication of the close connection between consecrations for queen and abbess at this
time, the royal ordo, which follows the religious ordo, is prefaced by a new rubric during
the tenth century that pins down its usage at Winchester and was most likely written for
Queen Ælfthryth.42 The Anglo-Saxon version of the royal ordo belonged to the Leofric
Missal, written c.90043 and preserving the West Saxon language of pre-856.44 The West
Saxon royal house used the Leofric Ordo during the first half of the ninth century,45
emulating the regulations of Mercian kings who were following religious prescriptions
for ordination.46
Ælfthryth’s position as overseer complicates Æthelthryth’s rank, as they are both
described ruling the same religious house, one as its leader and presumably the other as
her overseer. Although picturing Ælfthryth as mother superior promotes the image of
secular power associated with the Winchester complex, details about her relationship
with Æthelthryth are left out. If their responsibilities converged in any way during the
42
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Reformers’ mandates we are left to wonder how. The seventh-century St. Æthelthryth is
also an important character in tenth-century ecclesiastical maneuvering since this female
monastic saint was re-employed to bolster the queen’s political objectives. Consequently,
multiple narratives surround these three women all associated with the so-called renewal
of life at Nunnaminster, forming a character convergence and pointing to the dynamic of
female representation at this time. This convergence relates to the consequence of
Æthelthryth’s depiction as religious leader.
Overall, no study has been made of the authority of the female superior of
monastic communities made up of women. We have little documentation for ruling
women, monastic or lay. Generally, we know more about individual monastic houses
than the women who governed them with few overall descriptions of the abbess’s role at
this time.47 There is no documentary evidence of what would have been considered
typical for female superiors at religious institutions. Some specific qualities of an abbess
are explained in the Benedictine Rule, where the stipulation for a nominee for monastic
leader was determined on the basis of personal wisdom and quality of life.48 This
indicates the long-standing importance of such a position even if it omits the abbess’s
specific responsibilities.
Monastic rules varied from house to house, thus leaving such administrative
duties to the communities to decide. A comprehensive description for an abbess and her
responsibilities would be impossible to produce, but an alternative, a canoness, offers
customs for female religious leaders. The evidence indicates that the role of the canoness
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offered a religious woman more control over her life. Leaders of nunneries did not
necessarily conform to strict identification. Throughout the Middle Ages, canonesses
followed less rigorous regimens than those performed under the Benedictine Rule. Since
the role of canoness provided a woman with fewer restrictions and more freedom, this
category of leadership was preferred since it was associated with independence from
regulations. Canonesses adopted forms of religious life less conventional than those
proposed by reforming mandates, continuing the practices with which they were most
familiar and forgoing the need for increased regulations defining their spiritual practices.
Each female founder was able to establish her priorities within the house as long as her
principles were consistent with tenets of monastic life and had a degree of consistency.
Their constitution, as such, was tailored to the specific needs and concerns of its
inhabitants. A canoness and her community could, in theory, adopt any number of
guidelines, indicating her autonomy over her religious house.
Women who ruled royal monasteries are often described more like canonesses
than abbesses as they followed less rigorous regimes. Canonesses are often associated
with nobility and control because of the advantages associated with governance offered
under its rubric. Eric John concludes that female supremacy alone accounted for the socalled lax observance that was reported by male writers of monastic regulations in
religious communities during the Anglo-Saxon period.49 The ability to create a governing
rule of their own choosing was particularly ideal for them,50 with freedom of movement
among these various communities appealing to royal women who valued such relative
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independence. On the Continent, canoness’s houses and their nuns did not live according
to the Benedictine Rule and until the eleventh century it was not in general use.51 The
guideline, Institutio Sanctimonialium, described in Frankish prelate Amalarius of Metz’s
(c.775-c.850) rules, allowed canonesses to maintain secular status and religious
dedication.52 Amalarius, a student of Alcuin at the monastic school in Tours, influenced
the perception of the monastic home in the ninth century;53 he was among the most
widely read authors of the Carolingian era.54 The Institutio Sanctimonialium permitted
religious women to have their own possessions, servants, and houses, which departed
from the Benedictine Rule,55 indicating that the role of canoness may be similar to or a
better choice for the royal abbess because she could maintain her former way of life.
Although the term canoness was used on the Continent, it is not usually applied to
Anglo-Saxon religious houses and, therefore, it is difficult to trace its usage in England.
However, there is evidence that religious women were adopting this role in England
during the tenth century. The heads of tenth-century Wessex nunneries may indeed have
been overseeing non-Benedictine houses. According to Dagmar Schneider, groups of
religious women were living within communities of canonesses in this region of England
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during the late Anglo-Saxon period.56 A vernacular version of “King Edgar’s
Establishment of Monasteries” (966x970),57 directed toward a distinct group of female
houses principally located in Wessex with close ties to the family dynasty,58 uses an
obscure late-Anglo-Saxon term for a female religious leader, derived primarily from the
Carolingian rule for canonesses, to designate a woman who was not strictly a nun living
in a religious household. Female religious rulers in England could have maintained their
status as abbesses without the appellation of religious leader well into the eleventh
century, concurrently with the Benedictine Reform movement, not finding it necessary or
even desirous to adapt the Reformers’ prescriptions for renewed monastic life.

B. Titles/Terminology
We may not be able to definitively distinguish the roles Anglo-Saxon religious
women held at this time based on their titles. The label abbess evokes authority over a
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nunnery;59 other titles, or terminology for religious women, in general, offer a loose
understanding at best. As we know, some religious women were living together in their
homes, and they could have adopted less conventional, not easily defined forms of
religious life. Lisa Bitel describes female religious behavior, especially the leadership
kind, as a profession.60 The nature and extent of personal involvement by individual
women in convents are not usually discussed along with their activities, with the
exception of their sanctity, according to Valerie Spear.61 It is difficult to identify religious
women with strictly monastic distinctions since titles describing congregations of
professed nuns and other groups of women religious are especially unclear. Foot, who
has chronicled how religious women were described in Anglo-Saxon texts, asserts that
writers designated female religious in numerous ways, but collective adoption of a
spiritual existence was evidently popular.62 There may have been good reason for fluid
titles since, as Patricia Halpin points out, monastic women were described as leading
religious lives according to their own rules.63 It may have not been necessary to describe
distinct categories of religious women because the exact nature of congregations of
professed nuns and other groups of women religious was hard to pin down.
A particular appellation may have been employed because it had associations that
were amenable to the author’s goals. There is no gender-specific noun in Latin or Old
English that refers to a convent of devout women. They only sometimes qualified as
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“sanctimoniales,” a name given to nuns on account of their profession of sacredness,
whose lives were grouped under uniform principles drawing on both canonical practice
and monastic custom. A variety of flexible nouns were used to describe Anglo-Saxon
religious women. Caesarius of Arles (470-542), who wrote the first rule for female
religious, called a monastic woman “sister” (Latin soror); “virgo,” (Latin virgin); or
“filia” (Latin daughter), quite different from what he called the head of the community of
female religious: “abbatissa.”64 The terms “mynecenas” (modern English cloistered
woman) and “nunne” living under vows in the world, lack the exactness necessary for us
to now describe them.65 The indistinct Old England word “mynecen,” used to describe
these women in their religious settings, is interesting because it refers to their adoption of
a masculine term and is translated as follows: “female monk nun” living in full-scale
communities,66 already possessing an “ordered” (Old English endebyrd) kinship.67 The
term “mynecen” was used up until Ethelred’s reign (978-1013) to distinguish a woman
living outside a nunnery under religious vows.68 The term “nunna,” or “nonna” was used
to denote any sort of religious woman. The customary medieval designation of a religious
woman as an “ancilla Dei,” or maid servant of God, is modeled after the description of
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Mary at the Incarnation as the “ancilla Domini” (usually “handmaid of the Lord”).69 She
was sometimes described as a “soldier of Christ,” a term adapted from models of warriors
who chose to leave military life to devote themselves to monasticism. Often these
“soldiers” left the monastery to seek a solitary spiritual life.
The role of an abbess implies a degree of leadership, one more in line with a male
leader than merely ruling over a female house. The abbess’s responsibilities were greater
than only a matter of maternal cares or piety. Monastic custom may have created a more
universal understanding of ruling a religious house, but nuns’ roles, especially those in
leadership positions, cannot simply be expressed as holding a maternal office. Male
terminology was used in monastic rules more often to define the male institution because,
according to Felice Lifshitz, they were often not meant to apply to women: rules were
expressed “as a male experience.”70 The term abbess is often thought to refer to a kind of
female authority, but the title abbatiss, or abbess does not define her as “mother” because
she is, as Lifshitz calls her, a “female father.”71 The office of Benedictine monasticism
required that Amstscharisma, or the charisma necessary to rule, was associated with the
abbot, with the abbesses’ status closely aligned with male authority. Because of this
association, male writers may have preferred to use the term “matrem” over “abbatissa,”
as the latter was evocative of a more powerful role. Although Amstscharisma was a
69
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necessary prerequisite for male religious communities to acquire permanence,
descriptions of female authority, especially in cases where “abbess” is avoided, cannot be
assumed to be identical to representations of male authority.

C. Æthelthryth’s Title At Nunnaminster
Titles are slippery devices, especially in times of reform when rules were being
adopted to control monastic life. It is necessary to interpret the portrayal of “matrem”
within the context of the above definitions and also with the tenth-century Benedictine
Movement in mind. Although Æthelthryth’s depiction later in the Vita St. Æthelwoldi
adds a considerable degree of authority to her role, her title and the one she lacks
complicate the reader’s impression of her in the text. For his text Wulfstan borrowed the
description “ruling over a flock of nuns” from the RC, which was also used to describe
the queen’s new role.72 The RC said that Edgar performed his royal office like a
“Shepherd of shepherds” who rewarded bishops who had been “a model for the flock,”73
an indication that Wulfstan was copying terms he thought were useful to him in a manner
that suggests he considered them interchangeable. In light of the passage in the RC,
Æthelthryth is viewed as abbatial, but without the association of authoritative leadership
that links directly with the title abbess.
As we know, Æthelthryth is an amalgamation of real and fictitious women, but
we can surmise the events which would have led up to her prominent position at the
nascent female religious house and her apparent reputation for leadership throughout the
Winchester community. As discussed in Chapter III, Wulfstan omits Æthelthryth’s
72
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relationship with the female side of the West Saxon royal house, eliding the house’s
monastic matrilineal genealogy central to its foundation. Outside of Wulfstan’s text, we
know some details and we must construct the rest: Ealhswið was the first leader of
Nunnaminster, as she held the property; she lived on the grounds of her buildings
immediately following the death of her husband, Alfred; Ealhswið also lived on her
property in first decade of the tenth century and before Nunnaminster was established,
since the boundary record in The Book of Nunnaminster does not mention
Nunnaminster.74
As future founder of Nunnaminster, Ealhswið would consequently have had
choices about the nature of her monastic community, along with vested aristocratic
interests. She may not have been affiliated with a specific religious order, since
Nunnaminster may have been functioning as a female domestic house without
Benedictine rules prior to the tenth century. As royal widow and dowager mother,
Ealhswið may not have required or even wanted another female ruler of her house, but
she most likely looked to a female family member to continue the Anglo-Saxon tradition
of matrilineal rule. It could also have been acceptable for Ealhswið herself to serve as
leader without being assigned the title of abbess. On the other hand, she may have
welcomed another woman to complement the residents’ talents, providing future
Winchester female rulers a model for monastic life. If so, Ealhswið would have narrowed
her scope and appointed this woman either from her own household or from one that was
closely associated with her family. She would have known that these elite members
nearby maintained the greatest capacity to administer and advocate on behalf of the
74
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house. If Æthelthryth was indeed this vitally important woman who maintained power as
a comprehensive role between her secular and religious life, we are without any details
from Wulfstan to confirm the connection, especially considering the lack of abbess status
to illuminate this aspect of her life.
Later documents connected with Winchester are inconsistent in applying “abbess”
to Æthelthryth. She was sometimes assigned this title and at other times she was not.
Texts written about Nunnaminster cast an uncertain light on the identity of
Nunnaminster’s abbess during the tenth century.75 In the Vita St. Edburga, Osbert uses
the same terms in the twelfth century as Wulfstan does in the tenth,76 but in Osbert’s text
Æthelthryth is also described as the first abbess of Nunnaminster, appointed because she
provided the endowment for the community.77 Osbert was apparently working from
manuscripts other than those Wulfstan was using,78 or was he drawing a conclusion based
on Wulfstan’s text alone? Osbert asserts that Æthelthryth was appointed by Ealhswið to
lead the nunnery, serving at the time of her granddaughter St. Edburga’s consecration,79
and responsible for her upbringing: “holiness prefect Æthelthryth”80—an important
association, since this female saint is the only one associated with Nunnaminster. Later
on in his text, however, Osbert makes no reference to either Æthelthryth or Eadburga,
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and names Alfghiua as abbess in the time of Æthelwold,81 with Eadgyfu as abbess c.975
and c.990.82 However, the name of the abbess at the Winchester nunnery in “the time of
Edgar” was also given as “St. Edith [Eadgyfu].” Malmesbury also followed Wulfstan’s
account, assigning Æthelthryth in charge of the nunnery from its very beginning:
“Æthelwold constructed in Winchester a house for nuns, and put in charge of it an old
virgin lady Æthelthryth.”83 During the fourteenth century, “Etheldreda” or “Ethelritha” is
listed in historical documents or modern introductions to them as “abbess” in 963. The
author of the modern edition of the RC says, “Etheldreda was made abbess.”84 Symons is
likely following Wulfstan’s and perhaps Osbert’s texts but not the RC, since the RC does
not mention Æthelthryth. Yorke’s catalogue lists the abbesses of all the Anglo-Saxon
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royal houses, but Æthelthryth is not included among them.85 Apparent inconsistencies
remain to this day as to whether Æthelthryth was understood during the tenth century as
abbess. It may have been Wulfstan’s objective to assign Æthelthryth with a title that
intentionally depicted a lack of authority while asserting her pious and virtuous nature as
a model for female religious life.

D. Tracing the Abbess with Mary During the Anglo-Saxon Period
Æthelthryth comforts Æthelwold’s mother at the time of her pregnancy, which
validated her role as mother and was modeled after the Virgin Mary. The image of the
Virgin Mary as mother and her conception of Christ are considered supreme examples for
consecrated nuns in Anglo-Saxon England (and throughout the world).86 Religious
women saw Mary as an image of female authority. Mary therefore became an intercessor
before God for these women. The nun in her chaste monastic marriage to Christ emulates
the Virgin Mary in her matrimonial relationship to him; the female body is the symbol by
which nuns communicate their meaning.87 For the representation of spiritual female
kinship, the position of the Virgin is key to the identification with the monastic
community. Mary plays an essential role in the dynastic and sacred family. According to
Anita Guerreau-Jalabert, “[Mary] is a pivot, the hinge around which is effected the
passage from one form of parentage to the other.”88 As a central figure, her status as
“genetrix” makes her the Mother of all-faithful. Jesus was the doctor to mankind and
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Mary was the nourishing mother. The definition of “mother” expands beyond biology to
describe nurturing abilities, with the universal figure of Mary promoted through her
sanctity. This association with motherhood, in turn, becomes a model for religious
women in their dedication to comforting their communities, a tradition that had its roots
in the early Church.
Female virgins enjoyed a special status since they saw Mary as their protector.
The virtues corresponding with Mary were associated with professed virgins who aspired
metaphorically to become mothers of Christ. Literally, nuns remained virgins since they
could not be mothers. Religious women were mostly depicted as virgins; even those who
were once married were considered pure. According to Cynthia Turner Camp, “the virgin
abbess was a potent figure of institutional cohesion and longstanding purity, the
inviolable female body representing the integrity of the religious community formed
around her relics.”89 Virginity and sexual abstinence were standards for nuns (and
monks), also for secular clergy and women living under vows. These standards occupied
a central place in monastic theology as an aspect of Christian morality. The order of
chastity was the basis for Christian doctrine, originating with Christ himself, initiated by
his chosen conception through a virgin mother.90
The sanctity of the nunnery was largely legislated by the abbess or another
important member of the house. Religious and laywomen understood the Virgin through
her metaphorical meaning, which influences the extent of her spiritual power.91 By
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adopting the figure of Mary, the mother of her community becomes, according to Bede,
“the virgin Mother of many nuns.”92 The Benedictional of Æthelwold suggests that Mary
was portrayed there as the ideal of the abbess during the tenth century because “The
Choir of Virgins,” which includes the Virgin Mary, occupies a prominent place in the
manuscript, second in order only to the “Choir of Confessors.” The eleventh-century Old
English translation of the Regularis Concordia was likely produced (copied or even
translated) by a brother at the New Minster93 (or the Old) for his sisters next door and
hence perhaps a Nunnaminster product. The manuscript was adapted for female
religious.94 It demonstrates a focus on the activity of prayer, that is, contemplative life,
reserved for several forms of monastic experience, as well as active practice of virtues:
“professed virgins” in mind, “who aspire to become mothers of Christ” (Latin, cum
premiis centuplis).95 In “The Winchester Rite,” the consecration of a nun implies that
God is involved in the selection of the novice: “According to the likeness of holy Mary,
the mother of our Lord Jesus Christ,” she should preserve her virginity, so that she might
be worthy to receive the Crown,96 an indication of her privileged status as Queen of
heaven and earth. Indeed, nowhere in these representations of the “Mother of God,”
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writes Carolyn Walker Bynum, can we find the “consistent stereotypes of femaleness as
compassionate and soft, either weak or tender,” that marked medieval monks’
idealization of the mothering role.97 Like all ideal mothers, Mary is the model for future
female religious leaders to follow, and like Mary, the abbess is also a model of strength,
fervently dedicated to her religious community. However, a shift occurs in England
during the early Middle Ages. Even the powerful role of abbess becomes discretely
associated with virginity instead of the powerful image of Christ’s mother in AngloSaxon texts, indicating male anxiety with female authority. When early Anglo-Saxon
religious women leaders, very often from royal families, modeled their lives after Mary,
they maintained the title abbess, but in the later period, male writers in favor of less wellconnected titles elided this representation of power.
The concept of placing royal daughters in religious houses as abbesses is
identified with certainty starting in East Anglia during the sixth century. Abbesses were
drawn from largely noble families, but equally significant is the fact that they were selfdetermined nominees because royal abbesses passed down the role of abbess to their
female kin. They were the daughters of kings and wielded great influence over religious
houses. At this time, few female monasteries existed in England, and several AngloSaxon royal women went to the Continent to practice monastic life, benefiting from those
monastic models. Bede records how Seathryth and Æthelburh, respectively step-daughter
and daughter of King Anna (d.654), were sent to the nunnery at Farmoutiers-in-Brie,
where they were joined by their niece Eorcengota, daughter of their sister Seaxburh and
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King Eorcenbert of Kent (640-664).98 In England, royal abbesses were known to run
several double houses at once.99 Selethryth ran Lyminge and Minster-in-Thanet; Werburh
(d.700), Threekingham (Lincs.) and Hanbury; Eadburh, Adderbury and Bicester; Osyth,
Aylesbury and Chichester. Hild was asked to join her sister, Hereswith, at the nunnery in
Chelles but at Bishop Aiden’s request took control of the religious house at Hartlepool,
and in 657 she founded Whitby.100 The status and fortunes of women associated with
royal families determined their role as abbesses as they carried their family obligations
with them into religious life.101
At this time, royal abbesses appeared to reign over their monastic houses as well
as exercising political influence through their domains/regions. They enjoyed
independent authority and honor as the foundresses and directors of monasteries; their
generosity with money and goods was enhanced by the further power to work miracles.
For royal women, blending their secular and religious opportunities offered a variety of
options for influential and spiritual lives. Royal widows also often founded houses, which
were useful as centers of learning. Nunneries were retreats for royal widows following
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the deaths of their husbands; they could rule without threat of remarrying.102 In the
political structure of early Germanic kingdoms, royal widows often sought monastic life
since this contributed to a transition of wealth and power from a deceased king to his
successor.103 Widows could continue to reside within their religious communities; they
could fund monastic houses through their marriage gifts, while protecting their
inheritances.
The continuity of English kinship and the closely aligned liturgical tradition of the
English church created a parallel system of governance, providing some clues to the
position of abbess. Jerome is described as acting as spiritual advisor to noble ladies in
Rome, counseling them to adopt a religious regime in their own homes.104 Augustine set
up his own Christian household where he and his companions lived their own version of
life dedicated to Christianity.105 In Pope Gregory’s “Life of St Benedict,” two women of
noble birth are described as “leading the religious life in their own home.”106 Correlating
the title of queen with abbess is, however, not always a clear path to uncovering the
religious woman’s role, and we cannot be certain if and which religious regulations were
employed for which religious woman. The queen’s ordo was evidently based on the rite
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for the consecration of an abbess.107 This enabled queens to claim a particular authority,
and they were often positioned in a variety of contexts. Since the position of the abbess
was similar to that of a secular lord,108 mapping an abbess’s coronation ceremony onto
the rituals used for appointment of a queen would reinforce her potential to inspire
spiritual religious conversion, considered a powerful position of cultural transformation
and therefore authority.
Overall, life as an abbess was seen as offering a fortunate few careers as
administrators, scribes, artists and authors, as well as spiritual devotees; indeed, only
certain kinds of women could choose this privileged life. Monastic life offered women
advantages over the secular: education as well as teaching others;109 and power within the
church and local governments, as well as access to estates owned by the monastic
community.110 The role of abbess would also arguably have provided a woman with
wealth and independence of action.111 The life surrounding the mynster was often
considered attractive—especially to those already holding a household leadership
position—since a combination of new and traditional attitudes may underlie a woman’s
choice to rule a group of like-minded women. It is, nevertheless, important to note that
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even as these female religious exercised relative control, their land and resources were
threatened by encroaching male houses, and they were bodily vulnerable. In addition,
sometimes the source of danger was from monastic brothers siphoning resources; other
times the threat was foreign control in the case of the invading Vikings. Provocation may
have only substantiated the need for royal abbesses’ advocacy and motivated acute
judgment and effective negotiation in order to secure necessary family support.
The perception of threat was also palpable in the male ecclesiastical anxiety
caused by religious women’s power, signaling the attempt by male religious authorities to
restrain female religious behavior and limit their autonomy. Throughout the early AngloSaxon period, abbesses were ordained, vested in the sacristy, wore miters, carried staffs,
heard confessions, administered penance and reconciliation, absolved sins and
excommunicated sinners.112 In the sixth century, Abbess Fara at Brie heard the
confession of both men and women at her double monastery, and she had the power to
excommunicate.113 One Merovingian abbess was reported performing a public and
liturgical office in her own right, for directing penance and as leader of the Liturgy of the
Hours.114 In England, Theodore of Tarsus (602-690), Archbishop of Canterbury (668690), best known for reforming the English Church and establishing a school in
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Canterbury, was well aware of the various roles of religious women.115 Theodore’s
Penitential (c.700) reveals that early Anglo-Saxon religious women took part in liturgical
celebration and the administration of the mass. This text reports that it was permissible
for women to “read the lection to and to perform the ministries which pertain to the
sacred altar, except those which are the special function of priests and deacons.”
According to the canons, it is the function of bishops and priests to assign penance, but
that does not preclude that women were also practicing confession, since “we shall not
overthrow that which is the custom in the region.”116 English women served as preachers,
however unofficially, and much like their male counterparts, were serving as English
missionaries in Germany.117 Under Boniface (c.675-754), one religious woman was an
apparent proselytizer and entrusted to rule according to her ideals. In her vita, Leoba’s
(c.710-782) biographer, Rudolph, says (c.837) that Boniface:
gave her [Leoba] the monastery at a place called Bishofsheim, where there was a
large community of nuns. These were trained according to her principles in the
discipline of monastic life and made such progress in her teaching that many of
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them afterward became superiors of others, so that there was hardly a convent of
nuns in that part that had not one of her disciples as abbess. 118
It is likely Leoba, rather than Boniface, initiated the authority with which she is
remembered. Regardless, this account is a testament to her efficacious command.
Starting in the eighth century women were warned of exceeding their positions as
spiritual leaders because their status was not sufficient to warrant the performance of
religious duties. Distrust grew of female religious rule and a desire to restrict
autonomy.119 At the accession of Pope Zacharius in 742, the pastoral role of abbesses was
regarded with antagonism: “Women shall not cover the altar with the corporal nor place
on the altar the offerings, nor the cup, nor stand among the ordained men in the church,
nor sit at a feast among priests.”120 Charlemagne’s Admonitio Generalis (789) and the
Synod of Paris (829) also took steps to contain female liturgical activity. Charlemagne
restricted the role of religious women by forbidding abbesses from performing any
sacerdotal functions, suggesting women leaders were still assuming these roles and even
flouting them despite earlier mandates. Item 75 of Charlemagne’s 789 General Capitulary
reads:
It is heard that some abbesses, against the custom of the holy church of God, give
benedictions with the laying of a hand and with the sign of the holy cross over the
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heads of men, and also that they veil virgins with sacerdotal blessing. Know that
this must be utterly forgiven by you, holy fathers, in your parishes.121
In 829, the Council of Paris put the final seal on earlier legislation limiting the function of
abbesses in the lighting of candles and the ringing of church bells. The status of these
women, the council declared, was not different from that ordinary laywomen.122 Evidence
is also found of male anxiety over the lack of monastic isolation in Charlemagne’s
General Capitulary:
About small monasteries where nuns dwell without a rule, we wish there to be
held a regular congregation in one place, and let the bishop provide where that
can be; and we wish that no abbess presume to leave the monastery without our
command, nor permit those subject to her to do so; and let their cloister be well
locked, and by no means let [anyone] there presume to write or to send love
letters.123
Charlemagne restated the need for enclosure in a synodal decree issued in 799:
That abbesses should absolutely not leave their monasteries except through the
consent and license of their bishops, and the same bishops should beware lest they
refuse them when they must go out of their monasteries for their own benefit.
And let the abbesses take with them such nuns, about which things, upon their
return, they should not the other nuns, because that is very destructive, as is
written in the holy rule.124
121
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Later statutes also concern themselves with gender-appropriate dress, “that nuns not dress
in men’s garments, that is rocho and fanoes, but also such as are women’s clothes.” The
above decrees indicate the extent to which women religious leaders were not only
thought of as powerful but also dangerous to the established monastic order. Although
monastic women on the Continent were told to avoid participating in the liturgy, they
were still involved.125 Transmission of these ordinances occurred between Frankish and
English convents,126 but there is little evidence that Anglo-Saxon nunneries complied
swiftly. Although conditions were being put in place to limit the abbesses’ authority,
there is evidence that they had always performed the powerful rights associated with all
ecclesiastical leaders.
The ordination rite is also evidence of early medieval female religious authority.
The mid-ninth-century Freiburg Pontifical from the Upper Rhine/Northwest Germany
provides a dual ordination rite for an abbess: she was ordained using the identical rite
used for an abbot, “materna in cathedra.”127 The election of the abbess is considered,
according to the authors of the RC, a “very important matter,” “that should be carried out
with the consent of the King and according to the teaching of the Holy Rule.”128
Assuming the role of abbess, a woman could take on, in theory, a role identical to that of
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her male counterpart. Hilda’s seventh-century rule at Hartlepool and Whitby determined
that women’s houses should be ordered by “righteousness, mercy, purity, and other
virtues, but especially of peace and charity,” which is identical to the description of male
religious houses.129 Female (and male) religious leaders also maintained the
responsibility of confession.130 Early Anglo-Saxon abbesses were never wholly barred
from religious gatherings, obstructed from political proceedings, or restricted from
performing the sacraments of the Church. In Aldhelm’s De Virginitate, Abbess Hildelith
provides spiritual authority at Barking because she is mother superior,131 proving that at
this time a nun could be both “abbess” and “matrem.”
Bede was a major influence on Wulfstan’s portrayal of Æthelthryth, especially in
the representation of chastity and monastic fruitfulness. Regular monastic discipline is a
virtue close to that of chastity. Much of the reputation of early Anglo-Saxon abbesses is
derived from Bede, who distinguishes the abbess mostly by her virtue, stressing the
qualities that ensured her position.132 Personal marvels and visions accompany several
abbesses, but it is her innocence, according to Bede, that ultimately defines the abbess.133
Leoba, a seventh-century English nun, serves as an example of the ideal abbess, because,
according to her biographer, she was a successful Benedictine abbess and an
extraordinary spiritual leader for the nascent German Church. According to Rudolph,
Leoba had a distinguished career as leader of the Benedictine house at Bishoffsheim as
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part of England’s missionary work. Her role as abbess is completely in accord with the
Benedictine Rule,134 insuring that the liturgy of the monastery remains the central focus
of community life. Following monastic regulation while pursuing the glory of virginity
determined that an abbess receive especially high praise.

E. Later Anglo-Saxon Representation of Female Religious Leaders: St. Æthelthryth,
the Queen and Æthelthryth
In the tenth century, the representation of the female religious leader continued to
emphasize the role of the virgin. Those who maintain their virginity throughout their lives
occupy the highest place, according to male ecclesiastical writers. Throughout the AngloSaxon period, religious women appeared transformed into this image of motherhood. To
Æthelberga of Flædenbyrg, Alcuin writes:
It is pleasing to me quite frequently, if only with a few letters, to fulfill my not
insignificant duties of salvation to you as my countrywoman and to bring before
your thoughts the salvation-bringing offerings of my admonition and your
promise: that you attempt to preserve the most noble ornament of virginity in an
intact body, remembering the glorious reward of the chastity of those who follow
the lamb in heaven through the great places of the eternal King wherever he will
go. What is more blessed than this glory, or more glorious than this blessedness, in
which the conqueror of nature will associate with the author of all creatures.135
At the same time that virginity was the privileged virtue, we can see a shift whereby
Church and royal powers attempted to control female nunneries in order to consolidate
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power. In exchange for monastic autonomy, ecclesiastical leaders provided royal leaders
with privileged roles that complemented their existing authority. At this time, kings used
nunneries as places where they could leave their daughters, preventing them from
marrying and producing rival claimants to the throne.136 Care for nuns was also one of the
clear duties associated with the sacral queenship, with the title “Queen” indicating the
degree to which she held ultimate female authority. Mandates associated with monastic
reform attempted to create networks of houses under the same rule empowered to protect
the queen’s interests. The queen became an authority over religious women as a kind of
confessor and advocate. Abbesses were given unlimited access to the queen whenever the
good of the house required it, according to the RC.137 Abbesses were also required to
petition their families for endowment, but reform measures advocated severing ties from
this protectorate.
Wulfstan was aware of St. Æthelthryth’s representation, depicted as a monastic
figure, an abbess, virgin and mother throughout the Anglo-Saxon period. The idea of
continued virginity was important to her representation as a figure of enduring chastity.
St. Æthelthryth held powerful leadership, but she is mostly renowned because of her
many virtues, a model for Wulfstan’s depiction of the Nunnaminster Æthelthryth as
“perpetual virgin.”138 As I have discussed in Chapter IV (“Nutrix”), St. Æthelthryth’s
miracles and marvels relate to her body preserved intact after her death and burial,
attributed to the steadfastness of her virginity.139 For purposes of this chapter, it is
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important to remember that St. Æthelthryth’s abbatial career at Ely figures second to her
personal sanctity of virtue in depictions of her life, and Wulfstan was interested in
representing the qualities of a pious religious leader rather than the leadership role of the
abbess. Bede describes St. Æthelthryth as the Blessed Virgin, spouse of Christ;140 she is
nobler through her Heavenly Father. In a hymn to St. Æthelthryth, Bede calls her
exemplar of all virgins,141 emphasizing that the saint’s purity is connected to her life of
physical restraint. She is here shown in roles of mother and virgin:
A year afterwards she was appointed abbess in the district called Ely, where she
built a monastery and became, by the example of her heavenly life and teaching,
the virgin mother of many virgins dedicated to God. It is related of her that from
the time she entered the monastery, she would never wear linen but only woolen
garments and would seldom take a hot bath except just before the greater feasts,
such as Easter, Pentecost, and Epiphany, and then last of all, after the other
handmaidens of Christ who were present had washed themselves, assisted by
herself and her attendants. She rarely ate more than once per day except at the
greater festivals or because of urgent necessity; she always remained in the church
at prayer from the time of the office of matins until dawn, unless prevented by
serious illness.142
Bede does more than describe the female saint’s promotion to abbess and her dedication
to the other virgins who hope to follow her in her ecclesiastical role as virgin bride of
Christ. He conflates St. Æthelthryth’s actions as a consecrated nun with that of her status
as an overseeing abbess.
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In the tenth century, St. Æthelthryth appears in Æthelwold’s Benedictional of St.
Æthelwold as an enduring visual depiction of mother superior. As we know, St.
Æthelthryth points to the bishop’s investment as the premier female saint of the
Benedictine Reform. In the Benediction, the monastic feast picture labels St. Æthelthryth
as “abbess,”143 but the emphasis is on her womb as a reference to her chastity.144 In her
portrait St. Æthelthryth turns toward Christ on the facing page. Her depiction is
accompanied by a benediction for her feast day, circumscribed by a background
inscription: “The image of the holy Abbess and perpetual virgin Æthelthryth.”145 St.
Æthelthryth was given a place of prominence in the choir of virgins, and her feast picture
has a special opulence as the only one coupled with a historiated initial. She occupies a
rank second only to Mary Magdalene in the manuscript, with her feast and name in the
choirs, imitating Mary’s role as the virginal bride of Christ in heaven and her celestial
marriage to Christ through the imitation of the queen of all virgins.146 The position of
abbess has become stripped of anything particularly abbatial in this depiction, almost as if
her authority and status is diminished through her comparison with Mary—only Mary
seems maternal here. St. Æthelthryth is transformed, identified not merely as saint, royal
sovereign, and virgin, and linked not just with Ely but also with a larger Winchester
community, with her re-envisioning in the Benedictional readily explaining this period’s
preoccupation with conflated female identities.
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The Virgin Mary’s depiction in the Benedictional is especially indicative of how
the period’s political intentions intersected with ecclesiastical ones. St. Æthelthryth,
modeled after Mary, serves as a model for Queen Ælfthryth’s position as supervisor of all
nunneries, with the regal depictions of Mary connected to the queen’s prominence.147
Ælfthryth was the third wife of Edgar and the first King’s wife to be crowned Queen,
around the same date as the composition of the RC.148 In the RC, Queen Ælfthryth is
likened to the status of queen of heaven.149 Ælfthryth was not another laywoman; she was
depicted as part of a lordship together with the King, taking an especial interest in
monastic reforms and holding a powerful position in the city.150 She attended the synodal
council at Winchester (c.970) and served as a frequent witness to royal charters. As such,
Ælfthryth is listed with the “nomina reginarum et abbatissarum” (English The Names of
the Queens and Abbesses) indicating her importance during this time.151 The emphasis on
Mary as “Queen of Heaven” had strong connections to the imperial iconography of Christ
and King Edgar in tenth-century reform texts. The RC describes the Queen’s duties in a
147
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Christian nature, modeled on normative Christian writings, and the Benedictional’s royal
iconography for Christ and Mary was associated with the project to endow Edgar and
Ælfthryth with Christological symbolism. Ælfthryth is thus noteworthy because of her
ability to bridge otherwise disparate categories, to move between roles and acquire titles
that are associated with motherhood.
This navigational ability appears to extend Queen Ælfthryth’s role even further
into the monastic domain with her installation as ruler over the nuns. This was most
likely due to Ælfthryth’s alliance with Æthelwold, who linked her to his efforts at
monastic reform. Ælfthryth held an intimate association with the monastic reformers who
were patronized by herself and her husband, Edgar. She was portrayed as a female
subject and royal authority, monastic guardian and court functionary. Janet Nelson
employs the term “maneuver” to express her capacity “in shaping the future for herself,
her property and other persons in her social network.” 152 Andrew Rabin acknowledges
Ælfthryth’s ability to extend her role from queen to courtroom because her title,
“forespeca” (“sponsor,” “advocate,” “patron”),153 provided her with unique status.154
Ælfthryth’s ordination had recently been established by a new ordo rubric for her
consecration alongside her husband in 973,155 with her, as well as Edgar, reported as
commissioning Æthelwold for the translation of The Benedictine Rule.156 The queen’s
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involvement in this text suggests her duties to govern included a greater role than just as a
secular leader.
Æthelwold assigned Queen Ælfthryth an important role in the RC, positioning her
as ruler over all female religious houses. The RC describes how the queen was appointed
special patroness of the nuns and nunneries throughout the realm.157 The description of
Queen Ælfthryth’s responsibility uses the exact words, “mandras sanctimonialium,” in
the RC.158 The queen, according to the primary reform text at the time, is understood as
an honorary abbess. She is centered in Winchester and serves as guardian of the
nunneries in England, which would have included caring for the nuns at Nunnaminster.
In contrast to the early Christian period in Anglo-Saxon England, the queen was now not
only formally but also abstractly responsible for all female communities as well as the
patron of all nuns.
Ælfthryth was aligned artistically with St. Æthelthryth (hence Mary) and
symbolically with Wulfstan’s Æthelthryth. Around 964, Æthelthryth was appointed ruler
of Nunnaminster,159 very close in time, 965/975, to Ælfthryth’s appointment as the
defender and guardian of the nuns.160 Æthelthryth was apparently residing in the center of
Winchester at the same time as Ælfthryth, when the queen returned there with her
husband, subsequent to his coronation. In the RC, Æthelwold specifically entrusted
English nunneries to the queen as their protector and patron. Ælfthryth held no specific
role at Nunnaminster, but her title described her care for all the female communities of
157
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the realm, which proves, therefore, that a queen still had certain religious duties, at least
in theory. The events of the tenth century provided Ælfthryth with a larger profile since
she was able to exercise considerable influence in both royal and monastic affairs.
Ælfthryth’s physical witness to this fundamental religious reform positioned the queen in
a position of great political authority. St. Æthelthryth is above and beyond any
connection with any specific monastery, even for any abbess; the queen holds the role of
monastic ruler; Æthelthryth of Winchester is without the necessary title to hold authority
in her own religious community. The Reformers were accommodating the queen’s desire
for ultimate control over an important aspect of religious life, an indication of the strong
connection between them and Ælfthryth and the necessary connection to female religious
life they were making in the name of reform.

F. Conclusion
While the specific title abbess conveyed supremacy, “matrem” described
“motherhood” within the religious community. The first title was an appointment to lead,
the latter a tool of virtue. Wulfstan describes Æthelthryth as engaging in activities that
would be typical of a nun in a leadership position, one that corresponds to the role of
abbess at Nunnaminster, but not one equal to that of a male religious leader. Without the
title abbess, a monastic woman represented as leading her religious house did not convey
the same degree of authority during the tenth century as she would have earlier. If she is
assigned “matrem,” Æthelthryth’s source of strength in the text is one of divinity, not
power. The effects of her depiction provided Æthelthryth with an identity that was overly
yielding and never elevated her to an abbess.
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Wulfstan’s portrayal of Æthelthryth’s life includes those features we expect from
descriptions of women’s leaders at Nunnaminster, and, indeed, her monastic office
appears to be based on particular qualities and talents. It may not be possible to firmly fix
specific identities to her at this time since titles were not regularized; however, female
religious leaders shared representative values, with virginity appearing a constant.
Flexible identities for religious women provided writers with the potential to depict
characters over a long, even an unnaturally long, period of time. Titles and names have a
great deal in common because they are particularly adaptable, sometimes to other
characters. These titles often result in an intentional misinterpretation. Such are the
consequences to elastic language: it can be supple enough to illustrate a character’s
profound influence, but also too elastic to survive with clear impression centuries later.
With St. Æthelthryth’s centuries-long representation, her expanded role could
provide her with the potential as an archetypical supreme female ruler figure that
dovetails with the tenth-century queen’s ruling model. This undoubtedly reflects St.
Æthelthryth’s importance in Nunnaminster’s history: it was because of the queen’s
interest in St. Æthelthryth, a pious and popular woman, that Æthelwold was able to
restore the monastery at Ely. Queen Ælfthryth apparently wielded sufficient agency with
Æthelwold to encourage the way she was depicted. She thus becomes elevated to the role
of paramount female leader, associated with a successful female cult and an important
monastic house and overseer to a nunnery already linked to the prestigious royal Wessex
family. While the early royally connected nunneries were able to attain institutional
autonomy because they were identified with their religious status, during the late AngloSaxon period, it is the queen—not the monastic leader—who is partner with the bishop in
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reforming Christian society. By representing Æthelthryth as taking a secondary role in
her own community’s agency, the Reformers were signaling that a female religious
leader could experience redundancy; a queen could become as important as any woman
short of the Virgin Mary because of her profound influence over Æthelwold and his
objectives during the Benedictine Reform Movement.
Queen Ælfthryth’s merged status of queen and religious leader is important when
considering her relationship to Æthelthryth’s status at Nunnaminster. The queen’s control
of the nunneries is particularly relevant to Æthelthryth’s leadership position. There are
layers of resemblance between the two women. Both women appear to rule
Nunnaminster during the same time. Æthelthryth and Ælfthryth could not be the same
person; however, their identities are seemingly intertwined. This link is mirrored by the
texts created together under Æthelwold’s reform, which are thereby inexorably related to
one another. Despite one being an abbess and the other queen, the stories of Æthelthryth
and Ælfthryth both originate in centers of ecclesiastical life. While Æthelthryth is
portrayed within a network of domestic affiliations, so too is Ælfthryth, the latter’s
dominance as much about mobility as the former. However, Æthelthryth’s culminating
representation appears subsumed by the importance of the movement, which provided the
queen with a greater role. The renewal of regulation was undoubtedly connected to the
period’s efforts to diminish lay control over the monasteries except in the case exercised
by the queen (and king). According to Hollis: “Under the stricter segregation and
enclosure in the English monasteries envisaged by the Regularis Concordia, restrictions
on abbess’s dealings with the world at large produced an enhancement in the role of the
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queen at the further expanse of the abbess’s autonomous rule.”161 “Reform increased the
power of the queen over female communities,” according to Stafford.162 The queen’s
authority over nuns illustrated an empowered woman during this period. Æthelthryth in
Wulfstan’s vita is not mentioned in the Regularis Concordia, but she is implicitly present
as a consequence of Ælfthryth’s escalating leadership. This signifies the appropriation of
female religious authority even as it points to the strength of monastic life. While
Ælfthryth’s function appears an abstraction of monastic rule, Æthelthryth’s genuine
management serves those with definite spiritual concerns. Despite the queen’s position as
a secular abbess, however, the convent community continued to nurture the solidarity of
the nuns.
The Regularis Concordia, like many contemporary Continental sources, includes
the daily chapter meeting prescribed in the rule, which consolidated communal life
through readings and prayers followed by public confession and penance for offenses
against monastic discipline. The chapter functions to balance the power of the abbess.
However, Nunnaminster’s new supreme commander appropriates Æthelthryth’s role.
Tacitly, Ælfthryth overwhelms the former abbess’ function, and Æthelthryth is essentially
disregarded as a consequence of the queen’s position as royal monastic ambassador.
Æthelthryth’s character emerges more politically charged than before because she
becomes enmeshed in the machinations of Winchester’s literary devices, extending her
metaphorical significance and real life potential beyond the previous chapters’ discussion
as a vehicle of annexation.
Queen Ælfthryth’s role was characterized as a face of the state. Royal identity
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placed powerful women in religious status for their convenience. Although potentially
heretical for the Orthodox Church, Christianity at this time was positioning powerful
women rulers in religious status for the Church’s convenience. Since Ælfthryth was
designated the ruler of all nunneries, her own status appropriates the qualities of the
woman who had already been assigned this role. The need for women supporting her
qualities was also important to its audience since it allowed her character to be a vessel
for appropriation. Creative fabrication was apparently useful to Wulfstan because it kept
Æthelthryth unidentified outside the Vita St. Æthelwoldi. Once again, Wulfstan was able
to skirt the issue of female royal succession by describing Æthelthryth as “matrem”
instead of “abbess.” Because “abbess” was associated with female royal succession and
religious life, removing the term eliminates the connection with the maternal Wessex
family.
Historians and literary scholars sometimes recast Æthelthryth as abbess of
Nunnaminster, but I have argued that her standing is due to her representational qualities
of virtue and dedication, since Wulfstan’s vita appears more concerned with motherly
kinship and less about status. This depiction appears to prevail in historic records as well,
as Nunnaminster’s religious leaders were apparently dedicated to supporting the entire
Winchester female community throughout its long history.163 This program continued
until Nunnaminster’s dissolution in the mid-sixteenth century, when the last abbess of
Nunnaminster was portrayed with humble service to the city, as “Elizabeth Shelley of
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Winchester.” Elizabeth, a religious woman, was from a Wessex aristocratic family.164 In
1536, Elizabeth temporarily averted Nunnaminster’s dissolution for four years after the
grand Priory of St. Swithun and Hyde Abbey had fallen.165 Evidently, these religious
women were able to maintain control over their own dominion despite the chaos that
unfolded around them. During the time of the surrender of so many monasteries,
Elizabeth obtained royal letters of patent under the Privy Seal, dated 27 August 1536.166
Certainly she appears far from intimidated by powerful ecclesiastics, either in Rome or
next door. Even after they were forced to leave Nunnaminster, Elizabeth and some of her
fellow nuns stayed together at another location nearby. They were the only known
women to have done so in England.167 Ironically, the dissolution may have returned
Nunnaminster to its former, pre-Reformation order, where the nuns carried on their
monastic lives of prayer and power in their own household community.
Ultimately, Wulfstan wanted his reader to consider his own role as one of mother
to the Winchester monastic community through the inherited model of Mary. Wulfstan
left out the “Book of the Annunciation” in his depiction of Æthelthryth and Æthelthryth’s
mother, even as he employed images of Mary and her pregnancy in his vita. In order for
his own role as author to be singularly associated with textual creator and enforcer of the
Benedictine Reforms, Wulfstan shows his readers his maternal leadership, conceiving
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and birthing his literary achievement within a cloistered setting. In the Old Testament,
God frequently speaks of himself as mother, bearing the Israelites in his bosom,
conceiving them in his womb (Isaiah 49:1, 49:15, and 66:11-13). The scriptural example
provides insight into the ways Wulfstan considered his maternal authority to birth his
Vita St. Æthelwoldi, even as he used the metaphor of motherhood to represent the ties
within the female religious community, Nunnaminster, ruled over by Æthelthryth, but
subsumed by the moment.
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APPENDIX
REFERENCES TO ÆTHELTHRYTH IN
WULFSTAN’S VITA ST. ÆTHELWOLDI
Chapter 2
The woman woke up, thunderstruck with wonder, and pondered her dreams, without
uttering a word. Then, because she could not imagine by herself what they might portend,
she went along to a servant of Christ called Æthelthryth, a woman ripe in years and
experience, and the nurse of the virgins dedicated to God at Winchester. To her she told
the full story of what had been shown her in her vision by night. Æthelthryth, being a
sensible and sharp woman, and one to whom God at times revealed knowledge of the
future, had many predictions to make of the child who was to be born; and the outcome
showed their truth.
Cumque mulier euigilans secum miraretur attonita et somniorum uisioinem mente
uolueret tacita nec per semet ipsam conicere posset eorum interpretationem, perrexit ad
quandam Christi famulam, nomine Æthelthrytham, moribus et aetate maturam, quae in
praefata urbe nutrix erat Deo deuotarum uirginum, cui narrauit ex ordine quod sibi
ostensum fuerat in nocturna uisione. At illa, sicut erate animo sagaci prudentissima, et
interdum etiam futurorum Domino reuelante praescia, de nascituro infante multa
praedixit, quae uera esse rerum exitus indicauit.1
Chapter 5
HOW THE BOY, BORN AND THEN REBORN IN CHRIST, WAS SUDDENLY
FOUND ONE DAY WITH HIS NURSE IN CHURCH. One feast-day, when his nurse
had, as was her custom, decided to go to church and pray, it chanced that so violent a
downpour or rain broke forth that she could not set foot outside the door of the house
where she sat with the baby in her lap. She was upset, and wept bitter tears because she
could not fulfill the vow of her pious intent. She bowed her head in humble prayer to the
Almighty Lord, and deservedly found speedy consolation from God’s mercy. For, having
felt no discomfort from the storm, she suddenly found herself with the baby, sitting in the
church she had planned to visit, with the priest celebrating solemn mass. She was
frightened out of her wits at an event so inexplicable, and all who learnt of the miracle
were struck by wonder and astonishment. For just as once the prophet was suddenly
taken up out of Judaea and set down with his dinner in Chaldaea, so was the blessed child
Æthelwold brought in a trice into the church with his nurse. Just as the prophet gave
refreshment to a man of God in the lions’ den, so Æthelwold was, when the time was
ripe, to feed thousands of people in the church of the saints.
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QVOMODO PVER NATVS [ET] IN CHRISTO REGENERATVS QVADAM DIE SVBITO
IN ECCLESIA CVM NVTRICE SVA INVENTVS EST. Accidit enim quadam sollemni die,
cum more solito nutrix illius ad ecclesiam pergere et orationi incumbere decreuisset, tam
ualidam inundantis pluuiae tempestatem erumpere ut extra loci limen, ubi in gremio
tenens eundem infantem sederate, pedem mouere non posset. Quae dum maerens
amarissime fleret eo quod uotum piae intentionis soluere nequiret, caput humiliter
omnipotentem Dominum rogatura declinauit et confestim diuina miseratione sonsolari
promeruit. Nam nullam molestiam procellosae tempestatis sentiens subito inuenta est
cum infantulo sedens in ecclesia quam adire disponenbat, ubi sollemnia missarum
presbiter celebrabat; et quod nulla ratione credere potuisset ut fieret, factum uehementer
expauit, et omnes huius rei cognoscentes miraculum magnae admirationis stupor inuasit.
Sicut enim propheta quondam ex Iudaea reprente sublatus et in Chaldaea cum prandio
est depositus, sic beatus puer Ætheluuoldus sub momento cum nutrice in templo est
praesentatus, ut sicut ille refecit unum Dei hominem in lacu leonum, ita iste congruro
tempore milia populorum praceret in ecclesia sanctorum.2
Chapter 22
THAT HE ESTABLISHED NUNS AT THE NUNNAMINSTER. He had plans too for
the third monastery at Winchester, known in English as the Nunnaminster and dedicated
to God in honour of ever-virgin Mary. Here he established a flock of nuns, placing over
them Æthelthryth, whom I briefly mentioned above. Here the procedures of life
according to the Rule are followed to this day.
QVOD IN COENOBIO NONNARVM SANTIMONIALES ORDINAVERIT. In tercio
quoque Wintoniensi coenobio, quond Anglice Nunnamenster appelatur, in honore semper
uirginis Mariae Deo consecratum, mandras santimonialium ordinauit, quibus matrem de
qua superius paululum tetigimus Æthelthrytham praefecit, ubi regularis uitae norma
hactenus obseruatur.3
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